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Abstract 
Complete one-loop results for the decay widths of neutral Higgs 
hosons ( h") into lighter neutral Higgs bosons ( hb, h ,. ) arc presented for 
the ~1ISSl\I with complex parameters. The results are obtained in the 
Feynman-diagrammatic approach, taking into account the full depen-
dence on the spectrum of supersymmetric particles and all complex 
phases of the supersymmetric parameters. The genuine triple-Higgs 
vertex contributions are supplemented with two-loop propagator-type 
corrections, yielding the currently most precise prediction for this class 
of processes. The genuine vertex corrections turn out to be very im-
p01'tant. yielding a large increase of the decay width compared to a 
prediction based on the tree-level vertex. One-loop propagator-type 
mixing between neutral Higgs bosons and Goldstone and Z bosons is 
also consistently taken into account. Complete one-loop results for the 
decay of a neutral Higgs boson into fermions are also presented, which 
include the full dependence on complex phases. The new results are 
used to analyse the impact of the experimental limits from the LEP 
Higgs searches on the parameter space with a very light MSSl\1 Higgs 
boson. It is found that a significant part of the parameter space of 
the CPX benchmark scenario exists where channels involving the decay 
h2 _, h1 h1 have the highest search sensitivity, and the existence of an 
unexcluded region with .1'vfh 1 ~ 45 GeV is confirmed. The public code 
HiggsBounds is also presented, which can be used in conjunction with 
models with an arbitrary number of neutral Higgs bosons to determine 
whether parameter points have been excluded at the 95% CL by the 
LEP and Tevatron Higgs searches. 
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Preface 
Toda~' marked thC' beginning of a new era in particle physics. At 09.28 BST. amid a 
veritable media frenzy 1 . the first proton beam was fired the entire way round the 27km 
underground tunnel at CERN, Geneva. This milestone was celebrated across the world 
as the 'switching on' of the next great particle physics experiment, the Large Hadron 
Collider. 
The LHC will allow the exploration of a very high energy regune, which humans 
have so far been unable to investigate in controlled conditions. ~.;lost scientists believe 
this regime to be populated with particles holding the clues to crucial questions about 
the nature of the universe at a fundamental level. One of the key tasks of the LHC 
experiment will be to attempt to track down the 'Higgs boson', a hypothetical particle 
which forms a cornerstone of almost all our current theories. If its existence is confirmed, 
the Higgs boson will provide the answer to one of the biggest questions in particle physics: 
how elementary particles get their mass. 
Against such a backdrop, it may seem strange to be submitting a thesis that focusses 
particularly on the unsuccessful Higgs searches carried out by the previous occupier of 
the tunnel at CERN, the Large Electron-Postiron collider (LEP). However, the very 
fact that a Higgs boson was not discovered by LEP plays a vital role in narrowing down 
its possible characteristics. In particular, the LEP results give us a lower limit on the 
mass of the Higgs boson, which varies depending on which of the many particle physics 
models you believe in. This lower limit was particularly low for the Complex Minimal 
Supersymmetric Standard ~·1odel, since Higgs bosons described by this theory can be 
trickier to produce in colliders. In this thesis, we focus on the behaviour of these types 
of Higgs bosons and, in particular, how they would interact with eachother, and we 
investigate how our predictions affect the interpretation of the results from LEP. We 
hope to shed further light on which types of Higgs bosons have already been ruled out 
by past experiments - thus contributing to the effort to provide a clear path forward for 
the Higgs searches at the LHC and its successors. 
K.W., lOth September 2008, Durham, UK. 
1 Depending on who you listen to, the LHC is either "the greatest scientific endeavour since the Apollo 
moon landings" or a "Doomsday machine" capable of producing Earth-destroying black holes. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The Standard Model and Electroweak 
Symmetry Breaking 
The Standard !\1odel (S:\1) of particle physics has been hugely successful at describing 
experimental results collected at particle colliders during the last thirty years. 
The model is a combination of some of the greatest achievements in theoretical 
physics in the last half century. Firstly. it uses Glashow-Weinberg-Salam electroweak 
theory, which was developed in the 1960s to describe electromagnetic and weak interac-
tions between quarks and leptons [1 3]. Secondly. it includes Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD), which emerged in the 1970s to describe strong interactions between quarks [4 -9]. 
Spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking is required to preserve local gauge invari-
ance and generate particle masses. This is achieved by including a scalar doublet field 
with non-zero vacuum expectation value [10-14]. As a result, the theory predicts the 
existence of an additional scalar particle, called the Higgs boson. 
Almost all facets of the Standard ~v1odel have been thoroughly investigated at collider 
experiments [15, 16]. However, we are yet to find any direct evidence of the existence of 
a Higgs particle. The LEP experiment was able to put a lower limit on the mass of a 
Standard Model-like Higgs boson of 114.4 GeV at the 95% confidence level [17]. Higgs 
searches are currently being carried out at the Tevatron [18]. If a Standard :rvlodel-like 
Higgs bosou exist, it will be seen at the Large Hadron Collider [19], which is about to 
commence operation. 
2 
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1.2 Supersymmetry 
Although the Standard Model has been V<-'r~r successful at explainiug phenonwua at 
current collider experiment:-.>. there is a prevalent bPlief throughout the particle physics 
community that the Sl\1 is a low energy effective theory. There is huge speculation about 
the prospect of a more fundamental theory. In particular, it is hoped that we will one 
day have a 'Theory of Everything' (TOE) which will describe all four forces of nature -
electromagnetic. weak. strong and gravity. 
In addition, Cosmologists have amassed a lot of evidence (:-.;uch as the shape of galaxy 
rotation curves and results from weak lensing) which could indicate that most of the 
mass in the universe is composed of uon-relativistic. weakly interacting particles (see [20] 
for a review). The Standard Model does not contain a candidate for this particle. 
The Standard ::\'lodel also suffers from what is known as the hierarchy problem. \iVhcn 
the 1-loop fermion corrections to the Higgs particle are calculated in the Standard Model, 
the result contains a quadratic divergence. This can be renorma1ised away, but it is still 
necessary to do a great deal of fine-tuning to get the 1-loop contributions to the mass to 
approximately canceL leaving a Higgs mass at the weak scale, rather than the unification 
scale ( G "CT scale). 
Supersymmetry (SCSY) is a very popular and widely researched extension to the 
Standard ~Iodel (for a general introduction, see [2L 22]). Although it is only one step 
along the road to a TOE, supersymmetry emerges naturally in superstring theory, which 
is an attempt to incorporate gravity in to a quantum field theory. It is the only non-
trivial extension of the Poincare group [23]. 
Supersymmetry is a symmetry betweeu fermious and bosons. It provides a neat 
solution to the problem of quadratic divergences because it predicts that every known 
particle has a partner which we have not yet observed. Loops involving these particles 
cancel the quadratic divergences from the Standard Model particles. 
However, if supersymmetry was a11 exact symmetry of Nature, particles and their 
'superpartners' would have the same mass, and therefore the superpartners should have 
been observed in collider experiments. Therefore, if SCSY applies to 1\ ature, it must 
exist as a broken symmetry. Fortunately, it is possible to break SUSY such that the 
quadratic divergences still cancel (SUSY is broken 'softly'). 
Introduction 4 
Realistic softl~· broken supers~•mmetric theories ( su<'h as the :\Iinimal Supers~·mmetric 
Standard :\Ioclel (:\ISS:\1). which will he used in this thesis} have the desirable effect of 
unifying tlH' gauge couplings at high energies. which is reqnin'd for unified theories. This 
does not occur in the Standard :\Iodel. 
l\·'lost realistic theories also impose R-pm·it~·· in order to pn'V(~ut rapid decay of the 
proton. As a result. spart.id<-~s are prevented from decaying into purely Standard :'viodel 
particles. Therefore the lightest supersymmetric particle is stable, providing an excellent 
dark matter candidate. 
Of course, a fundamentally important prediction of supersymmetric theories is the 
existence of snperpartners for each known Standard :Model particle. One of the main 
aims of the Large Hadron Collider will be to search for these superparticles. In addition, 
supersymmetric theories also require the existence of more than one Higgs boson, which 
leads to a wide range of interesting phenomenological consequences. 
One example is the ability of the ?\ISST\1 to evade the LEP restrictions on a Standard 
:Model-like Higgs mass in scenarios containing significant CP violation. In particular, 
LEP was unable to exclude the possibility that a neutral Higgs boson exists with a mass 
of"' 40 GeV [24]. 
The CP transformation is a combination of charge conjugation C and parity P. In 
the Standard Model, C and P are conserved separately in strong and electroweak inter-
actions, whereas weak interactions violate C and P separately. Apart from in rare cases, 
the combination CP is conserved in weak interactions. CP violation was first observed 
in the neutral kaon system in 1964 [25]. It has also been observed in neutral B meson 
decays with the BABAR [26] and Belle [27] detectors and can occur in the neutrino mass 
matrix. 
The existence of CP violation is one of the three Sakharov conditions for baryosyn-
thesis, and is therefore required to explain the fact that the observable universe appears 
to be composed of vastly more matter than antimatter (as discussed in [28]). However: 
the Standard ~1odel on its own does not contain enough CP violation to explain the 
matter-antimatter asymmetry we observe, making extensions to the Standard Model 
which incorporate new sources of CP violation very attractive. 
This thesis will cover a range of topics which are useful for carrying out a more 
detailed investigation into the region of the CP-violating MSSM parameter space that 
can not be excluded by current Higgs search results. Although this is the unifying theme 
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of the thesis, many of the topics will have much wider applications. In particular, we will 
calculate full 1-loop vertex corrections to the Higgs cascade decay in the CP-violating 
l\1SSM and combine these with propagator corrections. to obtain the currently most 
precise prediction for this class of processes. Investigating this decay at future colliders 
will give us access to the triple Higgs vertex. which is an important line of enquiry if we 
are to confirm our description of electroweak symmetry breaking. We will then examine 
the LEP Higgs exclul::lion regions in the CP-violating MSS.l\1 in the context of the new 
Higgs sector results. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
We will begin by a detailed description of the vanous elements of the MSSM with 
complex parameters (which can cause CP violation) which will be most relevant to this 
thesis and thereby fi...x the notation. 
Chapter 3 will discuss the renormalisation of the complex MSSM and derive any 
counter-terms we require which are not available in the literature. We will also discuss 
differences between parameters as defined in different renormalisation schemes. 
In the following chapter, we will outline the method used in this thesis to calculate 
the neutral Higgs masses. V\Te will also introduce a pictorial representation of the Higgs 
sector mixing and discuss the way that propagator corrections can be incorporated in 
calculations involving an external Higgs boson. 
In Chapter 5, we provide a brief introduction to some of the features of Standard 
Model and SUSY QCD which we will require when calculating the Higgs to b-quark 
decay width, which we have extended to apply to the complex MSSM. 
Chapter 6 will discuss the Higgs cascade decay width. We calculate full 1-loop gen-
uine vertex corrections with full phase dependence and combine these with propagator 
corrections. 
We calculate the full electroweak 1-loop genuine vertex corrections to Higgs to b-
quark decay in Chapter 7, again with full phase dependence. These are combined with 
propagator, QED, SM and S"USY QCD corrections. Similarly, we calculate the genuine 
vertex corrections to the Higgs to tau-lepton decay width and combine this with QED 
and propagator corrections. 
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The numerical effect of these new decay widths on the neutral Higgs branching ratio 
will be investigated in Chapter 8. 
Iu Chapter 9, we rcvie\v the results of the LEP Higgs searches for the CP-violating 
:\ISS?\1 benchmark scenario. the CPX scenario. \\·'e iuvestigatP the effect of our new 
Higgs branching ratios on tlw LEP exclusions in the CPX scenario. In addition. \W 
examine the effect of new advances iu the calculation of the Higgs self-energies which 
have been made since the original LEP Higgs \Vorking Group analysis. 
In order to facilitate the use of LEP results in conjunction with new Higgs sector 
results, we have created a new fortran program, HiggsBo'Unds [29], which we discuss in 
Chapter 10. In particular, we outline the new features which were added in order to 
extend this program to use results from the Tevatron Higgs searches. 
In Chapter 11 we conclude. 
Chapter 2 
The Complex MSSM 
2.1 Introduction 
The IVIinimal Supers~rmmctric Standard 1\'lodel (MSSlVI) is the simplest realistic super-
symmetric extension of the Standard l\1Iodel. It makes no assumption about the soft. 
SUSY breaking mechanism and introduces the minimum number of new particles. It 
requires two Higgs doublets, with opposite hypercharge. R-parity is imposed, which 
means that the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is stable and a viable Dark 
:Matter candidate. Since the model \vas first proposed: it has been discovered that it 
features the unification of coupling constants at high energies [30]. 
Table 2.1 shows the superfields and the particle content of the ~1SSM. iVIany of 
these particles are not physical eigenstates in themselves, but will mix to form physical 
eigenstates, as given in Table 2..1. 
The general structure of the ~1SSJ\1 Lagrangian is 
Ll\tSSl\1 = Lsuperpot. + Lkin. + Lsoft + Lgauge fix + Lgho~t · (2.1) 
The term Lsuperpot. involves the superpotential. It contains mass terms and interaction 
terms, including the Yukawa couplings. .Ckin. contain kinetic terms. Lsoft contains the 
SUSY breaking terms, including scalar mass terms, trilinear scalar interactions and 
gaugino mass terms, with a total of over 100 free parameters. Lgauge fix contains the 
gauge fixing terms and Lghost involves the Fadeev-Popov ghosts. Unless otherwise stated, 
all calculations will be done in the Feynman gauge (~A = ~1v = ~z = E.c = 1). 
7 
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superfield (SU(3). SU(2), U(l)) 2HDM particle SUSY partner 
Q (3. 2. k) (:;~) quarks (~~) squarks 
u (:3*. 1. -~) tF -t R u.R 
iJ (3*. 1, ~) de R (Jt R 
i (1. 2. -1) (VL) leptons (VL) sleptons 
eL eL 
E (1. 1, 2) c e.R -t eR 
H1 (1. 2, -1) Higgs bosons (!!" H12 Higgsinos 
il2 (1, 2, 1) (!!" H22 
lV (1. 3, 0) l-i/7 tL lV,:-boson l-1;i WlllOS 
i3 (1, 1, 0) BJl B1,-boson fJO binos 
Ga (8, 1, 0) 9a gluons 9a gluinos 
Table 2.1: IVISS~i superfields and particle content 
Physical Particles arising from 
SM-like fennions h, Jfi 
gluons 9a 
gluinos 9a 
neutral gauge bosons Z11 , A11 lV~, B11 , Hn, H22 
charged gauge bosons lVt~ Wt!' w;, H12, H21 
neutral Higgs bosons h,H,A Hu, H22 
charged Higgs bosons H± H12, H21 
sfermions 
.!1 . .!2 - -t fL,fn 
neutralinos xo xo xo xo - •'3 - 0 - -1, 2: :l• . 4 W·, B , H 11 , H22 
char gin os X± X± 1 ' 2 Hi\ l-112, ii12, ii21 
Table 2.2: Physical particles in the MSSM, some of which are created from mixes of particle~:> 
shown in Table 2.1 
In the following sections, we will look at parts of the Lagra.ngian in more detail, in 
order to fix the notation and derive the tree level masses and couplings which will be 
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particularly important in the later chapt<'rs. The notation will close!~· follow that used 
in [31]. \Ve also discuss some of thP important plwnomenological aspects of the theory 
and introduce a c:ommoub' ns<'d scenario in tlw complex ::\ISS?\I the CPX scenario. 
2.2 The Neutral Higgs Sector 
In the :MSS?-.L the Higgs potential is 
£FH - -Vu 
.c\'H L\'H £"H F + D + soft' 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
.C~H and .C";j1 are found by substituting for the auxiliary F and D fields in Lsuperpot. and 
Lkin .. .C~~1t contains the soft SlJSY-breaking terms 
.c \'u soft - - 2H* H - 2H* H ij (- 2 H H -2"H* H*) - -7711 li li - 'n/2 2i 2i + E 117'12 li 2j + 11/12 1-i 2j · (2.4) 
Therefore, 
V - 2 H* H 2H* H ij( - 2 H H - 2 *H* H* ) H- rnl 1i 11 + rn2 21 2i- E 'n/.12 1i 2j + m12 1i 2j 
1( 2 2)(H*H H*H )2 I 21H*H 12 + 8 91 + 92 li li - 2i 2i + 292 li 2i ' (2.5) 
'''here rni = 11'1i + 11-'-1 2 ,rn~ = n1.~ + I1-LI 2 , thus depending on soft SUSY breaking parameters 
and the higgsino mass parameter f-L· mi2 is also a soft SUSY breaking parameter, y 1 = 
e/cw and g2 = e/.sw are the U(1) and SlJ(2) coupling constants and E12 = 1. c,. = cosBw 
and .Sw = sinBw, where Bw is the weak mixing angle. The Higgs doublets are of the form 
(2.6) 
where v1 and v2 are the vacuum expectation values. \iVe define tan8 = 't'2/v1 . 
There is no CP violation in the Higgs sector at lowest order since any phase depen-
dence can be rotated away, lli:> discussed in [31]. In addition, the doublet 'H2 may also 
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have a compl{:'X phas<> df'peudrnn'. which can also be rotated away and thus we do not 
include it explicitl:v in equation (2.6). The tree level neutral mass eig;enstates h. H. A. G 
are related to tlH' tre(' lewlueutral fields c/.J 1 • ~o2 . \ 1 . \ 2 through a unitar~· matrix. 
h -Sill 0 ('OSO 0 0 C.l] 
H cos 0 sin a 0 0 (/)2 
-
(2.7) 
A () 0 -sin ,Bn COS .Bn XI 
G 0 0 COS /3n sin Bn \2 
where we can see that the CP-even eigenstates cp1 , cp2 do not miX with the CP-odd 
eigenstates x1 1 x2 . Unless otherwise stated, h, H, A, G will always represent tree level 
neutral fields throughout this thesis. 
Expanding equation (2.5) gives the mass terms explicitly, as given in [31]. At tree 
level. the off-diagonal mass terms must vanish, leading to the condition f3n = (3. (How-
ever, note that, in the scheme we are using, /3 = arctan( v2/v1 ) is renormalised but /3n 
is not. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between (3 and !311 when performing the 
renormalisation). This leads to the expressions for the tree level neutral Higgs masses, 
or, equivalentl~r, 
2 2 sin(a + (3) 
rnh 
- ]\.[ z cos 2,f3 . ( 6 ) ' 
sm . -a 
m2 
= 
Jv/2 2(3cos(a + (3) H z cos ((3 ) 1 cos -Cl' 
2 _ 1112 sin 2 (a+ ,13). m. A - z sin 2 (/3 - a) 
This also leads to an expression for the tree level mixing angle a, 
tan2a m~+ A11 tan2;3 2 M 2 , m,A- z 
with -¥ < o < 0. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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To specify the Higgs sector, it is necessary to give the values of two parameters -
often tan /3 and one of the Higgs masses. In the real I\1SSM, CP is conserved and it is 
usual to take mA as one of the input parameters. However, in the complex l\ISSM, A 
mixes with tlu~ states h, H at 1-loop and above. Therefore, it is usual to take m.fi± as 
the input parameter iu the complex l\fSS~I/1. 
Expanding equatiou (2.5) a.lso leads to the triple neutral Higgs couplings h.;h1hk 
(where hih/I.A: is some combination of h, H, A). These are given in Table 3 .. 2. 
2.3 Quark Sector 
We requiie expressions fm the quark masses and quark-Higgs interactions. In this sec-
tion, we are following the procedure and conventions used in [32]. These are obtained 
from a term in the superpotential 
(2.14) 
where t 12 = 1 and ea are Grassmann variables with BB= 8°80 . Discarding the parts of 
the superfields which do not contribute to the quark masses and quark-Higgs interactions 
leaves 
.t:f?i.h;.qq - [(813 813) (>..dHu (drt (d~)a + >..uH2durt (u~)J] 00 + h.c. 
- ->..dHu (dr)o. (d~)o:- >..uH22 (uLt (u~)a + h.c., (2.15) 
where (ur) 0 , (d£) 0 , (u~)a, (d~)a are Weyl spmors. These are related to the Dirac 
spinors u, d by 
u = (~:~;:) ' 
u = ( (u~.t (ur)a): 
Therefore we can rewrite .CqCi,hiqq as 
' 
d = ((dr)~) , 
(d~) 
d = ( (d~t (dr) 6 ) · (2.16) 
(2.17) 
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Substituting for H11 , H22 gives the quark masses mu = A11V 2 and md = AdV] and the 
couplings of the Higgs to the quarks as given in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. Recall that, 
at tree level, (3 = f3n· However, we kept the (3:, dependence in these couplings since this 
information is needed during the renormalisation procedure. 
We can also define left-handed and right-handed Dirac spinors, using the projection 
operators W± = ! (1 ± 1'5), 
Qf, = w_q, 
We can therefore rewrite £qfi,h;qfi as 
2.4 Squark Sector 
iiR = qw_. 
(2.18) 
(2.]9) 
(2.20) 
Again, in this section, we are following the procedure and conventions used by [32]. 
Eliminating the aUXiliary fields from Lsuperpot .• , £kin., collecting the squark mass terrns 
and adding the soft-breaking terms 
rqmass ~ 
L...soft = 
2 ( - t - :-t - ) 2 - t - 2 -t -
-ML ULUL + dLdL - MiJ.RULUL- Md.RdLdL 
~ ( AuAuv2uLul + AdAdvldLdl + h.c.) 
leads to the squark mass matrix 
Mq= (
M 2 + m2 + M 2 cos 2(3(/q = Q s2 ) L · q Z 3 qw 
mq Xq 
where 
£<imass _ '- ( ql l]k) .Mq. (~L) , 
QR. 
Xq - Aq - J.L * {cot (3, tan ,8}. 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
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and cot ,8 or tan (J applies to u-type or d-type quarks respectively. The eigenvalues of 
equation (2.25) are 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
In the complex MSSM, the trilinear coupling Aq and the higgsino mass parameter 
J.l can have non-zero complex phases. The mass matrix Afq can be diagonalised by the 
matrix Uq, where 
( 
Cq 8q ) 
where Uq = * . , 
-sq Cq 
(2.28) 
and cq is real, sq is complex and c~ + lsql 2 = 1. They are given by 
Cq = (2.29) 
(2.30) 
The relation (m~1 - m~2 ) cqsq = mqX; is often useful when simplifying amplitudes. 
2.5 Higgs kinetic terms in the Lagrangian 
Expanding ,Ckin gives a term 
(2.31) 
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8''1L 
(' ( wr lF~, ) e (2.32) D'' +i-- + 'i--1~" B''1L. 2sw H.-~ 
-lVl' 2c11· · 
H'~ ~ (lF{' =r= il1-"f) . (2.33) 
lVr cwZ1' + sn·A1'. (2.34) 
BP 
-swZ1' + cw.41', (2.35) 
aud the hypercharge Y is -1 for the Higgs doublet 'H1 and 1 for the Higgs doublet 'H2 
as in Table 2.1. (Note that in the Standard Model, often the sine of the weak mixing 
angle, sw, by convention, has the opposite sign). 
This leads to the expressions for the Z and V'i boson masses as used in [31], 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
2. 6 G I uino sector 
In this section we follow the method and conventions given in [32]. The coefficient of 
the gluino mass term in the Lagrangian ll13 • is 1 in general, complex with 
(2.38) 
However, the phase r/Ju3 can be absorbed into the gluino fields, such that mass of the 
gluino becomes m 9 = lllJ3 1 [33]. This has implications for the gluino couplings. V'l/e will 
particularly be interested in the quark-squark-gluino coupling, which is found from 
=a ( 0 Ta (U) -i~ 0 Ta (U) i~ ) k;;J* g -y L9s jk q n1 e 2 W_ + V L.9s jk q n2 e 2 W+ q lfn (2.39) 
+ qk ( J2gsTkj (U;)n
2 
e-ioA;-1 w_- J2gsT~j (U;)n
1 
ei"'·~11 W+) f/q~, (2.40) 
where 11 = 1, 2 are sfermion indices, 9s is the strong coupling constant and ra are 
generators of SU(3). 
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2.7 Chargino and Neutralino sectors 
\'.'e mention these sectors ver:v briefly iu order to fix the notation and we follow the 
couveutions ns<'d in [31]. \Ve will use the dmrgiuo mass matri.x 
Mchargino = ( 
]If.) 
J2 cos fJ 11 fw 
J2 sin !31\hv) 
fl. 
(2.41) 
which includes the soft STJSY-breaking term llh. which can be complex in the CP-
violating MSS~I. 
vVe will use the neutralino mass matrix 
1111 0 - 111z Sw cos /3 Afz Sw sin f3 
0 1112 Afz Cw COS ,!3 llfz Cw sin (3 
Mneutralino = (2.42) 
- llfz Sw COS (3 A1z Cw cos/3 0 -p. 
111 z Sw sin {3 111 z Cw sin (3 -p. 0 
which include::5 the soft BUSY-breaking term 1111 , which can be complex in the CP-
violating l\188?\I. 
2.8 Phenomenology and the CPX scenario 
CP violation in the MSS~vl has a number of important phenomenological consequences. 
As we will see, CP phases in the loop corrections to the Higgs particles will have a large 
effect on their masses [31, 34, 35] and cause them to have a mixed CP state. This will 
also affect the coupling of the Higgs particles to fermions, Z bosons and vV bosons [36]. 
One important consequence is a reduction in the coupling of the lightest neutral Higgs 
to two Z bof:lons, which makes this scenario more difficult to detect at LEP [37]. 
Throughout this thesis, we will frequently perform calculations in the CPX scenario. 
which, for our purposes, we define as 
The CPX scenario 
• m1 =172.6GeV 
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• I' = 2000 GeV 
• IAIJI = 1000 GeV 
• Ah = 200 GeV 
• .Afu-c ::; 1000 GeV 
vVe also use the GCT relation Af1 = ~*-1\12 , as described in [38]. 
Csing this particular scenario as an example has some significant advantages. Firstly. 
the trilinear couplings and 1\13 are entirely complex, thus inducing a large amount of 
CP violation. This scenario is therefore useful as a generic example of a CP-violating 
scenario. 
The second advantage is that this scenario is phenomenologically extremely inter-
esting. It was originally proposed by [39] (although their definition differs slightly from 
that described above) in order to provide a framework for discussing the significant effect 
that CP violation has on the interpretation of direct searches for Higgs bosons, such as 
those at LEP. 
Although a Higgs boson \Vas not discovered at LEP, it did produce significant re-
strictions on the allowed ?vlSS::vl parameter space. The results from the four LEP collab-
orations - ALEPH, DELPHI L3 and OPAL -were combined and applied to a number 
of MSSM benchmark scenarios [24] by the LEP Higgs Working Group. In the CPX 
scenario, their results show an unexcluded region at 30 GeV ;S 111h1 ;S 50 GeV and 
3 ;S tan (3 ;S 10. We will be examining this unexcluded region in more detail in future 
chapters and therefore it is convenient to use the CPX scenario as an example in earlier 
chapters in order to get an idea of its characteristics. 
It should be noted that our scenario differs from that used in [24] in two main ways. 
Firstly, we use the top mass as reported in [40], whereas the original analysis mainly 
used the then current vaiue of 174.3 GeV. Secondly, we use an on-shell definition of the 
trilinear coupling A, which is the natural choice for a Feynman-diagrammatic calculation. 
The original analysis defined the trilinear coupling according to the DR renormalisation 
scheme and used a value of IAP,f-1 = 1000 GeV. We will describe these schemes in 
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Chapter 3.3.1 and discuss a way to convert between the different parameter definitions 
in Chapter 3.4. 
vVc note that there arc constraints on the CP phases in the complex ~ISSl\1 from 
experimental lllf'asured upper limits. suc·h as those ou the electron and neutron Plectric 
dipole moments (EDl\ls). These provid(' particular!~' significant constraints on the CP 
phases in the first two generations. However. these can be avoided if the masses of the 
first two generation of squarks are above the Te V scale or if cancellations are arranged 
between various ED::'vlloop corrections. The ED~1limits also constrain the third genera-
tion, although, once again, cancellation between different contributions can be arranged 
(see [37] and references therein for a more detailed discussion). 
2.9 Summary 
In its general form, the Minimal Supersynunetric Model allows some parameters to be 
complex. As we have discussed, this includes the trilinear couplings A f, the Higgsino 
mass parameter p, the gluino mass parameter ll13 and the soft SUSY breaking parame-
ters ll11 and .Af2 from the neutralino/chargino sector and we note that some phases can 
be rotated away and thus are not physical. All the tree level couplings of the l\tJ:SSM 
are implemented in model files distributed with the program FeynArts [41-43], which 
we have used frequently when producing the results described in this thesis. However, 
we use a different definition for the quark-squark-gluino coupling, and thus alter the 
FeynArts model file accordingly. \Ve have discussed some of the phenomenological im-
plications of the CP violation and defined the CPX scenario, which we will use frequently 
in later chapters. 
Chapter 3 
Renormalisation of the MSSM 
3.1 Scalar Integrals 
The tensor integrals which appear in loop calculations can be decomposed into scalar 
integrals. as discussed fully in [44]. These scalar integrals contain pieces which are lin-
early, logarithmically and quadratically divergent. It is possible to analytically continue 
the integrals to D = 4- E dimensions in order to perform the integration ('dimensional 
regularisation'), and then afterwards regain expressions with the original divergence in 
the limit D --+ 4. Thus we do the substitution 
(3.1) 
in the scalar integrals, where fJTen is an arbitrary reference mass, which has been intro-
duced to keep the couplings dimensionless. 
In general, we will use the program LoopTools [45] to evaluate these scalar loop 
integrals. However, in order to calculate leading loop contributions, we will need scalar 
integrals in the limit of zero external momentum. These can all be decomposed into 
combinations of 1-point scalar integrals A0 , which are given by 
( ?) (27rJ-Lren)
4
-D J dD -----,----1--=---Ao rrc = q--= 
i 1r2 q2 - m 2 + iE 
m
2 (~-log ( ":2 ) + 1) + O(D- 4), 
1-Lren 
(3.2) 
2 ~ - 4 _ D - rE + log( 47r), (3.3) 
18 
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when' ~ contains the divergence at D = 4 aud ~fE = 0.57721... is the Euler-::\lascheroni 
constant.. The solution to .40 has been arrived at using the procedure outliuecl in dPtail 
in [46]. 1\ ote the dependeuce on the mass scale JlrPn. 
3.2 Dimensional Regularisation and Dimensional 
Reduction 
Dimensional regularisation involves extending the momenta and the Dirac algebra into 
D = 4- E dimensions. This is valuable for the Standard Model as it respects Lorentz and 
gauge invariauc:e. However. dimensional regularisation breaks supersymmetry. There-
fore. we '"ill use dimensional reduction, in which the momentum integrals are evaluated 
in D = 4- E dimensions but the Dirac algebra is performed in four dimensions (see [22] 
and references therein). This is the common choice for supersymmetric calculations. 
3.3 Renormalisation 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The divergences in the loop integrals are cancelled during the procedure of renormalisa-
tion. 'iVe denote the parameters appearing in the Lagrangian as 'bare' parameters. These 
bare parameters are divergent and unphysical. We replace them with a finite physical 
'renormalised' parameter plus a divergent 'counter-term', denoted by 5p, where, 
Pbare = Pren + 5p. (3.4) 
Similarly, the hare fields in the Lagrangian are also replaced with renormalised fields 
plus counter-terms, where. 
cPbarP = 4>ren(l + 5Zo) (3.5) 
The renormalised parameters and fields are fixed by the renormalisation scheme. 
In the Minimal Subtraction Scheme (MS), dimensional regularisation is used and the 
counter-terms simply cancel out the divergences in the loop integrals, whilst leaving the 
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finite pieces alonf'. As we saw. the divergent pieces appear in the combination ~ = 
1_: D - ~lE + log( 47T). The i\Iodifiecl .\Iinimal Subtraction Scheme (.\IS) uses dimensional 
regularisation and involves counter-tenus which simply cancel each occurrence of .6. 
The ::viodified. Dirnensional Reduction scheme (DR) is similar to the I\1S sdwnH' 
in that the countC'r-terms cancel t>ach term proportional to ~- However. dimensional 
reduction is used instead of dimemdonal regularisation. 
A fourth renormalisation scheme is knmvn as the on-shell scheme. In this scheme. 
the renormalised masses correspond directly to physical masses (by 'physical' mass, we 
mean that obtained from the real part of the pole of the propagator). The electric 
charge equals that measured in the limit of low energy Compton scattering of on-shell 
particles. The on-shell scheme also requires that the residues of the propagator are 1. so 
that, close to its pole, each propagator has its tree level form except with the bare mass 
replaced by the renormalised quantity (see [47] and references therein). Therefore, in the 
on-shell scheme. renormalised parameters correspond directly to actual experimentally 
measurable quantities. 
l.;nless explicitly stated, this section discusses renormalisation at 1-loop level only. 
As discussed previously, we frequently use the program Fe:ynArts [41-43] to perform 
Feynman-diagrammatic calculations. This program includes a full list of counter-terms 
for couplings in the Standard ~lodel. However, in the :tvlSS!vi, it provides the couplings 
at tree level. Therefore. in this section, we derive all the counter-terms \Ve will require 
and edit the Fe:ynArts model files to include them. 
3.3.2 Renormalisation of Gauge and Higgs boson sectors 
Renormalisation transformations 
For the \V-boson and Z-boson masses, we use the renonnalisation transformations 
ll!'i -1 liii + 61\Ii, 
111&.. -7 1111~' + 6 ]\,fl~'' 
which lead to (recalling that cw = Mvv / A1z) 
Cfv (6Mi 6M&,.) 
= -- --?- - --?- . 
2sw 111-z 1111i, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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For the fif'lds, we use the transfonnationr:; 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
In the Higgs Hector, we choose to use one renormalisation constant for each Higgs 
doublet, such that 
1 
---+ (1 + 2bZH1 )1t1, 
1 
---+ (1 + "2bZHJ1t2. 
This leads to the renormalisation transformation for tan (3 , 
tan (3 1 
---+ tan (3 (1 + btan/3) = tan,LJ (1 + 2 (1t2- HJ)). 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Note that. at this point in the calculation, we still distinguish between f3 = arctan( vzlv1) 
and the angle of rotation (3,1 (and also the angle of rotation in the charged Higgs sector). 
The renormalisation only applies to /3. 
It will later be convenient to introduce a renormalisation condition for the Higgs 
tadpoles Th, TH and TA, so we make the transformation 
(3.14) 
We define a set of counter-terms bZh;hi' bZh;G: bZcc by 
h 1 ·z 1 + 20 hh ~bZhH ~bZhA ~bZhc h 
H ~bZhH 1 + ~bZHH ~bZHA ~bZHc H 
---+ l (3.15) 
A ~bZhA !bZuA 1 + !bZAA !bZAc A 
G !bZhc !bZHc ~bZAc 1 + ~bZcc G 
which leads to expressions for bZh;h1 , bZh;G: bZcc in terms of bZ11.1 , bZ11.2 • The explicit 
expressions are given in [31]. In particular, note that zhA = ZuA = Zhc = Zuc = 0, 
due to the fact that the Higgs sector is CP-conserving at tree level. Making the above 
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~nb~titutions iu the Lagraugiau and defining a set of neutral and cha.rg8cl mass counter-
terms 
Mh.H . .-\.(,' 
-
Mh.lf.A.G + 6Mh.H .. -1.G· 
6111 1111 blll!tfj 6mhA 6m. 11 r. 
where bMh.H,A.G = 
6mhH 671/.HH 6mHA 6m Hr. (3.16) 
6mhA 6mHA bm·AA bni.AG 
bmhc bmHc 6mAc bmcc 
and 
leads to the mass counter-terms given in Table 3.1. The counter-terms 6m.h,h
1
, bmh,c, 
6mcc, 6m.JJ-c~- 6mc-H-, 6rnc-c-. are also given by [31]. 
Renormalised Self Energies 
\Ve use the relations 
~t~\,, (p) 
~~v(P) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
to express the gauge boson self-energies in terms of the transverse and longitudinal 
components (where p is the momentum of the incoming scalar or vector particle) and 
to isolate the pf..L dependence in the Higgs to gauge boson mixing self-energies. The 
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renormalised self-energie:-3 are gin"ll by 
""' ( ? ) " ( ? ) -z ( ? 1 ( ·J ? ) ) J: ? L..<h.;hJ P- = L<h;h1 P- + 0 h;h1 P-- 2 11/h.; + 'lll.j;:i - um.h;h;· 
A (· 2) - ( 2) - ( 2 1 2 ) - 2 
'Lh;c: p - 'L";e' p + oZh;c P - 2m 11 , - i'l1n 11 ,c:· 
th,z(p2 ) = 'Lh;z(Ji) - 6n{z. 
'tc:c(P2 ) = 'Lc;c;(p2 ) + 6ZccP2 - 6m~c' 
A 2 2 2 Lcz(p ) = 'Lcz(p ) - 8mc;z, 
'tH-H-"(P2) = LH-H+(P2 ) + 6ZH-H+(P2 - m~±)- 6m~'"'' 
'tH-c"-(Ji) = 'LH-c-(P2 ) + 6ZH-c+(P2 - ~m~'"')- 6m~- 0-, 
A 2 2 2 LH-w+(P) = LH-w+(P)- 6mH-w+, 
A 2 A* 2 
'Lc-H+(P) = 'LH-c+(P ), 
'tc-c+(l) = 'Lc-c+(P2) + 6Zc-c-P2 - 6m~±, 
A 2 2 2 
'Le- w+ (p ) = Ec-11'- (p ) - 6mc;- w-, 
A 2 
'L1h;(P) = 0, 
A 2 2 2 
'L1 c(P ) = 'LA1c(P ) - 6m10 , 
t~z(p2) = 2:~~(p2) +p26~1z + (p2 _ llf'i)b~z~, 
~L ( 2) = "L, ( 2) _ ]1[~6Zz1 L<~.z P L<AtZ P 2 ' 
AT 2 T 2 2 2 2 
'Ezz(P ) = Lzz(P ) + (p - lvlz)6Zzz- 6Mz, 
t~z(p2 ) = L~z(p2 ) - fl.1i6Zzz- 6111i, 
AT 2 - T 2 2 ,2 2 
'L,v-w+(P)- Lw-w-(P) + (p - flfw)6Zwtv- 611!111 , 
t{:;r-w·.,.(P2) = E{¥-w+(P2 )- 111,~,6Zww- 61\.f&,. 
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(3.20a) 
(3.20h) 
(3.20c) 
(3.20d) 
(3.20e) 
(3.20f) 
(3.20g) 
(3.20h) 
(3.20i) 
(3.20j) 
(3.20k) 
(3.201) 
(3.20m) 
(3.20n) 
(3.20o) 
(3.20p) 
(3.20q) 
(3.20r) 
(3.20s) 
We now fix the counter-terms b:v setting the renormalisation conditions. \Ve renor-
malise the Z-boson, \V-boson and charged Higgs masses on-shell. We would like the 
renormalised mass parameters to be equivalent to the physical masses, which is equiva-
lent to setting the renormalised mass parameter squared to be the pole of the propagator. 
Thus, the Z-boson, W-boson and charged Higgs renormalised transverse self-energies in 
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equation (3.20) must vanish at q2 = n/.~" 11 • lPadiug to tlw mass counter-terms 
6Ji!i ~ T 2 (3.21) = ReL':zz("Uz ). 
:2 ~ T 2 (3.22) 6flfw - ReEww ( flfw). 
c511Ij1= R0Eu=(ll/~±). (:3.23) 
where the prefix Re means that the imaginary parts of the loop integrals are discarded. 
\Ve fix the tadpole counter-term by requiring that the renormalised tadpoles vanish. 
such that 
(3.24) 
This is convenient as it means that diagrams involving renormalised tadpoles will not 
need to he considered in calculations. 
\Ve renormalise the gauge boson fields on-shelL such that the renormalised self-energy 
and renormalised r:;elf-energy differentiated with respect to p2 (which we denote :E') 
vanish. This leads to the conditions 
b"Zn' -ReE;,F, (3.25) 
ReET (111?) 
b"Z.yz _ 2 -yZ Z (3.26) 
Jl!£1 
b"Zz-~ E~z(O) (3.27) ? . ~ ]IJ2 
z 
However, for the renormalisation of the Higgs fields, we choose to follow [31] and use 
the DR scheme: such that 
r5ZH 1 - [~ riv - ReE~1 <1> 1 (3.28) 
bZH2 = [~ ]div - ReE~2 <1>2 (3.29) 
where 'div' indicates that we have just kept the terms proportional to 6, as defined in 
equation (3.3). This choice has been shown to yield numerically stable results in [48-50]. 
\Ve also need to fix the renormalisation scale for bZH 1 • bZH2 , which we choose to be 
J.lren = 11/,t, as in [ 31]. 
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XY 
AA 
hh 
hH 
HH 
hA 
HA 
hG 
HG 
AG 
hZ 
HZ 
AZ 
GC 
GZ 
H-e+ 
H-n;+ 
e-H+ 
c-c+ 
c-tv+ 
"fG 
') 
flrn)o· 
•) - 2 flm]p:. - ()"U11 -
6m~:::. r·~-L'i - 611!1~.-c;_d + 6!1I1s';+ 3 
>:t ;) ( ') ? + 2 ~f') ) +u an/.J .'I:'JCl'i 711~~ --"a -dCo _ L1 11 z8n+L1Cn+l1 
+ 2 _u2~~wr:w (bTI/cn-ds;_d + 6Th8n-d(l + C~-:1 )) 
6711~=So-J(:0_d- 6!1JI~·S0 _d('o-J- 6!1fi8a+JCa+3 
e ( J: 3 ·rr 3 ) + 2!1/zswcw uTHso.-8- 01. hco-8 
-btan,B s11c8 (rn~ (c;_13 - s~_ 8 ) + J\.1~(c;+.B- s;+13 )) 
6m~±s;_ 13 - OAf1~,.s;_ 8 + O!lf~c;+B 
-btan8 saca(m~2sa-BCo-B + 2.i\.Jlso+t.:ico+:3) 
- 2 Mz~~wr.w (oTJJCo-B(l + s;_8 ) + bThsa-dc;_13 ) 
+ 2Mz:wcw bTASo-.6 
-?!If e bTACo-8 
- Z.'iwCw 
-bm~A 
+Om~.A 
2A/z:wcw (-6TH so-B- 6Thco.-B) - m~sacabtan,8 
0 
0 
-2i!l12 c8 sa6tan.8 
2/\fz~<wcw ( -oTHca-.B + oThsu-6) 
- iMz (t5Mf + oZ + oZ ·) 2 1112 ZZ GG 
2A! e ( -fJTHsa-6- bThca-B- iotA) - 6rn.2H:::Sacs0tan,8 zSwCw 
- 2.A1w s 8c85tan.B 
(bm~-c+r 
2/lfze~wcw ( -oTHca-8 + oThsu-8) 
_& ( 6llflv J:Z · · oZ ,~) 2 ~~t;i. + u H· n, + c-c. 
i/llzt5Zz.., 
2 
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Table 3.1: Mass counter-terms for Higgs bosons aud mLxing between Higgs bosons and gauge 
bosons iu the complex ~1SSM 
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3.3.3 Charge Renormalisation 
Charge Renormalisation in the full MSSM 
Vve obtain a renonnalisation condition for the electric charge by requiring the electric 
charge to be equal to the full ecr vertex for on-shell external particles in the Thompson 
limit (i.e. vanishing photon momentum). using the transformation 
(3.30) 
The renormalisation constant is adjusted such that the loop corrections to the eey vertex 
vanish in this limit. By considering the component free from 15 and proportional to ";15 
separately and using a Ward identity to relate the renormalised vertex with the electron 
and Z1 wave function renormalisation constants (as described in [51]), we arrive at the 
condition 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
where we have used the expressions for the gauge boson field renormalisation constant 
from equation (3.27). We can thus identify the renormalised charge with the physical 
charge e(O) = J 47ro(O) where o(O) is the fine structure constant. as defined in the 
Thompson limit. 
However, calculating oZ-n directly poses problems because it involves large contri-
butions proportional to o log ( m?i~ht 1 ), arising from the running of o from q2 = 0 to a 
higher energy scale. which is a problem because the masses of the light quarks are not 
well defined. 
Instead, we can use the relation 
_!!_ 'E1ight fin loops (q2) \ 
~ ? -,-, 2-0 uq- ', q-
= ~Q + _l_Re"'lightfinloops(M2) 
. flfi LJTI z ' (3.33) 
where ~o is a finite quantity. It can be split in to the contribution from the e., J.L, T leptons 
and the contribution from the light quarks (i.e. all quarks except t), ~o = ~OJept+~o~~d· 
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.6.o1"P' has lwen calculated to 3-loop orcler [52] as 
.6.o1Ppt = 0.0:31-197687. 
while ~o~·~.~~ has lw<'n measured <'xperimPntall~, \·ia a dispersion relation [53! as 
.6.oi:.~~~ = 0.02755 ± 0.0023. (3.:35) 
Therefore. the charge counter-term can he calculated using 
(3.36) 
where every self-energy involved in this expression has been calculated individually be-
fore being combined in this equation. 
Alternatively. we could have calculated 5Z-n = 8~2 I:-1-;(q2 )lq2=0 directly, but using 
'effective' values for the light quark masses which have been specially adjusted to ensure 
that the explicitly calculated value of 8
8
2 I:~~~~htfinloops(q2 )1 2 _ 0 - ~11 _ Rei:~i~htfinloops(A{~) q • q - il z I, 
is similar to the current experimental value of .6.a. The disadvantage of this choke is 
that whenever the value for .6.o or mb changes, the values used for the other light fennion 
masses would need to be adjusted accordingly. 
A third way to perform the calculation is to use 
~ .!!..._ I; all loops (q2) I _ ~ .!!..._ I; light fin loops (q2) I 
2 EJq2 Tl q2=0 2 EJq2 Tl q2=0 
+ ~.6.o + _l_Rei:Iightfinloops(AI2) + Sw I:~z(O) 
'J 2 ~,f2 · ·n z M2 
- 11z Cw z 
(3.37) 
\vhere, again, every self-energy involved in this expression has been calculated individu-
ally before being inserted in to this equation. This should give exactly the same result 
a.c:; equation (3.36). as we have only included some extra diagrams to the first term, 
which we then cancel by including the second term. However, equation (3.37) is eas-
ier to implement since ..fL I:~~hcfinloops(q2 )1 + 1 Rei:1ightfinloops(.NJ2) is given by a 
' Bq2 I I 2 "'jJ''' "'rl Z q =0 z 
fairly compact expression. \Ve edit one of the model files provided with the program 
FeynArts [41-43] to include this correction. 
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Th£' above discussion n>f0rs to results "·hich are parametri:;pd in tPrms of n(O) (i.e. 
we use equation (3.30), which mean~; that the coupling used in tree level vertices is 
o (0)). Howevpr. iu our cakulatious. "·e choose to parametris<> the rf'sult iu terms of 
o(.Aii) where n(.A/1) = o(O)/ (1- ~n). Thus WP are absorbing the tin corrt-'ctiou iuto 
tlw coupling used ill tn-"'e 1<'\"<'l verticPs aud the r('llonualisa tion hccOlll<-'S 
1 1 
e(0)(1 + 2.6.a- 2.6.o) (1 + 6Z~
0l) 
P-(A11) ( 1 + 8Z;(AI1l) + h.o.t., (3.38) 
where 'h.o.t.' denotes 'higher order terms', and the charge counter-term becomes 
8Z(o)- .6.o 
e 2 (3.39) 
~_!}__ "allloopti(q2)1. _ ~_!}__ '\"'lightfinloops(q2)1 
2 a ? LJ.,., 2-o ? a 2 L....,... 2-o q- . ' q - - q I ' q -
+ _1-Re~light fin loops(Af2) + Sw ~~z(O) 
? ~f2 Ti Z C ~;J2 : ~.11 z w .11 z 
(3.40) 
where. again, every self-energ~' written here is calculated explicitly before being combined 
to give an expression for the charge counter-term. 
Charge Renormalisation for diagrams involving Standard Model fermions 
and their superpartners only 
For calculations which only involve Standard ~1odel fermions and their superpartners in 
loops, we choose to parametrise the electric charge in terms of the Fermi constant G p 
(as used, for example, in [54]). The Fermi constant is defined as being proportional to 
the coupling constaut in the muon decay J-1 --+ vt, + e- +De, where the process is modelled 
as just having one vertex (J.Lv,,e-De), such that, at lowest order, 
(3.41) 
Higher orders are incorporated through the correction .6.T such that 
(3.42) 
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For calculations involving S::\1 fermium; and their superpartners onl~r. vertex and box 
corrections do not contribute and thP loop corr<'dions arc due to the \iV-hoson self-energ~· 
on the internal \iV-bosou propagator. Ind uding count er-terms leads to 
(3.43) 
We parametrise our result. in this case, in terms of O:cF, which we define as oaF 
~ ViG pl\f~,s?,· and use the experimental result. of G F as the input. 
acF is related to o(O) through 
(3.44) 
Inserting this into the charge renormalisation transformation gives 
1 - 1 -
e(O)(l + bZ~) = e(0)(1 + ""ifiTJ!- 2fiT!f)(1 + bZ~) = ecF(1 + 8Z~h), 
yielding the charge renormalisation counter-term 
8ZGF 
f' 
- JZ(O) - ~tl1.fj 
e 2 
bsw 1 ( T 2 ) 
- -- ?J\A"2 L:ww(O) - 81\1w , sw ... llw 
where b"sn: is given by equation (3.8). 
3.3.4 Renormalisation of the quark sector 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
In this section, we extend the process of applying renonnalisation in the Standard ?\1odel 
to the case of the complex l\1SSM, although we neglect quark mixing. \Ve will closely 
follow the notation of [47], in which the quark 2-point function and self-energy are 
described as 
r(p) J)w_rL(p2) + J}w+rR(p2) + w_f1(p2 ) + w+f"'(p2 ), 
L:(p) _ J)w_L:L(p2) + J)w+L:R(p2) + w_L:l(p2) + w+L:r(p2), 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
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with f(p)tre<' = i(J)- m). 
Inserting the renonnalisatiou transformations 
l}L 
-
(1 + ~6ZL)q 2 L· 
qn 
-
(1 + ~6ZH)qR 2 0 
m 
-
m+ 8m 
into the quark sector of the Lagrangian leads to 
-'irL (p2) 
-if/?(p2 ) 
-if1 (p2 ) 
-i.rr (zi) 
1 + ~L(p2) + ~ (t5ZL +JZL*), 
- 1 + ~H(p2) + ~ (JZR + JZR*)' 
- -m.+ ~~(p2)- m (JZL + JZR*)- t5rn. 
2 
-111. + ~r(p2)- 1~. (JZR + bZL*) - Jm. 
30 
(3..19) 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
\Ve note that the hermiticity of the Lagrangian implies (neglecting absorptive parts, 
which are not involved in the renormalisation) that 
~L(p2) 
~R(p2) 
~/ (p2) 
~L (p2)* 
1 
~/? (p2)*' 
~r (p2)*. 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
We renormalise the quarks on-shell. The renormalisation conditions for quarks are 
therefore 
0, 
iu(p). 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
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Iusertiup; the 2-point function into these eqnations leads to 
~Re [w p:::'-(n1 2) + 'ER(m2)) + 'E1(1n 2) + 'E'~'(m 2 )], 
ReJZ'- Re [-'EL ( 111 2 ) - 111 2 (I:'-' (m 2 ) + 'ER' ( 711 2 )) - '/11. ( E'' ( 711 2 ) + 'E', ( 1n 2)) J . 
Re [-'ER(m2)- m2 (E1·'(m2 ) + 'ER'(w2)) -111 (E''(m2) + 'Er'(m2))]. 
(3.61) 
in direct analogy to tlw Standard :'\'lodel. However, whereas in the Standard Model, bZL 
and bzn are both real. in the complex }.1SS::'v1. we make use of the fourth condition. 
(3.62) 
and choose 1mb Z L = - Imb Z R. since it leads to a particularly compact form of the 
counter-terms. Therefore our quark field renormalisation constants are given by 
Re [-EL(m 2) + - 1- (E1(m?)- Er(m?)) 
2m 
-m2 ( Eu (m2 ) +'ER' (m2 )) -m ( E1' (m2 ) +Er' (m?)) J , 
Re [-ER(m2 ) + ~ (Er(m?)- 'E1(m2 )) 
2m 
-rn2 (EL' (m2 ) +ER' (m2)) - rn (:E1' (m,2 ) +Er' (m,2)) J . 
3.3.5 Renormalisation of the stop sector 
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
Although we will not perform any calculations which explicitly require the renormalisa-
tion of the stop sector, we will use the 2-loop corrections to the Higgs self-energies [55], 
which have been incorporated into the program FeynHiggs [31, 56- 58]. Therefore. it is 
useful to know the renormalisation conditions which were used in this calculation. 
The stop masses were put on-shell, such that 
- 2 
= Re'Ei11 (m.;:1 ), 
- 2 
= Re'Ei22 ( m;:2)' 
(3.65) 
(3.66) 
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and additional constraints \\"<-'re imposed ou the diagonal elements of the stop mass 
matrix. such that 
(3.67) 
(3.68) 
The soft SL'SY breaking terms llh. 1\IiiR. the absolute value and phase of the trilinear 
coupling A1 \vere chosen as the input parameters. Therefore the counter-terms used were 
61\If -2rn,6mt + U1*1 Un bm.~~ + U;1 U21 bmf2 + U1\ U21 bY;-+ U;1 Uu bYt. (3.69) 
bliiJR -2m,t6mt + u;2u12bmf
1 
+ u;2 U22bmf2 + u;2U226Yt + u;2U12br[* (3.70) 
and 
bA* I. 
3.4 Comparing calculations which have used 
different renormalisation schemes 
(3.71) 
(3. 72) 
(3. 73) 
(3.74) 
Calculations in different renonnalisation schemes use different definitions for parameters. 
Therefore, to compare between these results it is necessary to perform a parameter 
conversion. This is needed if one \Vishes. for example, to compare between the two main 
public codes for calculating the complex l\1SS~1 Higgs sector. FeynHiggs [31, 56-58] and 
CPsuperH [59]. FeynHiggs is ba..'ied on the Feynman-diagrammatic approach and on-shell 
mass renormalisation while CPsuperH is based on a renormalisation group improved 
effective potential calculation and DR renormalisation (we will discuss the status of 
Higgs mass calculations in the complex MSSM in more detail in Section 4.1). Both 
codes contain corrections at O(o1n.9 ). Therefore, since the top/stop sector enters the 
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Figure 3.1: Diagrams used to calculate the shifts shown in equation (3.77) - (3.82), which 
convert between DR and on-shell parameters. ('i = L 2. j = 1, 2) 
Higgs mass calculation at the 1-loop level. we need to consider differences in the top/stop 
sector parameter definitions at 0 ( O:s). Vve consider loops involving gluons, gluinos, stops 
and tops as shown in Figure 3.1. 
' 
\Ve label the difference between the parameters p in the different renormalisation 
schemes by Ap, where 
(3.75) 
This is related to the counter-terms by 
(3.76) 
Recall that bpDR = [ bpon-shell] ciiv. 'vhere the 'div' denotes that only terms proportional 
to 4~0 -"'lE+ log( 4rr) are kept. Therefore this means that f.:l.p = [ 6pon-shelltn, where the 
'fin' denotes the finite pieces remaining once terms proportional to 4~0 - rE+ log(4rr) 
have been subtracted out. 
For a comparison of the Feynman-diagrammatic result with the effective potential 
result for the particular case where all the MSSM parameters are real, see [60]. 
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For the stop sf'ctor. Wf' can din-'ctl~, adapt t>qnatiou (3.69) · (3.74.) to get the shifts 
t::..J1Jf - -21n 1f:::..nl, 
+ Ut1 U11 !:::..mf1 + U;1 U21 !:::..111f2 + U1*1 U21 !:::..}~- + U;1 Unt::..1·~-*. (3. 77) 
t::,.;U'f 
- -2'111,!:::..1111 tu 
+ U* U !:::.. 2 + [r* U !:::.. · 2 + U* U t::..Y + U* U t::..Y* 12 12 111 11 '22 22 71112 12 22 i 22 12 1 · (3. 78) 
t::..A; - ('-icbA, (t::..IA/1 - i IAtl t::..q;.4.,), (3.79) 
f:::../{1 - (A; - p cot!J) f:::..m 1 
+ Ut1 U12t::..m}1 + u;1 U22!:::..mf2 + u~1 U22t::..~- + u;l U12t::..Yt, (3.80) 
t::..IAtl - ~Re [eioA, !:::.Kt] , 
m.t 
(3.81) 
1 [ ' ] (3.82) f:::..q;A, - Im e""'A, f:::..I\."1 • 
rn lA I · t t 
The DR parameters are ctefined. at a certain scale /Lren· \Ve use this scale in the loop 
integrals in the parameter shifts. \Ve will use P;en = AI~usv + mz =: All, in analogy 
to [60]. We calculate the strong coupling constant at the scale of the top mass, os(m,z). 
\Ve neglect the D-terms in the stop mass matrix given in equation (2.23) (the terms 
proportional to 1\,f i) and we only kt:.'ep those term in the shifts of 0 ( 0 8 ), again, in 
analogy to the calculation in [ 60]. 
We will convert the parameters used as input to CPsuperH to parameters which we 
can use as input to FeynHiggs. Therefore, we will need to convert AfR(J1.1l), l\1fR(M§) 
and MPR(M2 ) to A on-shell. 1\1on-~hell and .1\.f?n-shell_ CPsuperH requires the on-shell top 
tR S I. • L tR 
mass as input, which is then converted internally in the program. Therefore, although 
the shifts in At, Ah and .l\1iR will depend on !:::.m~,, we will be able to use the same value 
of mt as input in both programs. 
\Tile will calculate the shifts as functions of parameters of type p0 R i.e. as a function 
of mpn (!vi.§), APR(Jt..I§), Jt..JfR(Jt..J.O and 1\feR(.l\1.~). This means that we must first use 
the shift t::..m.1 to calculate mfR (1\(~) 1. The difference between using p 0 R and pan-shell 
in the shifts is formally a higher order effect. 
In order to give an example of the size of these shifts, we use m~n-shell = 172.6 GeV, 
AfR(.l\1§) = lOOOi GeV, MfJsv(Af.§) = Jt..JfR(l\1§) = 1\JeR(l\f.§) = 500 GeV, p = 
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2000 GeV. M;1 = 1000-i GeV and ,U2 = 200 GeV. (This IS a variation of the CPX 
scenario. which we dPfined in Section 2.8.) 
The resulting on-shell parameters RcA~n-slwii. ImA~n-sh.-ll. 11/[~u-shell and 11/j;'-shell. 
are shown iu Figure :3.2 (labelled ·pf5IT in shifts'). In this exampl<>. the shift in ReA1 i~-:~ 
less than 2.1% of IAJ)H(.Ut}l and the shift in ImA, is,...._ 4.2% of IAPR(111§)j. Although 
these shifts appear small. they can have a big impact 011 the Higgs sector, which. as we 
will see in Chapter 6. is extremely sensitive to variations in A 1• The shifts in -~h and 
1\ftR are less than 0.64% of .~IfuRsy(11/.~). which is numerically insignificant in comparison. 
Figure 3.2 shows the effect of using pon-shell in all the parameter shifts (labelled 
'pon-shell in shifts'). Vve achieve this by first calculating the shift as functions of mPR(J11§), 
Apn(l\1§). 111fR(111§) and Jl.f~R(11I§). as previously. \Ve then use these shifts to obtain 
the ReA~n-shell, ImA~n-shell, A1zn-sheii and 111£;-shell shown in Figure 3.2 (labelled 'pDR 
in shifts'). These values (together with the original Tn7n-shell) are then used to calculate 
a new set of shifts, which are displayed in Figure 3.2 (labelled 'pon-shell in shifts'). This 
rather convoluted approach is useful for obtaining an idea of the uncertaint~' in the 
parameter conversion. In particular, we can see that the value of ImA~n-shell changes by 
,...._ 9%. Although this is less than 1% of IAPR(A1~)1, this does have a noticeable effect in 
Higgs mass calculations. 
In order to understand the effect of these parameter shifts, it is useful to find a simple 
approximation which includes the significant features. As we ha:ve discussed, the shifts 
in 111/L and 111/iR are less numerically significant than the shifts in A1, and therefore, for the 
purposes of this approximation, can be neglected. Since we have neglected the D-terms 
in the stop mass matrix and use Affu~Y ( 11./§) = 111fR ( 1\1.§) = Jl.f~R ( 1111}, the stop mixing 
matrix has the simple form 
(3.83) 
Therefore, the relation hetween IX~n-shelll and IXfR(J\1~)1 simplifies to 
(3.84) 
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where 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
(3.88) 
(3.89) 
and 80 = [Bo]fi 11 • 'vhere the scalar integral B0 is defined in Appendix A. \\le have been 
following a procedure similar to that used in [60] to find an approximation in the real 
MSS~12 . 
Numerical results for ReA?.n-sheii and ImA~n-~hell in this approximation are shown 
in Figure 3.2 (labelled 'approximation'). We can see that the shifts in ReAt and ImA1 
in this approximation vary by less that 1.6 GeV i.e. less than 0.16% of IAPRI, so this 
approximation is very effective in this scenario. Therefore, examining the structure of 
equation (3.85)-(3.89) will allow us to understand characteristics of the full result. In 
particular, 've can see that the shifts depend on the phase ( 4; M:l - <Px,) and that the 
gluino mass m 9 features prominently in the shifts. 
2However, in [60], the comparison is performed for Tny = MsuSY· It is then further simplified by 
assuming mtf!IIs << 1 and mtXt/!11]; << 1. 
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Figure 3.2: The on-shell parameters ReA~n-shell, ImA~n-shell , Jl;ffn-shell and ]1,4?;-shell which 
are calculated by applying shifts to the DR. parameters mPR (M,§), APR(.M,§), MJ?R(M§) and 
.MeR(.l\1'§), as in equation (3.75). A variation of the CPX scenario is used (see text). 'pDR 
in shifts' indicates that the shifts are calculated using equation (3 . 77) to equation (3.82) as 
functions of mPR(.A1'§), APR(M'§), MJ?R(M§) and Mf:,R(.M'§) (default method). 'p011 -shell 
in shifts' indicates that the shifts are calculated using equation (3.77) to equation (3.82) as 
functions of ReA~n-shell, ImA~n-shell, _1\ .. f~n-shell and M£;-shell (see text for further explanation) . 
'approximation' indicates that the expressions given in equation (3.85)- (3.89) have been used . 
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Table 3.2: Triple Higgs tree level coupling (h,H,A basis) and counter terms in the complex ).1SSM. 
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Table 3.3: Higgs to cl-type fermions tree level couplings and counter-terms in the h. H, A ba~is. c- and c+ arf' the coeffkif'nts of w_ 
and W+ respectively. For h or H, the tree coupling is g;,r;f,HJ!(w_ +w+), whilst for A. the tre1:~ coupling is g~fj((J.)_- ""'+) (d can also be 
replaced with e.,,., T to gPt thf' Higgs couplings to leptons). 
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Chapter 4 
Loop corrections to Higgs masses 
and mixing 
4.1 Introduction 
Knowing the Higgs masses and mixing properties of the Higgs particles accurately is 
vital for an investigation of the phenomenology of the Higgs sector of the MSSM. These 
calculations have been the subject of much work over the last decade. We will briefly 
summarise the results here (for a review, see [61]). 
In the real MSSM, the full 1-loop result is known. At 2-loop level, the O(usnt), the 
O(a;), O(nsnb), O(atnb) and O(n~) have been calculated. Resummation of the term 
0 (ab ( ns tan ,8) n) has been performed. As a result of these corrections, it is estimated 
that the remaining theoretical error on the lightest CP-even Higgs mass is ~ 3 GeV. 
A full 2-loop effective potential calculation has also been published. (For details on the 
real MSSM corrections, see [31] and references therein) 
In the complex MSSM, 1-loop corrections from the fermion/sfermion sector and some 
leading logarithmic corrections from the gaugino sector and the dominant 2-loop re-
sults have been calculated in the effective potential approach and renormalisation group 
improved effective potential method [34, 36, 37, 62-67]. In the Feynman-diagrammatic 
approach, the full 1-loop result has been calculated [31,35,68]. At 2-loop, the O(nsnt) 
corrections are available [55]. 
41 
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}.lost of these result:-:; haw~ been incorporated either into the public code FeynHiggs 
[31. 56 58]. ['!9. 69. 70]1. which uses the Fe~rnman-diagrammatic approach or the public 
code CPsupe:rH [59]2. which u:-;es tlw rcnormalisation group improved effective potf'ntial 
approach. 
In this chapt<>r. W<" will out linf' the method used in this thesis to calculate the neu-
tral Higgs masses. which will use self-energies obtained with the program FeynHiggs. 
and discuss the behaviour of the main corrections with the aid of numerical examples. 
We will also introduce a pictorial representation of the Higgs sector mixing. Vve will 
discuss the way that loop-corrected propagator corrections can be incorporated in cal-
culations involving an external Higgs boson. We will conclude with a description of a 
method which allows the inclusion of Higgs mixing with Goldstone bosons and Z bosons 
into processes involving an external Higgs bosons, without introducing gauge parameter 
dependence at the 1-loop level. 
4.2 Definition of neutral Higgs masses 
In general. the neutral Higgs masses are obtained from the real parts of the poles of the 
propagator matrix. In this section, we will neglect mixing with the Goldstone and Z 
bosons as these are sub-leading 2-loop contributions to the Higgs masses. \Ve therefore 
use a 3 X 3 propagator matrix a(p2 ) in the (h, H, A) basis. 
In order to find the neutral Higgs masses we must find the three solutions to 
1 
.la(p2)1 = o, ( 4.1) 
which, in the case with non-zero mixing between all three neutral Higgs bosons, 1s 
equivalent to solving 
( 4.2) 
1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, 'FeynHiggs' will refer to FeynHiggs version 2.6.4 throughout this 
thesis. 
2There is also an extension, CPsuperH2. 0, which includes the calcu1ation of electric dipole moments 
and some B meson observables [71]. 
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wherP i = IL H or A. Tlw propagatoJ matrix is related to the 3 x 3 matrix of the 
irreducible 2-point vertex-functions f' 2 (p2 ) through the equation 
(4.3) 
where 
•) ~ 2 
m;,_- L.-hh(P ) -EhH(P2 ) -EhA(P2 ) 
M(p2) 
-
-thH (p2 ) m~- t,HH(p2 ) -'f.HA(P2 ) ( 4.4) 
-EhA(P2 ) ~ 2 -'L.,HA(P ) m~- EAA(p2 ) 
As before, mh,mH,rn.4 refer to the tree level masses given in equation (2.9). 'tij(p2) 
are renormalised Higgs self-energies. These self-energies are given at 1-loop by equa-
tion (3.20a). In the main numerical analysis, we will use renormalised self-energies 
which also contain the leading 2-loop pieces. If there is CP conservation, 'thA (p2 ) = 
'tHA (p2) = 0 and the CP-even Higgs bosons h, H do not mix with the CP-odd Higgs 
boson A. 
In general, the renormalised Higgs self-energies can be complex, due to absorptive 
parts. Therefore, the three poles of the propagator matrix M~. can be written as 
(4.5) 
where A'h, is real and is interpreted as the loop-corrected (i.e. physical) mass, Wha is 
the width parameter and a= 1, 2, 3. 
In the CP-violating MSSM, the loop-corrected masses are labelled in size order such 
that 
(4.6) 
In the CP-conserving :MSSM, the masses are labelled such that the CP-even loop-
corrected Higgs bosons have masses Jl,fh and 111H with fl;fh ::; fi.1H and the CP-odd 
loop-corrected Higgs boson has mass 111 A . 
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4.3 Calculating the renormalised neutral Higgs 
self-energies 
44 
Although our main llllllH'ri('al anal~·sis is basPd ou complete 1-loop self-euergies \Vhich 
include leading 2-loop corrections, \VE' will first outline various approximations \:vhich 
can he used when calculating the renonnalised neutral Higgs self-energies 't;1(Ji). All 
1-loop examples will use the programs FeynArts [41-43] and FormCalc [43,45] to draw 
and calculate the Feynman diagrams and the program LoopTools [45] to evaluate the 
loop integrals (apart from some special cases- see Appendix A for more details). 
4.3.1 Yukawa Approximation 
The leading corrections (at low/moderate tan/1) can be found by considering 1-loop 
corrections involving the top quark and the stop quarks and selecting only those tenns 
proportional to m} /Af&.· ('Yukawa terms'). The resulting corrections will be finite and 
proportional to m1. They are obtained by a calculation at zero incoming momentum 
i.e. 't11 (p2 = 0). 
In this approximatiou, the renormalisation constants bt8 , bl\11~,, 6M'i and 6Zi1, which 
appear in equation {3.20a), are all zero. 
For consistency, the stop masses mt.1 and rnt.2 must also be calculated in the Yukawa 
approximation, i.e. 
rather than using the full expression given in equation (2.27). In the CP-conserving 
MSSM. this gives 
I:c,J d>l -
I: <DJ <1>2 -
td>2d>2 
L:;d>J A 
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where 
(..1.8) 
and the C0 integrals are defined in Appendix A. Note that the C0 integrals do not appear 
automatically, as no 3-point functions are calculated. However, substituting C0 integrals 
for combinations of the A0 and B0 integrals which appear naturally in the calculation 
(all at zero momentum) does make the self-energy expressions more compact. 
As discussed previously, i=c;l 1 .4 = 0, i=d>2 A = 0, i:AA = 0 ensures that the CP-even 
Higgs bosons do not mix with the CP-odd Higgs bosons. 
These calculations \vere done with pen and paper, using the Feynman rules in [72] 
and using the programs FeynArts [41-43] and FormCalc [43,45], and the results agreed. 
Vve have confirmed these expressions through discussion with the authors of [57]. ::\ote 
that these self-energies simplify considerably for the no-mixing case (X1 = 0). 
In the CP-violating ~ISS:VI, the expressions for the neutral Higgs self-energies in the 
Yukawa approximation involve the charged Higgs self-energy (since Af H= is the input 
parameter rather than A/.4), which is also taken at zero incoming momentum, such that 
(4.9) 
These diagrams will involve the b, b sector in addition to the t, t sector. and they are re-
lated through the parameter Ail in equation (2.25). Therefore, some of the renormalised 
self-energies contain a dependence on AilR, which, in this approximation, is related to 
stop sector parameters through the equation, 
- 2 2 ( 2 2 ) ·- * 
- -rnt+m,- 17L1- -m.1- s1s,, <.! ·I ·2 '· (4.10) 
where Sf was defined in equation (2.28). 
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The f'xpressiou for the renonnalised neutral Higgs f:'nergies arf' then giYen by 
where 
( 4.17) 
Note that f:d> 1 A and f:d>2 A are now non-zero, driving CP-violation in the Higgs sector. 
It is also interesting to see that although the f: involve complex parameters, they are 
then1selves entirely real. This means that the poles of the propagator matrix will also be 
real in this approximation. Equations for the Yukawa contribution to the renormalised 
neutral Higgs self-energies f: in CP-violating MSSM are also available in [73]. 
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4.3.2 p 2 = 0 approximation 
Another approximation that is sometimes useful involves setting the incoming momen-
tum p2 in the renonnalised neutral Higgs self-energies 't.;j to zero, such that 
't,H(P2 ) --+ 't,H(O), 
~ 2 ~ 
'L-jk(P ) --+ 'L-jk(O). 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
All counter terms are calculated in full (see Section 3.3.2). This approximation includes 
all the Yukawa terms. Once again, 'tij are real, leading to real poles of the propagator 
matrix. 
4.3.3 real p 2 on-shell approximation 
In this approximation, the incoming momentum is set to a combination of the tree level 
masses, 
'tkk(P2) --+ Re [ 'tkk(m%) J , ( 4 .. 20) 
'tjk(p2) ---7 Re['t1k(~(mJ+m%))]. (4.21) 
4.3.4 complex p 2 on-shell approximation 
This approximation is similar to the real p2 on-shell approximation but does not discard 
the complex parts of the self-energies, 
t,kk(P2) --+ 
~ 2 
'L-jk(P ) --+ 
( 4.22) 
(4.23) 
This approximation allows complex solutions to equation ( 4.1), which, as we will see, 
makes it useful as a starting point for a fully momentum dependent calculation. 
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4.3.5 Full momentum dependence at 1-loop 
The Yukawa, 1l = 0. real p2 on-shell and complex p1 on-shell approximation all involve 
approximations to the incoming momenta. The full momentum dependencf' is mon' 
complicated to calculate as it invol\'es an iterative procedun' in order to calculatf' M(p2 ) 
at p2 =Mt. 
As discussed previously. in general the solutions to equation ( 4.1) are complex. The 
program LoopTools [45] calculates loop integrals at real momenta only. Therefore, the 
unrenormalised self-energies were calculated using an expansion about the real part of 
the pole, Ml;_n, such that 
( 4.24) 
with j = h, H, A and k = h, H, A. 
For each ha, the initial value of ML was the result from the 'complex p2 on-shell 
approximation'. This solution was then refined using 
M~~n+l] = ath eigenvalue of M(M~~nl), (4.25) 
where the eigenvalues have been sorted into ascending value, according to their real 
parts. Once M~~rz+IJ and M~ln] are very similar, a final iteration is done using the 
expanswn 
tjk:(M~J tjk(l\1~J + ilm [M~J t~k(l\1~J 
+ ~ (ilm [M~J i:jk(M~J r, ( 4.26) 
in order to check that the inclusion of the second order terms does not significantly 
change the masses. 
4.3.6 2-loop contribution to Higgs self-energies 
The program FeynHiggs [31,56-58] contains tjk(l\1l;_J and i:jk(Ml;_J, which have the full 
1-loop and some 2-loop terms. These can be obtained using the the function FHGetSelf, 
which has the incoming momentum (real) as an argument. We used these i:1k(l\1l;_J and 
i:jk(l\1l;_J to calculate the Higgs masses using the procedure described above. 
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FeynHiggs allows t.he user to select the type of 2-loop corrections to be used. This i~ an 
important choice in tlw complex \ISSl\1 because FeynHiggs cmly contains the full pha.'"le 
dependence for contrihutious at O(o 1o_.) [55]. However, there is the option of including 
sub-leading 2-loop corrections which haw been calculated without phase depeudenc·<'. 
Tlw user can use the Hag tlCplxApprox=L2 or 3 to specify how the t~rpes of 2-loop 
corrections are combined. All of these options include the 2-loop corrections at O(o 1.n_,). 
tlCplxApprox=1 uses no other 2-loop contributions. tlCplxApprox=2 also includes the 
sub-leading 2-loop corrections where parameters ·which were assumed to he real during 
the derivation are now taken to be the real parts of any complex parameters [7 4-- 78]. 
tlCplxApprox=3 calculates the sub-leading contributions at phase of 7T and -7T for each 
complex parameter and interpolates between these results. 
Figure 4.1 compares the results for the lightest Higgs mass ~Afh 1 l which have been 
calculated using various FeynHiggs options in the CPX scenario with 111 H ... = 140 GeV. It 
can be seen that the 'recommended' setting of tlCplxApprox=3 is inappropriate for this 
scenario. This is because the CPX scenario is on the border of stable parameter space 
and thus one of the combinations of real parameters crosses the border into unstable 
parameter space, skewing the interpolation in favour ofthe unstable values. We therefore 
choose tlCplxApprox=1 throughout the rest of this thesis wherever FeynHiggs is used 
to calculate quantities in the complex MSSM. 
FeynHiggs also allows the resummation of some corrections to the b-quark mass. (we 
will discuss this topic further in Section 5.3). 
It is useful to consider the contribution that different types of corrections make to 
the neutral Higgs masses in the CPX scenario. These have been calculated using the 
programs FeynArts [41-43], FormCalc [43, 45] and LoopTools [45] and then checked for 
consistency with the results from FeynHiggs. As many of the techniques used here will be 
used for the hahohc vertex later, this is a very useful check of our calculation. In addition, 
it provides a very useful idea of the sensitivity of the CPX scenario to the various loop 
corrections in the Higgs sectoc which will prove very valuable when analysing the Higgs 
cascade decays. Figure 4 .. 2 shows the lightest Higgs mass as a function of tan /1. We 
show results for the rni approximation, the full 1-loop terms where mb is evaluated at 
the scale of m.b and the full 1-loop terms where 1nb is evaluated a.t the scale of mt. "C"nless 
otherwise stated, we use a running top mass mt(mt)· Also shown is the result obtained 
from using self-energies from FeynHiggs, which include the O(otos) contributions and 
resummation of corrections to the b-quark mass. As expected, the mf approximation 
includes the bulk of the 1-loop corrections at low tan ,8 but fails at higher tan J where 
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Figure 4.1: Comparisou of different combinations of 2-loop corrections to the Higgs 
masses in the complex MSSM that are implemented in FeynHiggs [31, 56- .58] through 
the flag t l Cpl xApprox. All of these options include the 2-loop corrections at O(ota8 ). 
t l CplxApprox=l uses no other 2-loop contributions. t lCplxApprox=2 also includes the sub-
leading 2-loop corrections where the parameters that were assumed to be real during the 
derivation are now substituted with the real parts of the complex parameters. tlCplxApprox=3 
calculates the sub-leading contributions at phase of 7f and -n for each complex parameter and 
interpolates between these results. 
terms from the shottom sector are enhanced. If mb(rn~>) = 4.20 GeV is used, the scenario 
becomes unstable at around tan {3 = 20. Some of the higher order QCD corrections can 
he taken into account through the use of rnb (m 1). rn1, (m 1) is less t ban m" ( mb). so using 
m"( m,) actually has the effect of reducing the impact of the bottom/ sbottom sector at 
higher tan{J. Figure 4.2 also shows that the O(o:1ns) corrections are very significant, 
which is well known also for the CP conserving case. 
Figure 4.:3 shows the effect of different approximatious for the internal momentum 
p2 on the lightest Higgs mass in the CPX scenario at l'lfH _,_ = 140 GeV. as described 
in Section 4.3. Here, for clarity. ouly 1-loop diagrams involving tops. stops. bottoms. 
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Figure 4.2: The lightest Higgs mass as a function of tan {3, in various approximations. 'm( 
approx· denotes the Higgt> masses found if only the Yukawa term (which are proportional to 1nt) 
are included in the neutral Higgs self-energies. We show the results of full 1-loop calculations 
in which mb is either at the scale of mh or m 1. Also shown are the full 1-loop terms where 
mb is at the scale of rnh and m 1. Also shown is the full result from FeynHiggs [31, 56- 58], 
which includes the leading O(a1a 8 ) contributions and resummation of some corrections to the 
b-quark mass. 
sbottoms are included. It can be seen that both approximations work fairly \vell but are 
still noticeably different to the full t. i. b. b result. 
4.4 Loop corrected propagators expressed in terms 
of self-energies 
Although we have derived relations between the Higgs renormalised self-energies and 
Higgs propagators explicit ly using equation ( 1.3). we will nmv introduce a pictorial 
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Figure 4 .3: The effect of different approximations for the internal momentum p 2 011 the light-
est Higgs mass as a function of tan (3, using the 1-loop top , stop, bottom, sbottom contributions 
only. (see Section 4.3 for details of approximations) 
notation which v,:e feel gives a more intuitive unrlerstanding of the s~·stem. W e start 
from the usual tree level h propagator. 
tree level propagator 
h 
\Ve combine this with the r<>normalised self-energy "t1111 to get the 
no-mixing loop-corrected propagator 
h h 
Yi,(p2 ). 
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All the possible combinations of E1111 and tree level h propagators have been collectivel~' 
rewritten by putting the piece E1111 in the denominator of the tree level propagator. In 
other words. we have rcsummed E11 , in the usual way in order to get the standard result 
for a loop-corrected propagator in the case of no Higgs mixing. which we represent in 
our pictorial notation with two dashed lines. \:Ve hm·p also introduced the notation 
Yi~(p2 ) = P2 - rn~ + 'thh (p2 ). 
In order to include mixing between h and A, we require the 
2-particle mixing loop-corrected propagator 
A A h (A) 
"f = = = = = ~ - --~.L.._ __ 
h. 
L;Ah 
\Ve have combined the tree level h propagator with a 'thh as before but also with a 
piece composed of a no-mixing loop-corrected A propagator with a 'thA on either end. 
Summing these pieces by putting them in the denominator as before has given us the 
2-particle mixing loop-corrected propagator, which starts and ends on a tree level h. 
propagator. Vve represent this using two solid lines, labelled at either end by h., and 
labelled in the centre by the other particle involved. 
In order to extend this to a propagator involving mixing between 3 particles, we need 
to combine the tree level h propagator with pieces involving mixing between H and A 
to get the 
3-particle mixing loop-corrected propagator 
A~H}A H~A}H A(H)AH H H(A)HA A 
6} • • • • 6:) ·======· • ·======· -
L:hh L;hA L;Ah L;hH tHh Eh A f.AH L;Hh L;hH EHA L;Ah 
h. (H, A} h. 
(4.27) 
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Here. each piece needs to begin and end on a renonnalised self-energy involving a h. 
In order to make sure we haw included all possible combinations. we require tlw five 
separate pieces. \Vhich. mwe again. we put in the denominator. Each self-energ~· anrl. Y; 
has the argument p2 . which has been omitted in this expression for brevit~·. \Ve have 
denoted tlH' 3-partide mixing loop-corrected propagator h~' three solid lines. labelled 
at either end with the tree level propagator which begins and cndi':i the loop-corrected 
propagator and labelled in the centre with the other particles involved. V.le can write this 
3o..particle mixing loop-corrected propagator in terms of an effectiYe self-energy "th_%(p2 ). 
h (H,A) h 
( 4.28) 
This method can easily be extended to cases in which more than three particles mix. 
Vl/e shall now investigate the combination /:lij (p2) I !:l;; (p2), in which an off-diagonal 
element of the propagator matrix is divided by a diagonal element. Using equation (4.3), 
we can expand this combination in terms of self-energies and tree level propagators to 
get 
f:lhH (p2 ) 
!:lhh (P2 ) 
f,hA(P2)"tuA(P2)- f,hH(P2)YA(p2) 
YH(P2)Y4(P2)- t1A(r) 
. . 
" 2 z ~ 2 1. 
+ iL,hH(P) 2 2 i"L,HH(P) 2 2 P - rnH p - rr~H 
. . 
~ 2 z " 2 7 + iL,hA(P) 2 2 i'L,HA(P) 2 2 p - m.4 p - rnH 
+ 0(3-loop). ( 4.29) 
We can see that the combination !:lhH(p2) I !:lhh (p2) represents terms which start on the 
self-energy thH (p2 ) or t,A (p2 ) and end on the H tree level propagator. It contains no 
self-energy of the type thh(p2) and contains no h tree level propagators. 
Therefore, we can express !:lhH (p2 ) I !:lhh (p2 ) in our pictorial notation as 
A AH(A)H 
• = = = = = =· """'------
thA EAH 
H(A)H 
+ ..... __ _ ( 4.30) 
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If these diagrams were attached to a L.hH. the~r would lw identical to the third 
and fourth pieces which make up the 3-particlc mixing loop-corrected propagator in 
<:>quatim1 ( -1.27). 
This l<'ads to a compact expression for the 3-partich~ mixing loop-corrected propaga-
tor D.hh (p2), in terms of an effective self-energy tr;~ (p2 ) as before. 
'l ( 4.31) 
( 4.32) 
Using this relation (which can also be derived straight from equation (4.3)) we can 
rev.Tite equation ( 4.2) in the form 
( 4.33) 
where i = h. H or A and there is no sum over i. Note that for any particular i, this 
equation holds for ha = h1 , h2 or h3 . It is also worth noting that ''"e should not expand 
the effectiYe self-energy 'E~f about p2 = A1t directly, since the presence of Yj, Yk terms 
result in large higher order terms. Expanding the individual self-energies L. contained 
within 'E~;'1 , according to equation ( 4.24) as before, avoids this problem. 
4.5 Wave function normalisation factors 
In order to ensure that the S-matrix is correctly normalised, we need to ensure that 
the resiclues of the propagators are set to one. Vve achieve this by including finite wave 
function normalisation factors which are composed of the renormalised self-energies. 
These 'Z-factors' can be collected in to a matrix Z where 
- 1. (4.34) 
- 1, ( 4.35) 
1, ( 4.36) 
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such that 
rho t, 
r,,, =Z· r 1-1 ( 4.37) 
rh,. r_.\ 
where rh" is a one-particle irreducible n-point vertex-function which involves a single 
external Higgs ha and hu, h,, he = some combination of h1 , h2 , h:3. 
The matrix Z is non-unitary. ~le write it as 
vz;, vz;,zhH vz;,zhA 
z JZ;;ZHh vz;; vz;;zHA ( 4.38) 
~ZAh ..;z;;zAH v-z-; 
We find the elements of Z by solving equation (4.34), which gives 
We choose ha = h1 , hb = h2 and he = h3 . The square root is taken such that .JZ;.JZ; = 
Z1, where Z; is, in general, complex. Other choices for the Z-factors are possible, such 
as that in [79], where we use the limit p2 = Jvf~ 1 _ 2 _ 3 • However, this does not allow the 
same freedom for choosing a, b, c and also is less stable numerically. 
The elements of Z involve evaluating self-energies at complex momcnta. The expan-
sion in equation ( 4.24) is used. In order to make sure that the neglected higher order 
terms in equation (4.24) are small, we also calculate Z using equation (4.26). and check 
that the results are not significantly different. 
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\Ve include the matrix Z once for each external Higgs bosou involved in the proC'f'Ss. 
such that 
t," z";t;. 
t~~"'"· = z,,jz"Jij· 
r hnhhhr zd,zhjza .. it·ijk· 
Again, we can use our pictorial representation to get a more intuitive understanding 
of these contributions. For example, applying the Z-factors to a decay of a neutral Higgs 
in to a fermion, anti-fermion pair gives 
which can be represented as 
i.e. ~gives an overall normalisation factor which depends on the 3-particle mixing 
loop-corrected hh propagator, while Z11 are composed of ~;1 from equation (4.30), taken 
at incoming momentum p2 = M~ 1 • The ~;~ are present i~ order to take into account 
diagrams which have a H or A tree level Higgs propagator directly connecting to the 
ferrnions, as opposed to a h tree level propagator. 
As we have discussed, the Z-factors are designed to ensure the correct normalisation 
of an S-matrix containing external Higgs bosons. However, they are an approximation 
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which attempts to compensate for the fact that we are treating an unstable particle as 
an external particle. Strictly. the entire decay and production process should be taken 
into account. 
As au explicit example. we consider the case where two processes ,,·ith external 
Higgs are combined to make one process with an internal Higgs. using the narrow width 
approximation (see Appendix B). \V"e consider the case where two arbitrary scalar 
particles annihilate into a h1 (at a vertex labelled by a) and the h1 subsequently decays 
into two arbitrary scalar particles (at a vertex labelled hy b). ·we use our pictorial 
notation to ensure that we consider every possible combination of self-energies and tree 
level propagators in the internal h1 propagator: 
' ' 
' ' hl ' h (H,A1 h ' ' ' 
' ~--------------~ - • i( + [ ( ,' a b ' ' ' 
' 
' 
' ' 
' ' 
',,, h (H, A1 hH (A1 H ,/ ',,, h (H, A1 hA (H1 AH H / 
+ ,i> e «®, + ,e e fllr=====~ 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' ' 
' ' 
' ' 
',,, H (A) Hh (H, A) h / 
+ ,G 0 I( 
' 
' 
' 
' 
',,, H_ ____ !fA (H) Ah (H, A1 h / 
+ -•------· • • 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' ' ' 
+ ',,:: (A1 ~1 (H, A1 ':(A)~/ + ',,;====!!i (H1 ~1 (H, A1 'f: (A1 ~/ 
' 
' 
' 
' ' 
' 
',,, H (A1 Hh (H, A1 hA (H1 AH H ,' 
+ -· (I • ·======• ' ' 
// ', 
' 
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' 
' 
' 
',,, H (A) Hh (H, A) hH (A) HA A / 
+ ,61 ® m ®======• 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
' 
' 
+ 
',,-! ____ !fA (H) Ah (H, A) hH (A) HJ! ____ ~/ 
,'!IV ______ @ M Cl I) _____ JlP, 
' ' 
' 
' 
) + (H +-t A)]. 
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( 4.43) 
As explained previously, the different types of propagators can be combined and written 
as 
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In general. the r:d' also depend on p2 hut thit> is left out lwrf' for simplicity. Expanding 
the resummed propagator about 1i = M~ 
1 
gives 
( 4.45) 
This ~ becomes a 8-function in the limit of vanishing width. Therefore, in the p -.>Vl! 
narrow width approximation (see Appendix B), we get 
( 4.46) 
as we \vould expect from applying the Z-factors to the two processes a and b separately 
and combining them. 
Therefore, we expect that using the Z-factors improves the treatment of imaginary 
parts in situations in which it is impractical to calculate the full production and decay 
process. 
4.6 Normalised effective Higgs couplings to gauge 
bosons 
Using the p2 = 0 approximation for the renormalised self-energies results in real Z-fa.ctors 
and the matrix Z becomes a unitary rotation matrix U, such that 
1\I~n.L. 0 0 
0 !viLu 0 U ·Mu· ut, ( 4.47) 
0 0 NJ2 h.,.,U 
1.e. U diagonalises Mu. This also leads to a simple expression for Zi,U, 
1 
Zi,U = 2 2 . 
1 + zij,u + zik.u 
( 4.48) 
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Thi~:> rotation matrix can he m.;ed to create a nonnaliserl. ~:ffe('tiw coupling lwt,ve<>H 
11eutral Higgs bosom; and Z bo~:>ons, 
U tret> 9h,ZZ.U = ai9h;ZZ· (1.49) 
where g)/;zz are derived from Sectio11 2.5 and normalised to the 8}.1 coupling. such that 
(g)/22) 2 = sin2 (8- o). (g~z'zf = cos2 (8- a) anrl. (.q~zz) 2 = 0. This leads to the 
simple relations gtzz.u + g'f,_2 zz.u + g~azz.u = 1 and gtzz.u = 9h 1,i10 z.u• where h(n hb, hc 
are all rl.ifferent. 
However, the Higgs propagator corrections for external Higgs bosons are more fully 
taken into account if the effective couplings between Higgs and gauge bosons are obtained 
through the use of the full matrix Z, such that 
eff ~(jhnZZ - (4.50) 
(4.51) 
As before, we have normalised Yh:zz to the S::\11 coupling. In addition, we normalise the 
g tr.ee such that (gtree )2 = cos2 (/3 - a) and (gtree )2 = sin2 (/3 - a) (all other gtree are h,h1 Z hAZ HAZ h.;hjZ 
zero). 
Since Z is not unitary, we now have the approximate relations jgh~zzl 2 + 1Yh~zzl 2 + 
jg/;~zzl 2 "' 1 and jgh~zzl 2 "' jg/;7,hnzl 2• where ha. hb: he are all different. 
V•./e will make use of both types of effective couplings during the course of this thesis. 
4.7 Goldstone or gauge bosons mixing contributions 
to the Higgs propagators 
For any full1-loop calculation involving a Higgs propagator, the self-energies 'the, 'tHe, 
'f.Ac and 'thz, 'f.Hz, 'f.Az also need to be included, such as in the example shown in 
Figure 4.4. Although their numerical contribution will turn out to be very small, these 
diagrams will have a gauge parameter dependence which cancels out the gauge parameter 
dependence in other parts in the 1-loop calculation. 
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Figure 4.4: Goldstone and Z boson propagator corrections to the hi ~ f J decay, where 
hi= h,H or A 
We will use the lowest order Z-boson propagator containing explicit gauge parameter 
dependence, 
-ig1w . (1 - (,z )klfkv 
k2 - 1\fl + 1. ( k2 - A11) ( k2 - (, z A11) . ( 4.52) 
This rearranges to 
-igllv k~tkv ~ klfkv i(,z 
k2 - A-11 + ¥ (k2 - Mi)- ¥ (k2 - (,zM'i)' ( 4.53) 
where all the gauge parameter dependence is conveniently contained in the last term. 
We use the G-boson propagator 
z (4.54) k2 - (,z 1\fl. 
Since we will be attaching Z-factors to the Higgs propagators, our calculation will 
not be restricted solely to 1-loop pieces. Inevitably, our result will have a slight gauge 
parameter dependence that is formally of higher order. However, we need to make 
sure that the gauge parameter dependence completely cancels at the strict 1-loop level 
without introducing an unphysical pole (whose position is gauge-parameter dependent) 
in to the rest of the calculation. This requires a detailed understanding of the behaviour 
of the Goldstone and gauge bosons mixing contributions. 
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Using a Feyuman-cliagrammatic calculation. we find that the following relations hold: 
? 
( 'J) · 2.., ( ?) p- "L ( ?) 1\fzL:cc p- + 2zp L..Gz V - Afz L..zz V e --- (satc/J2 + cc1t<!)J), 2cwsn: 
lvflt.L:H-c.;.(p2 )- p2L:H-a··+(P2 ) + Afw(P2 - m~±)f±(P2 ) - __:_ (catd>2 - satd>1 +itA), 2sw 
where 
- 6 ~ Af2 s,a-aCB-o~M'i~z [Eo (p2 , mt l\1'i~z)- Bo (p2 , m~, l\1'i~z)], 1 7rSw . w 
- - 6 ~ Af2 sa-aca-aA1a:~w[Bo(P2 ,m~,l\1~,~w)-Bo(P2 ,m~,J\.1&,~w)]. 1 '7rSw . lF 
( 4.56) 
f 0 , J± are finite and disappear if the particle is on-shell. 
In terms of renormalised quantities defined in equation (3.3.2), these become 
. 2 
" 2 'Lp " 2 0, ( 4.57) L:hc(P ) + 1\tfz L:hz(p ) = 
. ? 
" 2 zp- A 2 
0, ( 4.58) L:Hc(P ) + 1\tfz L:Hz(p ) -
. 2 
A 2 zp A 2 2 2 2 0, ( 4.59) L:Ac(P ) + 1\tz L:Az(p ) + (p - mA)fo(P ) -
2. 2 2 
A 2 zp A 2 p A L 2 
L:cG(P ) + 1\.fz L:cz(p ) - 1\ti L:zz(P ) 0, (4.60) 
2 
" 2 PA 2 2? 2 0. (4.61) L:H-c-'-(P ) - J\;J L:H-w~(p ) + (p - m"H±)f±(p ) 
w 
2 2 2 
A 2 p A ? p AL 2 
L:G- c+ (p ) - 1\lw L:c- w+ (p-) - Ata, L:ww (p ) 0. ( 4.62) 
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These relations have bcf'n checked algehrai<'all~r using the t. f. fJ. fJ sector and the gang<' 
and Higgs boson sector. These relations have also been checked muncrically for the entire 
:\.188::\1. These relations simplify in tlw CP-eonserving case. 
This means that diagrams im·olving mixing with Z can he expressed in terms of 
diagrams involving rnixing with G. 
As an example. we will look at diagrams involving a neutral Higgs decaying to two 
fermions via a self-energy, as in Figure 4.4. Vve can use the fact that, for a two body 
decay into on-shell particles with identical mass, 
M2 
2: M1Mi 
all spb1s 
u3 [A+ (B- 2rnJD) ~!5] v2, 
2: M2M;. 
all spins 
( 4.63) 
This means that. instead of using the usual Z {] coupling (involving r)), we can use a 
coupling Pvf~jr which is given in terms of rmre, i.e. 
P [ tree _ . AI z rtree v ZfT - -1-2 Pv Gff · p ( 4.64) 
Vve can then directly compare the two contributions at the level of the matrix element. 
For the h---> ff decay with incoming momentum p2 (Figure 4.4 with hi =h), 
·f: ( 2) i rtree · vf= ( 2) -i~zP,LPv ..Jlftree 
'/, hG p 2 _ !\J2c Gff + 1.P hZ p 2( 2 _ }\lf2c )f/ Zff P - z<.,.Z P P '1 z<.,Z 
rtr~ ~ 
= - c;r L.hc(P2), 
p 
( 4.65) 
which does not contain a pole at p2 = _M'if.z. However, for the decay A ---> J.f via a 
self-energy (Figure 4.4 with hi =A), 
:f= ( 2) i [tree · vf= ( 2) -'if.zPILPv ILftre<' 1 AG p 2 1\12 c Gff + 1·P AZ p ? ( 2 M2 c ) p Zff P - ' z<.,Z p- P - z<.,Z 
r t.ree ( J\12 C ) Grf ~ 2 2 2 2 z<.,Z 
= --2 "L.Ac(P ) - (p - rnA)fo(P ) 2 ]\f2f. ' p p - . z z (4.66) 
which is problematic because the existence of the fo prevents the cancellation of the 
pole at p2 = Af'iE.z. However. this term vanishes if the tree level mass is used for the 
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incoming momentum i.e. p2 =m~. This means that. in a strict 1-loop expansion (where 
the Z-factors are also expanded), the Higgs-fenuion-fenuion vertex is 
h 
H 
A 
where m~., m'Jr, m~ are tree level masses as before and there are no poles dependent on 
~z. In fact, we have checked that these expressions are independent of (z numerically 
using FeynArts [41-·43] and FormCa.lc [43,45]. 
For the full calculation, we need to incorporate higher order results without recreating 
the pole at p2 = Afi~z. Therefore, whenever contributions involving mixing between 
h; and G, Z bosons are included. they should be calculated at incoming momentum 
corresponding to the tree level mass, rather than the loop corrected mass. 
So, for the example used above of the ha ----+ f J decay, we would combine 'Z-factors', 
vertex corrections and Goldstone/Z hoson mixing contributions by 
rfull z~ [rlPI (M2 ) fG,Zse ( 2 ) ] h,JJ = ai h;ff h, + h;ff mh; . ( 4.67) 
\Ve could have chosen to multiply the r~j·;;e (m~;) by tree level Z-factors rather than 
the full Z-factors. The advantage of our choice is simply that there is no need to calculate 
these tree level 'Z-factors' (the tree level Z elements are all either 1 or 0. However, Z 
might not correspond to ]) . 
Similarly. for the triple Higgs decay. there are similar cancellations between the G 
and Z self-energy contributions which cancel the unphysical pole. Therefore, we can use 
Chapter 5 
Resummation of Standard Model 
and SUSY QCD corrections 
In this chapter, we provide a brief introduction to elements of Standard Model QCD 
which we will require later in the thesis. We also outline a method to resum the poten-
tially large SUSY QCD loop corrections to the Higgs to b-quark coupling, which includes 
a consistent treatment of the complex phases. 
5.1 SM QCD corrections 
We will discuss the Standard Model QCD corrections to the running of the strong cou-
pling constant and the b-quark mass, which will be particularly relevant when calculating 
the hu - bb decay. For a general introduction to this area of QCD, see [80, 81]. Our 
conventions closely follow those of [82]. However. since we will be combining these re-
sults with the 1-loop QCD corrections to the ha - bb decay, we restrict the discussion 
to 1-loop order, as advised by [83]. This will avoid the inclusion of unnecessary renor-
malisation scheme-dependent higher order terms in the decay width in Section 7.2.2. 
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5.1.1 The running of the strong coupling constant in the 
Standard Model 
67 
In the Standard :\Ioch·l. the :\18 QCD coupling n:., depends 011 the Ienonnalisation scale 
J-lren through the rela tiou 
8as ) 
J-lren-8 - - 2/3 (a.- , /-Lren 
where 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
N1 is the number of active quarks i.e. the number of quarks with mass less than or equal 
to /-lren. 
The solution can he written (see e.g. [80]) as an expansiOn m inverse Lq where 
Lq = log ( tr~·; 
2
) , such that 
(Aqcol 
(5.5) 
where Ah~h is a constant of integration, representing the scale at which the strong 
coupling becomes strong. We find Agbn by numerically solving equation (5.5) for 
a 8 (.M1) = 0.118. giving the result Agbn = 227.0 x 10-3 GeV. 
Vle calculate A~bn using the relation 
( ) 
-2/21 [ l-107/1127 
(6) (5) ffit ffit. Aqcn = AQCD ----csl 2 log ----csl 
AQCD AQCD 
(5.6) 
which we derive from requiring that a 5 (J-L;en) is continuous at 1-L;en = m; up to first 
order terms. We find A~bn = 94.42 x 10-3 GeV for ffit = 172.6 GeV. This method 
gives a.,(mz = 172.62 GeV2 ) = 0.1077. This can be compared to the value a.-(mz -
172.62 GeV2 ) = 0.1070 given by [84), which includes higher order terms. 
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5.1.2 The running of the b-quark mass in the Standard Model 
Calculating the gluon 1-loop correction to the b-quark ma.'3s in the on-shell scheme and 
in the MS scheme gives a relation between the on-shell b-quark Inass m1°1" and the MS 
b-quark mass mb(l-"ren), 
(5.7) 
which is valid if f..lren ......, mb. Performing the calculation in the dimensional reduction 
scheme gives an expression for the DR b-qua.rk mass which differs from equation (5.7) 
in that the factor '4' is replaced by a '5'. 
However, we will need to calculate the running bottom quark mass at the scales 1n1. 
and Mh;. This involves solving the renormalisation group equation for rnb in order to 
sum the terms log ( 11l'r) to all orders. For mb ::::; 1-"ren ::::; m1. this gives (see e.g. [80]) 
where 
( ) ( ) U( 5) ( 2 2 ) mb 1-"ren = mb rnb J mb' 1-"ren ' 
33- 2N1 ' 
- (8982- 504N1 + 40N}) 
3(33-2N1)2 
For 1-"ren > m~., the result is (see e.g. [80]) 
( ) ( 2)U(5J ( 2 2)U(6) ( 2 2) m,b f..lren = rnb mb f m.b, mt f rnt, q . 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Figure 5.1 shows the dependence of the running b-quark mass on the energy scale. 
Vve can see a numerically insignificant discontinuity at f..lren = mt. which is caused by 
the higher order terms which we have neglected in equation (5.6). 
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Figure 5.1: T he running b-quark Standard l'vlodel I'vlS rna.'>S as function of the energy scale 
m . Note t he small discontinuity at 1-l ren = m t 
Figure 5.2: SUSY QCD corrections induced by gluino and sbottom quark loops whi·ch can 
be enhanced at large t an (3, ( i, j = 1, 2) 
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5.2 Resummation of SUSY QCD contributions 
5.3 The amb correction 
The renonnalised h; - bb decay involves loops containing gluons and sbottoms, as in 
Figure 5.3. It is well known that. at large t8 , these SUSY QCD contributions can be 
enhanced (see [85] and references contained therein). This is due to the fact that the 
term n"Lbf.-L, which is part of the off-diagonal component of the sbottom mass matrix, is 
proportional to t.a. 
Since these effects are universal in that they affect neutral and charged Higgs equally 
and are independent of kinematic configuration, we can incorporate this effect by writ-
ing a effective Lagrangian which includes a non-zero coupling of b-quarks to the H22 
component of the Higgs field, as in [86, 87], 
(5.13) 
This leads to a new relation between the Yukawa coupling and the b-quark mass, 
(5.14) 
In previous studies, !:lmb was assumed to be real. However, our analysis will focus 
on the general case, in which !:lmb is allowed to be complex. Leff can thus be rewritten 
as 
where x, y are real and given by 
Im!:lmb 
X -
1 + Re!:lmh' 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
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::'-Jeghx:ting the term involving the Goldi-:itone bosou. this lead::; to 
- 1 
[, 11· E b--(' 1 +y ( [1- -
1
-·y + 'i.""":r (1 + - 1-)] ·pt'!~eh 
t t ' /•J t t hbb n d a·d 
[ fn · ( to)] tn'"H + 1 + -y + 7""d' 1-- t' ,;, t . I·> f Hhh d 3 
[ 1 · ( 1 ) ] t.ree A) b + 1 - 2:Y + q 5x 1 + 2: ·t.'Ailb , ta fa 
where 1'tr_ee vtr~ and vtr!:c are defined hy 
hhh' Hbh Abh · 
Xote that, in this convention, ·v~£~ contains a "f& dependence. 
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(5.19) 
(5.20) 
In order to find D.rnb, we perform a Feynman-diagrammatic calculation of the lead-
ing 1-loop gluino contributions to the renormalised hi ~ bb decays, using the p2 = 0 
approximation and i = h, H, A. In this p2 = 0 approximation, the b-quark self-energy 
reduces to 
(5.21) 
which leads to the on-shell counter-terms 
6mp2=0 - ~ [I:1(0) + I:r(O)] = ReE1(0), (5.22) 
6ZPL2=0 - [-
1 (I:1(0)- I:r(O))l = .2_Imi:1(0), 2m 1n (5.23) 
bZ~=o - [ 2~ (I:r(O)- I:1(0)) l = ~lmi:1 (0). (5.24) 
Recall that E1(p2 ) = I:r(p2 )* and that. in the p2 = 0 approximation, the loop inte-
grals can be reduced to A0 integrals, which arc real. Comparing this calculation to 
equation (5.19) givei':i the structure of D.rn.b as 
I(a,b,c) 
4 1 O:s * * ( 2 2 2) 
- ---11 .1'113 t 8 1 111b- & 1nb- . rn9- , 32rr,.... · · 1· 2· 
abLog (~) + acLog (~) + bcLog (~) 
(a - c) (c - b) (b - a) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
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\\'0 note, in pa.ssing, that tlw unrenonnalised h-quark self-cnerg~r is finite and given 
by 
:Ep2=0(, ) b.y p - m,., (R.e.6.ii - i-y,:Jm.6..ii) , (5.27) 
.6.g .6.111f,Xb (5.28) -
tc~f..l* 
4 1 n., .. ( 2 2 2) (5.29) - ---Xbl\13 I m"b , 1nb , rn9 , 327f I 2 · 
i.e. it is proportional to the entire off-diagonal element m 11 Xb = rnb(A,., - f..L*t 8 ) of 
the sbottom matrix. [87] (which performs the calculation in the real MSSM) includes 
an additional correction .6. 1 which is proportional to A,.,. [87] incorporates this into the 
calculation as a higher order contribution through the substitution .6.mf ---. .6.mf ( 1 + .6.1). 
We do not consider corrections of this type in this thesis. 
5.3.1 Incorporating Electroweak corrections due to higgsino 
loops 
In the h; ---. bb decay, diagrams involving charged higgsinos also contain t.13 enhanced 
contributions [85, 86]. \file treat these analogously to the .6.mf corrections above. Com-
parison with the 1-loop Feynman-diagrammatic calculation in the complex MSSivi gives 
(5.30) 
where 
Ctt. 
hz (5.31) 47r' 
ht 1nt. 
mte (5.32) - -
J2s,13swMvv V2 
\iVe note that the higgino contribution to the b-quark unrenormalised self-energy is 
m.b (Re.6.h - i--y5Im.6.h), 
.6.mh X* b t 
A* t 
- O.t Xt* p.*tel (m1~ , m.t~ , lf..ll 2) . 47f · •I 2 
(5.33) 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
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\i'/e therefore resum both the gluino and hig;gsino contributions b~' using a b. m b 
correction of 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
In Section 7.2. 7 we will demon:::;trate the numerical :::;ignific:anc:e of b. m~ in the CPX 
scenano. 
It is also possible to incorporate effects from loops involving winos in to b.rnb as 
m [86] (or even winos and bin os as in [85]). \Ve do not choose to do this as they are 
numerically small compared to the higgsino component [86]. However, since we will 
explicitly calculate the 1-loop diagrams involving winos and binos when calculating the 
full 1-loop ha ~ bb decay width, the effect of leaving them out of the b.m.b is of sub-
leading 2-loop order. 
5.3.2 Amb corrections in the Higgs Cascade Decays 
There are a number of ways in which b.mb could be included in loop corrections involving 
mb in the hu ~ hbhc decay in the real lVISSM. Care is needed to make sure that the 
UV divergences still cancel, which means that corrections also need to apply to the mb 
appearing in the sbottom mass matrix. 
The simplest method would be to replace rnb with mb/(1 + b.rnb) in the entire cal-
culation. This method does not distinguish between the different types of Higgs and 
would be incorrect in the decoupling limit t0 ~ -1 jt13, where the hbb coupling should 
be independent of b.rnb. This method would also give corrections to the b-quark masses 
and b-squark masses in the propagators. 
Alternatively, in the real MSS~1, the UV divergences cancel in the h1hjhk vertex for 
all i, j = h, H if only the Yukawa terms proportional to rn~ are kept and vertices are 
given a factor l+~m1, ( 1 - ~:;~) or l+~mb ( 1 + ~b.rnb) for each h or H they involve 
respectively. 
Although the justification of this is not clear at present, this could be an interesting 
line of investigation for the complex MSSM. 
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\Ve decide not to include b.mh correction~'> to the Higgs Cascade Decay vertex in our 
mmwrical comparisons in the complex }.188~1 in this thesis. 
5.3.3 amb corrections in neutral Higgs self-energies 
The program FeynHigg.'i [3L 56-58] allows tlw user the option of incorporating l::..m 11 in 
to the neutral Higgs self-energies and this is recommended by the FeynHiggs authors. 
Unless otherwiS€ stated, we will use this option whenever we use FeynHiggs to obtain 
self-energies. 
In FeynHiggs. in the 1-loop option or the option involving 1-loop terms plus only 
2-loop terms of 0( o.-os) [55], l::.mh is incorporated using an effective bottom mass of 
mb/ 11 + l::.nlbl [88]. For the case where other 2-loop terms are included [74-78], the 
situation is more complicated as it is necessary to ensure that there is no double counting. 
In both cases. the l::..mb corrections have a large numerical effect on the neutral Higgs 
masses in the CPX scenario. 
Chapter 6 
Higgs cascade decay 
6.1 Introduction 
Higgs self-couplings (triple Higgs couplings hahhhc and quartic Higgs couplings hahbhchd) 
are a crucial element of electroweak symmetry breaking via the Higgs mechanism. While 
the prospects for a direct experimental determination of the quartic Higgs coupling at 
present and future colliders is small (see, e.g., [89]), probing the triple-Higgs coupling 
will be one of the prime goals in the experimental programme for testing the Higgs 
mechanism. This coupling can be accessed via a precision measurement of the Higgs 
production process e+e- ---+ Zhahu at the ILC [90]1 or CLIC [91], and via Higgs cascade 
decays of the form ha ---+ hnhc. While Higgs cascade decays are obviously impossible in 
the Standard Model, they can play an important role in models with extended Higgs 
sectors, such as the MSS~1. 
Besides the interest in Higgs cascade decays as a means to directly probe Higgs self-
couplings, a precise prediction for decays of this kind is also important for phenomena-
logical reasons. \\There kinematically possible, these decays can even be dominant and 
thus affect Higgs phenomenology very significantly. For example, in the region of CPX 
parameter space 30 GeV ;S Af1lj ;S 50 GeV (which could not be excluded hy LEP Higgs 
searches [24], a::; discussed in Section 2.8), the h2 ---+ h1h1 channel is the dominant h2 
decay mode. Since the h1 coupling to Z bosons is suppressed in this region of parameter 
space, the extent of the unexcluded region is heavily dependent on the h2 ---+ h1 h1 decay 
width. 
1 At collider energies of,.._ 1 TeV. double Higgs production in vV\V fusion can also be important for 
iuvestigating the triple Higgs coupling [90]. 
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In order to reliably determinP which parameter regions of the l\ISSl'vi with a W'ry 
light Higgs bosun an' llllPxcluded b~r the Higgs searches so far and which regions \vill 
he ac<·<'ssihle by Higgs searches in the future. precise predictiom; for the Higgs cascack 
deca~rs h" ----. hbhr iu tlw ::-..rss::-..r with complex parameters ar<' iudispensahle. 
As W<' discussed in detail in Chapter 4. loop corrections to the neutral Higgs nu:'tss 
matrix M are well known for the real and complex ~1SS::\I and have been used to 
find propagator corrections to processes involving external neutral Higgs particles, for 
example through the use of the matrix Z or the matrix which diagonaliscs the mass 
matrix. 
However, the genuine vertex corrections to the triple Higgs decay can also be sizable. 
In the reall'viSS::\11, the leading Yukawa vertex corrections and the complete 1-loop vertex 
corrections have been calculated [92-98]. However, for the complex ~1SSM, previous to 
the results described in this thesis. only effective coupling approximations were available 
[99, 100]. 
In this chapter, we calculate the full 1-loop vertex corrections within the Fe:ynman-
diagrammatic approach, taking into account the full dependence on all complex phases 
of the supersymmetric parameters. \iVe include the full propagator corrections, using 
neutral Higgs self-energies as provided by the program Fe.ynHiggs [31, 56-58] and we 
consistently include 1-loop mixing with the Z boson and the unphysical Goldstone-
boson degree of freedom. For the numerical examples, we will use the h2 ----. h1h1 
decay in the CPX scenario (as discussed in Section 2.8), since an understanding of the 
characteristics of this decay will be useful in order to understand the exclusion plots 
presented in Chapter 9, which are obtained by comparing the LEP cross-section limits 
with our improved theoretical predictions. 
6.2 Investigating the kinematic behaviour of the 
h2 -+ h1h1 decay width 
In order to understand the behaviour of the h2 ----. h1 h1 decay width, it is necessary to 
be familiar with its kinematic dependence. We use the general expression for 2-body 
decays, 
(6.1) 
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Figure 6.1: Plot of tan /3 against the charged Higgs mass M H + in the CPX scenario. (a) 
colour bar shows the value of the lightest neutral Higgs mass J..1 h 1 (b) colour bar shows the 
value of the kinematic factor K for the decay h2-+ h1h1 
where M is the matrix element. For identical final state particles, hb = he, 
p (6.2) 
and the symmetry factor S is ~. For the case hb =f. he, 
p = (6.3) 
and the symmetry factor is 1. We define a factor K. which will he useful for studying 
the kinematic dependence of f(h 2 ---+ h1hi). 
]{ (6.4) 
Figure 6.1 (a) shows the lightest neutral Higgs mass .A1h1 (colour) in the CPX sce-
nario, as a function of tan ;3 and charged Higgs mass .Af H +. There is a sizable region 
of unphysical parameter space (grey), in which a positive .Afh1 can not be calculated in 
this scenario. As this region is approached . .Ah 1 tends to zero. Figure 6. 1 (h) shows 
the kinematic factor K (colour) over this region. We can see that the h2 ---+ h1 h1 decay 
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is only kinematically allowed in a narrmv region of the CPX parameter space shown in 
this plot. V/e can see this region more clearl~' if we plot K as a function of tan 3 against 
Ah 1 • as in Figure 6.2. Since '"'e use tan B and !IJH~ as input parameters, we vary AIH~ 
iteratively to obtain the required AJ1lJ for each parameter point. \Ve begin the x-axis 
at !111t~ = 15 GeV as calculations in the region AI11I < 15 GeV arc problematic, since 
quantities such as the Higgs masses vary strongly with slight changes in other parame-
ters (it is unstable). Other experimental constraints (such as meson decays) also need 
to be considered2 . The very low Afh 1 region will not be relevant to our discussions in 
Chapter 9, where we will be particularly interested in the effect of the new h2 ___... h1 h1 
vertex corrections on the unexcluded region found at 30 GeV .:S l\1h 1 .:S 50 GeV. 
In Figure 6.2, the edge of unphysical parameter space (grey) occurs at !ltJH"- = 
At;;~x.CPX = 1000 GeV. However, the position of this edge on the !11h 1 - tan (3 plane is 
relatively insensitive to slight variations in AtJr;;a_:·CPX. 
Figure 6.3 (a) and (b) show some of the features of Figure 6.2 in more detail. Fig-
ure 6.3 shows that the kinematic factor K (colour) decreases as Mh 1 approaches the 
kinematic limit for the h2 - h1h1 decay. In Figure 6.3 (b), we see that the kinematic 
factor /{ (colour) is roughly independent of tan 13 in the range 3 .:S tan,B .:S 25. This 
relative independence of kinematics will be extremely useful when investigating the ef-
fect of loop corrections. Outside this region, K falls off dramatically. In the unstable 
regions tan /3 .:S 2 and tan (3 .2:, 34, very small variations in tan .6 have a huge effect on 
the value of the !11H+ required to keep A1h1 constant. 
It is worth noting that the region AfH..,. .:S 200 GeV is not the only region of CPX 
parameter space with a significant h2 - h1 h1 decay width. In Figure 6.4, we can see 
that this decay is kinematically allowed for all values of tan f) above Af w· ""' 220 Ge V. 
6.3 Calculation of the genuine hi --+ hjhk vertex 
contributions 
\Ve calculate the full1PI (one-particle irreducible) 1-loop vertex corrections to the h;-
hjhk decay width within the Feynman-diagrammatic approach, taking into account the 
phases of all supersymmetric parameters. h;, hj, hk are some combination of the tree 
2 For a recent analysis of experimental exclusions in the very low M,,, region of the CPX scenario, 
see [101] 
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Figure 6.2: Plot of tan j3 against the lightest Higgs mass 11h1 in the CPX scenario. !I f H ± is 
adjusted to give C'ach flh 1 as rPquired. The colour bar shows the value of the kinematic factor 
J{ for the decay h2 __, h 1 h 1 . 
level Higgs propagators h , H. A. The programs FeynArts [41- 43] and ForrnCalc [43 . 
,15] are used to draw and evaluate the Feymnan diagrams using dimensional reduction 
and LoopTools [45] is used to evaluate the majority of the integrals. \ iVe use mb = 
mb(m~n -shell) in the vertex corrections and when calculating sbottom masses and a top 
mass of 111 = 111 (m ) = 177on - slwll / (1 +..:!..a (n?on-shell)) in order to absorb somf' of the t I I I 37T -' t 
higher order S~f QCD C'OlTf'ctions (s<'e discussion i11 Section 5.1.2). \Ve use a unit CKI\1 
matrix and assume no squark grneration mixing. 
6.3.1 Leading corrections (Yukawa terms) 
At low to moderate values of tan,B, the leading corrections to the h; --+ hjhk vertex 
are the Yukawa terms from the t. i sector. These arise from the diagrams shown in 
Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.3: T he kinematic factor/\.. for tlw decay h2 ____, h1h1 in the CPX scenario (a) as a 
function of the lightest Higgs mass -~h 1 for various values of tall {3 a11d (b) a~ a function of 
tan .J for various values of the lightest Higgs m~s !If, 1 • 
\\'e calculate these contributions usiug the Yukawa approximation (as defined in Sec-
tion 6.3.1). in order to obtain compact anal~·tical expressions for the leading corrections 
to the h,hJhk vertex. To e\·alua te these corrections. wc require 3-point scalar integrals 
C0 at zero momentum. as giwu iu Appendix A. \VP find that there are no counter-term 
contributing to the h;hj hk vertex in this approximation. 
V\Te therefore arrive at the follmving expressions for the leading Yukc'lv\a corrections 
in the t j i sector, for n~rtices iuvolving the CP-cven treP-level Higgs hosons: 
(6.5) 
. 2 3 3 .l ---::?---=-? 1-ll-l* 2log _ ·_il -3R<' [A~Xt]C112 _ 122 3e
3
mf 1 { ( (m ) ) 
32n .\In.sws~ 777[
1 
- nlj
2 
7nF2 
-4mf Re 2 [!-LX,] (DuJ 2-1222 + Re [A~ X t ]£11122-1 1222) 
+2lm 2[!-LX,]Clt2-122}. (6.6) 
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Figure 6.5: Leading wrtex corrections to the decay h, ---> h)IA-- invoh-iug t j i loops. (x.Y.z = 
1.2) 
(6.7) 
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·I ·2 
. R [A* X ] ( m; ( 2 2 ) 1 C A* +3 C' 1. t. ') ') 17l1- -m.,- +- 112-122A1 1 m.-
1
rn.-
1
·I ·2 2 
1 2 
+~rnzRc[A;xt.] (3Vn12-1222 +£n122-11222Re[A;x,.]))}, (6.8) 
where 
(6.9) 
Du12-1222 
En 122-n222 
+ (6.11) 
and m~1 , 2 are the stop masses under the Yukawa approximation, as given by equa-
tion (4.7). Cn2-122 is defined in equation (4.8). V1112_1222 and £11122- 11222 are functions 
of Do and Eo scalar integrals, which are defined in Appendix A and solved for zero 
external momentum. Since we are describing a process with 3 external legs, D 0 and E0 
do not appear explicitly in the Feynman diagrams. However, these functions are very 
useful for simplifying the vertex expressions. 
The 1-loop corrections to a hihJhk vertex involving at least one CP-odd eigenstate 
are given by 
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A.,,Ynk_ _ 3f.-'hnt Im[J.LXr] { .. l ('nl(1 ) 
'-holo2.4 2 3 .3 ..t 2 2 +2c[1SJ og -3211 1\fw.sw"'d m 11 - m 12 rn 12 
+ (2Re [J.LAt]- c:3s13 (pJ.L* + AtA7)) C112-122 
+4m.~R.e [J.I.Xt] (V1112-1222 + Re [A~ X1]£1 1122-11222)} . (6.13) 
(6.14) 
~v;~~A - 32 ;;;~~t 3 5 2 1 2 {c~s~R.e [J.LXt] (21og (rn~1 ) - Y;.~.*Cu2-I22) 7r . 1-\··Swsa rnil - rr72 rnt2 
+2lm 2 [J.LXt] (casaCu2-122- 2mzR.e [J.LXt]Em22-11222)}, (6.15) 
These compact, momentum independent expressions have the advantage that they 
are extremely easy to implement into a computer code and therefore make very conve-
nient 'effecti\'e' vertices. In this form, we are also able to see that, despite including the 
effect of complex phases, these corrections are themselves entirely real. These vertex 
corrections simplify considerably in the real MSSM. 
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6.3.2 Full 1-loop lPI vertex corrections 
For the full1PI 1-loop corrections to the h;l11hk vertex. we need the counter-tenus shmvn 
in Table 3.2 ,·vhich \Vere dPrived from the La.grangian in Section 2.2.. :'\ote that. for 
triple Higgs vertices with au exterual Higgs bosun .4.. the field r<.>uonnalisation constant 
6ZAc is required in order to ensure that the vertex is UV-finite. \Ve have extended the 
FeynArts [41-43] model files in order to include these counter-terms. 
Examples of Feynman diagrams contributing to these vertex corrections are shown 
in Figure 6.6. 
Hr 1-~~--
- - - - -· ' ' '' V. h· ',, r 
l ' H ----
q hk 
---- -· h· ' 
'H q 
:Hr 
I 
' I 
-------hk 
Figure 6.6: Examples of generic diagrams (showing only one of the topologies) contributing 
to the processes hi. ___. hjhk. hi, hj, hk are the physical Higgs fields at tree level (h, H, A), f 
are SM fermions, j are their superparters, x0 , x are neutralinos and charginos, V are vector 
bosons, H denote the neutral and charged Higgs bosons and the Goldstone bosons, u are 
Faddeev-Popov ghost fields. 
We also investigated the effect of including loop-corrected Higgs bosons in the loop 
corrections to the hihjhk vertex, instead of the tree level Higgs masses. In order to 
ensure the lJV divergences cancelled, we transformed the couplings of the internal Higgs 
to the other particles using the unitary matrix U from Section 4.6, through an appro-
priately adapted FeynArts [41-43] model file. For consistency, the loop corrected Higgs 
masses used for these internal Higgs bosons were calculated using the mass matrix in 
equation ( 4.4 7). These corrections were numerically insignificant in the examples inves-
tigated. 
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6.4 Combining the lPI vertex corrections with 
propagator corrections to obtain the full ha ----+ hbhc 
decay width 
VVe can combine vertices involving the tree level Higgs bosons hi, hJ, hA, with the v.·ave-
function normalisation factors contained in the matri.x Z, which contain self-energies 
from the program FeynHiggs, iu order to obtain processes involving the loop-corrected 
states he" hb, he as the external particles (as discussed in Section 4.5). 
These 'Z-factors' can be used in conjunction with tree level vertices r~~jh 1. (given in 
Table 3.2) using (sum over i, j, k) 
(6.18) 
We obtain our full result by combining the genuine 1-loop vertex corrections r~~~jh!­
and the vertex involving 1-loop Goldstone and Z boson self-energy contributions r~i·~;~~­
with the Z-factors, such that (sum over i,j,k) 
(6.19) 
The genuine 1-loop vertex corrections r~~~jh!· contain full momentum dependence and 
therefore depend on the loop-corrected masses M~n , M1~b, lt11~c. However, as discussed in 
detail in Section 4.7, r~;;;~~- are calculated by approximating the external momenta to 
the tree level values m~i, m~1 , mt. 
6.5 Numerical Results 
We will uow investigate the importance of the full 1-loop genuine corrections through 
their numerical impact on the h2 ---+ h1 h1 decay width. All the results plotted in this 
section include the wave-function normalisation factors, through the matrix Z. The 
case where only wave-function normalisation factors but no genuine one-loop vertex 
contributions are included will be denoted 'tree'. 
Figure 6. 7 compares the 'tree' result with the result which includes the genuine vertex 
correction and all propagator corrections, as described by equation (6.19). In Figure 6.7 
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(a). we can see that both the full aud 'tree· h2 ---+ h1h 1 decay widths haw a strong 
dependence on tan ;3 and both have a similar patteru of peaks and minima. Hmvever. 
the behaviour of the 'tn'e· result is shifted with respect to the full result. For example. 
the rl.ec<:w \Yidths drop to zero in the low tan !3 regiou of the graph at tau (3 = 2.7 and 
tan (3 = J.3 respectively. Quantitatively. the results are also very different. For exampk. 
the peak in the ' tree· deca~,. width at medium values of tan (3 is approximate!~,. 137c oft he 
corresponding peak in the full decay width. We disregard the behaviour at tan (3 :S 2 
and tan (3 2: 34. since we concluded from Figure 6.3 that these regions of parameter 
space are unstable. 
In Figure 6.7 (h). W(' can see that both the 'tree' and full decay widths d('crease as 
the lightest Higgs mass A1h1 increases, governed by the kinematic dependence we saw 
in Figure 6.3 (b). Again, the 'tree' level result is heavily suppressed compared to the 
full result. We can conclude from Figure 6. 7 that calculations which just combine the 
propagator corrections with the tree level vertex are an extremely poor approximation 
to the full result . 
In Figure 6.8 . we focus on the peak in the full h2 ---+ h1 h1 decay width at tan (3 ,....., 8. 
\vhich has a significant effect on the LEP exclusions in the CPX scenario, as we will see 
in Chapter 9. ~'e can see that the Yukawa corrections (labelled 'Yukawa ·) provide the 
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Figure 6.7: The decay width r{h2 ____, h1hi) in the CPX scenario (a) as a function of tan ,8 
at llfh 1 = 30 GeV and (b) as a function of llh1 at t13 = 6. MH± is adjusted to give each fl.h 1 
as required. 'tree· indicates that the tree level vertex corrections have been combined with the 
propagator corrections while 'full' includes full vertex corrections and propagator corrections. 
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Figure 6.8: r(h2 ----> h1h1) as function of tan/3 for !1Ih1 = 30 GeV in the CPX scenario. 
Result including the full vertex corrections is compared to the result including just the leading 
vertex corrections, which are calculated using the Yukawa approximation ('Yukawa'), the ver-
tex corrections from loops involving top, stop, bottom, sbottoms ('t,st,b,sb') and the vertex 
corrections from loops involving all Standard Model fermions and t heir superpartners ('f,sf). 
All results included propagator corrections. 
leading contributions to the full h2 ---+ h1h1 decay width, as expected. However, the peak 
in the decay width calculated using Yukawa approximation is only ,....., 73% of the peak 
in the full decay width. Including all vertex contributions fort , i, b, b loops ('t,st,b,sb') 
gives a better approximation, predicting a peak in the decay width which is ,....., 84% of 
the full result. \iVe can see that, numerically, there is relatively little difference between 
including all Standard Model fermions and their superpartners in the loop corrections 
('Lsf) and just the t, i, b, b contributions. 
In Figure 6.9. we investigate the significance of some of the choices we made when per-
forming the ha. ---+ hbhc decay width calculation. As discussed in Section 3.3.3 , for the full 
result, we parametrise our result in terms of an electric charge calculated from a( J..f z), 
whereas for calculations involving only Standard Model fermions and their supcrpart-
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F igure 6.9: r(h2 ~ 1!1 1! 1) <ts function of tan /3 for !lh 1 = 30 GeV, using vertex corrections cal-
culatC'd in the Yukawa approximation. All results include propagator corrections. ·c F, 111 1 (u1 1) · 
indicates t hat the vertPx corrections have been paramderised in terms of an electric charge 
calculated from the experimental value of G F and a ru1ming top quark ma.ss evaluated at the 
scale m1 . ·a:( 1\fz). m 1 (m 1 )' indicates that the vertex corrections have been parametrised iu 
terms of au electric charge calculated from o:(l\ f z) and m 1 (n11) as before and 'G p. on-shell m 1• 
indicates that t he calculation ha..'i beC'n parametrised iu terms of an electric charge calculated 
from G F and an on-shell top quark mass. 
ners (such as calculations performed with the Yukawa approximation). we parametrise 
our result i11 terms of an electric charge obtained from the experimental value of the 
Fermi constant G F· lu Figure 6.9. v\e um see that this has a munerical effect of,....., 77< 
at the peak in th<' h 2 ----+ h 1 h 1 deca~' width. As we have discussed. we also chose to use 
a rnuning top mass of m, = m1(m 1) in the calculation, in order to absorb some of t h<' 
higher order SM QCD corrections. Since t he Ynkawa corrections are proportional to m7 
or m~, it is unsurprisiug that using a top mass of m 1. = 1/l~n-slwll has a larg<' numerical 
effect, as \\'e can see from Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.10: f (/12 ~ h1 h1) as fuu('tion of tan B for !lftiJ = 30 GcV iu the CPX scenario . using 
propagator corrections and fermi on/ sfermion contributions to tlw Yertex corrections. ·full p 2 · 
indicates that the full momentum dep<'ndeuce was taken into account while 'p 2 = ()' iudicates 
that the external momentum was approximated to zero iu the vertex corrections. 
In F igure 6.10, we compare the contribution from fermion and sfermion loops with 
the full momentum depeudrnce to the result under t he approximation of zero ext emal 
momentum. At the peak iu the h2 ---+ h2h1 deca:v width. the p2 = 0 approximates the 
full f. .f result to an accmacv of 27r. This approximation could br ver~· useful in making 
an effective triple Higgs coupling. which \vould approximate the full result significant l:v 
better than an effective coupling made using thr Yukawa approximation . 
In Figurr 6.11 and Figure 6.12 we investigate the dependence of the h2 ---+ h 1 h 1 deca:v 
width 011 other SUSY parameters. \\"e choose the parameters At. 1-l and JfstTSY. since 
these all appear in the leading corrections. as we can see from equation (6.5)- (6 .17). 
Figure 6.11 (a) shows that ,·ar:ving arg A, b~· 10\1(' has a highly· significant effect on the 
h 2 ---+ h1 h1 decay width . through shifting the minimum awl the ]Wak at moderate tan(] to 
higher ndnes of tan ;3 as arg A, increases. The magnitude of the peak at modPrate tan (3 
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Figure 6 .12 : r(h2 _____. hthd as function of tau8 for llh 1 = 30 GeV and various values of 
(a) tlw higgsiuo mass parameter J.l and (b) the soft SUSY hreakiug parameter MstJsY- (Othcr 
paramet.Prs are as for the CPX scenario.) 
df'cTeases as arg A 1 increases. This dramatic clependeuce on a complPx phase emphasises 
the importau('e of iucluding complex phases in the calculatiou. In Figurf' 6.11 (b). \VP 
see that increasing IA1 I also shifts the minim11m and the peak at mockratc tan /3 to 
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higher values of tan (3. However. in this case, the magnitude of the peak at moderate 
tan !3 increases as arg A1 increaSf$ and the gradiPnt of the decay \Vidth at higher values 
of tan (3 varies siguificantly. Varying J1 has a similar qualitative effect to varying IA1 I, 
as '"e can see in Figure 6.12 (a). In Fignrf' 6.12 (h). we can see that incn~asing JUsusv 
by 10% dramatic:all~' i11creases the 11 2 ---+ h1h1 deca.\' width and moves the two points at 
which tlw decay width falls to zero to closer values of tan !3. V\''e will return to these 
plots in Chapter 9 in order to explain the variation in the size and shape of the region 
of CPX parameter space at tan f) ,....., 8 which the LEP results are unable to exclude. 
As discussed in Section 6.3, we also investigated the effect of including loop-corrected 
Higgs bosons as internal particles. In the range 2 < tan B < 30, for Ah 1 = 30 Ge V, we 
found that this changed the h2 ---+ h1 h1 decay width by less than 0.3%, apart from in 
the immediate vicinity of the point at which the full decay width drops to zero. 
6.6 Conclusion 
In this section, we have calculated the full 1-loop vertex corrections within the Feynman-
diagrammatic approach for the process ha ---+ hbhc, taking into account the full phase 
dependence of the supersymmetric parameters. These vertex corrections incorporate 
the full momentum dependence. We have included the full propagator corrections, using 
neutral Higgs self-energies as provided by the program FeynHiggs [31,56-58] and we have 
consistently included 1-loop mixing with the Z boson and the unphysical Goldstone-
boson degree of freedom. Our results are currently the most precise predictions for 
the ha ---+ hbhc decay width. These results will be included in the program FeynHiggs 
[31,56-58]. 
\'Te have found that the genuine vertex corrections to the triple Higgs vertex are 
numerically very important. Their inclusion changes the predictions for the decay widths 
very drastically, compared to an approximation which is based solely on propagator-
type corrections and tree level vertex corrections. Using the corrections obtained in the 
Yukawa approximation yields a prediction for the decay width which is closer to the full 
result. but we still find deviations of,....., 27% in the example of the CPX parameter space 
at tan f) """ 8, A11q "' 30 Ge V, which will be particularly relevant to LEP exclusions 
discussed in Chapter 9. 
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\Ve have also presented two effective eonpling approximation:-; in the complex l\,ISSiVI. 
The Yuka.wa approximation includes all leading corrections and can he expressed in a 
very compact form, thus providing a very couvenient way to go beyoud the tree level 
vertex contributions. The effectiY<·' coupling created from the full fermion/sfermion ver-
tex corrections at zero incoming 111omcntum is a more sophisticated effective coupling 
approximation. These effective couplings can be used for determining accurate cross-
sections for processes such m; e+c ~ h1 Z ~ h1 h1 Z at the ILC. which provide a way 
to directly access the Higgs self-couplings and thus investigate a crucial element of the 
Higgs mechanism. 
Chapter 7 
Higgs decay to SM fermions 
7.1 Introduction 
The fermionic decay modes of the neutral Higgs bosons are crucially ihlportant. to collider 
phenomenology. These modes have been used when obtaining a lower bound on the 
Standard Model Higgs mass [17] and to exclude large regions of MSSM parameter space 
[24, 102, 103]. In particular, an accurate prediction for the Higgs decay to b-quarks has 
been vital for these analyses, since, for Standard Model Higgs bosons with mass less 
than about 130 Ge V and for a variety of SUSY scenarios, ha ---+ bb is the dominant 
decay mode, and the resulting b-jets can be tagged in the detector. The decay to r-
leptons can also be useful for providing exclusions, stlch as those found recently for 
various benchmark MSSM scenarios in the high tan /3 region at the Tevatron [104, 105]. 
In the Standard Model, the fermionic decay width is extremel:y well known (for a 
review, see [106] and references therein) and much of the anaiysis for the photon and 
gluon contributi011s to the process involving the Standard l\1odel Higgs also apply in the 
MSSM. As we discussed in Section 5.3. the SUSY QCD corrections can be sizable for 
the ha ~ bb decay and should be resuinmed (see, for example, [87], for an investigation 
into these effects). Results supplemented with leading 2-loop propagator corrections [82] 
and full electrmveak contributions [107] are also available in the real MSSM .. 
The program HDecay [108] provides ha ---+ f 1 decay widtl1s for the Standard 1\fodel 
and the real MSSM. For the complex MSSM, the program CPsuperH [59], is available. 
This calculation involves effective haf 1 couplings, as described in [100]. 
93 
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The program FeynHiggs [3L 56···58] calculate~ the h, ----; f.f decay width using the 
Feynman-diagrammatic approach. including the most significant QCD correcticm~, re-
sumnted SUSY QCD correctiom; and propagator corrections incorporating the fuU ueu-
tral Higgs self-energies. This calculation is valid iu the rea] and complex ~·ISSI\1. How-
ever, it does not enrrently include the full 1-loop dectroweak vert.ex corrections. 
Therefore, in this chapter, we calculate the full 1-loop cl(·)ctroweak vertex corrections 
to the ha ----; If decay width in the complex l\1SS1vL, including full phase and l:B.mnentum 
dependence, for eventual inclusion in .Fe.ynHiggs. vVe supplement these 11ew corrections 
with 1-loop QED, Srvt QCD corrections, propagator corrections calculated using neu-
tral Higgs self-energies from FeynHiggs and 1-loop propagator mixing with unphysical 
Goldstone bosons and Z hosons. \\le include restimmed SUSY QCD corrections with full 
phase dependence. 
7.2 Calculation of the ha -+ bb decay width 
7. 2.1 'free level 
At tree leveL the h1 ,..-,+ bb decay width is given by 
Ne A{.f!n 
- 87i A.fln -2- 1 = ~~~ 1Mtreel2. 
n. 
(7.1) 
The 1nass dependence of the squared matrix element 1Mtreel2 will be affected by the CP 
properties of the Higgs boson .. 
7.2.2 Standard Model QED corrections 
The real and virtual QED contributions to the Standard l\'lode,l J1 - bb decay width 
lead to the 1-loop correction 
(7.2) 
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for llfh > > m I. as derivPd by [109]. In this limit. this equation holds for both scalar 
and pseudoscalar Higgs [107]. \'le \Vill therefore use tlw correction term 
(7.3) 
in our :\ISS:!\:1 calculation. 
7.2.3 Standard Model QCD corrections 
If the factor Q~o in equation (7.2) is replaced by the factor C1o.,(.UH ). the expression 
for the 1-loop QCD correction to the H ~ bb decay in the Standard lVIodel is obtained, 
as shown by [109]. C1 = ~ is a colour factor and the running coupling o_.(!11h) is given 
by equation (5.5). Including the tree level result gives 
[QCD (H ~ bb) = [[tref'(ha ~ bb) ]n12.tree [1 + Os(J.L;en) C (-3log( JIJH) + ~)] , 
2,tree b 7r J m 4 ~ ~ 
(7.4) 
where \Ve have removed the dependence on the tree level Yukawa coupling from the term 
in the square bracket. 
This equation is not valid in the mass range we are interested m. !lfiJ > > mb. 
However, substituting equation (5.7) into equation (7.4) gives 
[
ftree(ha ~. bb)l 2( ) [ Os(f.l.;en) (- 61 ( .fl.fH) 68) l 2.tree mb J.Lren 1 + 4 1 og + 3 ' 
171 b 7r Jl.•ren 
(7.5) 
and we can choose llren = !11H in order to cancel the logarithmic terms. 
In practice, we parametrise our calculation in terms of mb = mb(!l!ha ), where 7nb(!11hn) 
is found using equation (5.8) or equation (5.12). Therefore, in order to encompass the 
full 1-loop Standard :\1odel-like QCD corrections in our calculation, we will need to add 
a correction 
J; • 17 a.~(.M,:J 
UQCD .=-3 7r (7.6) 
to the ha ~ bb decay width. 
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Our method differs from that of [82]. which includf's some higher order terms iu 
ns(J.L;~rJ and 171.1J(fJ·rc·11 ) awl an <~xtra term proportional to ne:·(~~}\. Our method also 
differs from [87]. which includes terms proportional to o~. Howev~~-. some of these tenus 
depend on the CP properties of the Higgs. and thus are not trivially extendable to the 
complex ~ISS::\I. Both [82] and [87] restrict their analyses to the rf'al :i\ISS~L 
7.2.4 Full 1-loop lPI hi ---+ bb vertex corrections 
In order to calculate the 1 particle irreducible vertex corrections at 1-loop, r~::il-loop, 
we use the counter-terms shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. :\Tote that the counter term 
6ZAc is required. \Ve include the full ).1SSM, apart from 1-loop diagrams involving 
gluons or photons since we have treated these contributions separately. \Ve include all 
complex phases. As discussed above, we use rnb(Jv!h,) in these corrections in order to 
absorb some of the higher order terms. As before, we use a unit CKM matrix and include 
no squark generation mixing. 
7.2.5 Resummed Amb corrections to hi ---+ bb 
In order to resum the leading SUSY QCD (and higgsino) corrections for the limit of 
large tan /3 in the limit of heavy SUSY particles. we use the effective couplings which 
we derived in Section 5.3. However, as we are combining with the full genuine vertex 
corrections, we need to make sure we are not counting the 1-loop corrections involving 
gluiuos or higgsinos twice. Therefore, we use effective couplings 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
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when~ the second line in each equation cancds the 1-loop tenus. Recall that :r. .11 are 
real and given h~' 
Im~mh 
:J: -
1 + Re~m,· 
4 1 Os * * ( 2 2 . 2) Ot * * ( 2 2 12) 
---1), .U:5fel mb- ,n1b- .111,, + -A1f_L t::JI mi .1ni, ill· . 3 2 1f l 2 . 471 1 2 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
(See Section 5.3 for full description of notation.) Following the procedure in the program 
FeynHiggs [3L 56-58], v.re will use os(m;} in ~rnb. 
7.2.6 Combining these contributions with propagators to 
obtain the full ha ---+ bb decay width 
The amplitude Ahnbb is found by adding the ~rnh corrected coupling v~G~ (which includes 
the tree level result) to the 1 particle irreducible 1-loop vertex corrections r~~;il-loop and 
the 1-loop corrections r~;·~se, which are due to h;Z or h;.G mixing. This is combined 
with propagator corrections dependent on neutral Higgs self-energies, which we obtain 
from FeynHiggs and incorporate through the matrix Z, such that 
A _ _ z- [ Cl.mh f!PI,l-loop (./\f2 ) fG,Zse ( 2 )] hnbb - ai vh;bb + h;bb ' hn + h;bb rnh; . (7.13) 
The arguments to r~~~i l-Ioop and r~j·~"e denote the external momenta used. Ahnbb is 
combined with the external fermion wavefunctions. then we take the squared modulus 
and sum over external spins in the conventional way to get IM hnbb 12 . 
The full ha ---+ bb decay width is thus found using 
(7.14) 
which is an extension of the method used to combine QED, QCD and Z-factor corrections 
in [82]. 
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7.2.7 Numerical Results 
\\-Te shall first investigate the effect of the SI\1 QCD and QED corrections. Figure 7.1 
shows the H ~ bb decay width iu the StmJdard Model as a functiou of Higgs mass. 
using the SM QED and QCD corrections described iu equation (7.2) and equation (7 .. 5) 
respectively ('QED. QCD'). This is compared to the tree level tesnlt ('tree') and result 
if only SM QCD corrections are included CQCD'). For the purposes of this comparison, 
we parametrise the calculation in terms of o (AI~) 1 . We find that the inclusion of the 
SM QCD effects reduces the decay width considerably, whereas the QED contributions 
are comparatively insignificant. \Ve compare these results to those obtained from the 
publicly available program J!Decay [108]. HDecay includes SM QCI) corrections at order 
o~ and o~, and thus gives a more sophisticated treatment of the SM QCD corrections. 2 
\Ve should consider the difference between the HDecay SM H ~ bb decay width and the 
decay width we obtain using equation (7.2) and equation (7.5) as a possible theoretical 
uncertainty and bear in 111_ind that the H ~ bb decay width could he increased by about 
10% due to these additional QCD corrections (the difference is 12% at A1H = 100 GeV 
and 9.1% at ]l.,fH = 300 GeV). 
\Ve now consider the full :MSSM ha ~ bb decay 'widths in the CPX scenario. Fig-
ure 7.2 illustrates the h.1 --+ bb (upper), h2 --+ bb (middle) and h:i --+ bb (lower) decay 
\vidths as a function of charged Higgs mass for tan ,t3 = 10 (left) and tan 13 =30 (right). 
All results include the ptopagator corrections, incorpotated via the matrix z. The decay 
widths calculated by combining tree level Vertices with propagator corrections are de-
noted 'tree'. We note that the h1 and h2 decay widths have steep g-radients at tan ,3 = 10, 
111w;, ""' 167 GeV due to a 'cross-over' effect in the masses (i.e. 111h 1 and Mh 2 approach 
each other). At tan /3 = 10, Af'Ji ""' 160 GeV, h1 is mostly A, h~ is mostly h and h3 is 
mostly H whereas at tan (3 = 10, 111~ ""' 180 GeV, h1 is mostly h, h2 is mostly A and h3 
is mostly H. 
Figure 7.2 also illustrates that including the QED and SM QCD corrections {'tree, 
QED, QCD'), causes a suppression i_n the ha --+ bb decay widths, as expected from our 
discussion of Figure 7. L 
1 We compared this to the result from parameterising the calculation in terms of G F and fom}d an 
insignificant ilm_nerical.effect compared to other uncertainties in the calculation. 
2The H -+ bb calculated in HDecay also includes leading SM e]ect.roweak contributions. However, the 
effect of these terms is munerically insignificant [108]. 
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Fi gure 7.1: The H --+ bb decay width in the Standard I\1odel. The lines labelled 'QED,QCD' 
and 'QCD' indude only the corrections described in equation (7.2) and equation (7.5). The 
line labelled 'tree' does not include these terms. The line labelled 'HDecay' has been obtained 
using the program HDecay [108]. 
Including the resummed 6mb contributions ('tree. QED, QCD, 6 mb') has a very 
significant impact, as shown in Figure 7.2. These contributions have the greatest effect 
on the h1 ---t bb decay width at tan;J = 30. AfH.,._ ,....... 200 GeV, where the suppression 
reaches an order of magnitude. We would expect the 6 mb contributions to be more 
significant at tan p = 30 than at tan ,8 = 10, since 6mb is proportional to tan ,8. and 
this is reflected in the results. Note that, for different SUSY parameters, it would be 
possible for the resummed 6rn,., corrections to cause an enhancement in the ha ---t bb 
decay width, rather than a suppression. 
Figure 7.2 also includes the full decay widths ('fuH'), which combine the propaga-
tor. QED, SM QCD, SUSY QCD corrections with the full electroweak genuine vertex 
corrections, as described by equation (7.14). This is almost indistinguishable from the 
'tree,QED,QCD,6mb' result, apart from in the h1 ---t bb decay width at tan ,8 = 30. 
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.HH~ ,....., 200 GPV. where the full decay width is just 577< of tlw size of the ·tree. QED. 
QCD. D.m1," result. The full result also includes propagator-type mixing 'vith the Gold-
stone ami Z boson. However. we have con finned that this effect is uumPricall~, insignifi-
caut in all the 0xamples plotted here. 
In Figure 7.3. "'" consider tlw !::l.m, corrections to the h2 --> bb cl.ecay width iu 
more detaiL at tan/:1 = 10 (a) and tan rJ = 30 (b). All results shown in this plot 
includP propagator, QED, 8}.1 QCD and resununed ~ml> corrections. However, the 
composition of !::in1.b is varied. In Figure 7.3 (upper graphs), we can see that the result 
obtained when including just gluino corrections to !::l.m.b is a good approximation to the 
result obtained if both gluino and higgsino corrections arc included, but the difference 
is non-negligible. The lower graphs in Figure 7.3 include just the gluino contribution 
to !::l.mb and vary the scale at which the strong coupling constant is evaluated. from ·1nt 
(default) to ns(.l\flJ which is the value of ns used in the 8~1-like QCD corrections and 
ns ( i ( mi>
1 
+ mi>
2 
+ m9) 
2
), which is used in [87]. The plots show that the choice of scale 
in !::l.ml> can have a sizable impact. Changing the scale from mt to ~ (m.b
1 
+ mb
2 
+ m9) 
increases the h2 --> bb decay width by 8% for tan f) = 10 and up to 35% for tan ,t3 = 30 
(for Afw- < 135 GeV). \Ve should consider this as an uncertainty in our calculation. 
Figure 7.4 shows that using the full ha --> bb calculation, as described in equa-
tion (7.14), differs from the result obtained if only propagator, QED, S~vi QCD and 
/::im,b corrections are included by less than 6.5% in all the numerical examples discussed 
above apart from the case ha = h1 , tan /3 = 30. In this latter case, the difference can be 
over 70%. This occurs at a very low decay width of f(h 1 --> bb) = 0.00066 GeV. 
Figure 7.5 demonstrates the dependence of the h 1 --> bb decay width on the phase of 
the trilinear coupling At. focusing on the minimum in the decay width at r( hl -f bb) = 
0.00066 GeV, where the full result (full lines) differs significantly from the result which 
includes just propagator, QED, SM QCD and !::l.mb corrections (dashed lines). The 
dependence on the phase At is pronounced, which is due in particular to the propagator 
corrections. 
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Figure 7.2: The ha --> bb decay width in the CPX scenario as a function of the charged Higgs 
mass. 'tree' denote~ the tree level result correct ed by Z-factors. 'tree,QED,QCD' also includes 
the Sl\.1-like QED and QCD correction~ and 'tree ,QED ,QCD,~mb · additionally includes the 
resummed ~'11lb contribution. 'full ' denotes the full result . as described by equation (7.14). 
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Figure 7.3: The h2 --' bb decay width at tan f) = 10 (a) and ta.n (3 = 30 (b). indudiug 
propagator. QED. S::\I QCD and resummed ~171/J corrections. In the upJwr graphs. ·gluiuo 
and higgsino · indicates that both t lw gluiuo aud higgsiuo contri butim1s are iududed iu ~m 1,. 
wlwrea-;, iu the ·g]uino oul:v' result. only gluino contributions ha.ve hecu included iu ~.,, b· In 
the lower graphs. only glnino coutributious ar0 iudndC'd in ~IIIIJ and the scale at which the 
a., is calculated within ~Ill/, is varied. \Ve show results obtained using 0 8 (mf) (as used in the 
11pper graphs). n.,(llf't
2
) aud a.-(q2) where q = j (mi)
1 
+ 711&
2 
+ 1119). (CPX scenario) 
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Figure 7.4: The difference (b.f01 1Jer"") lwtweeu the full hu ~ hlJ decay width (fr11 JJ) and tlw 
decay width including Z-factors. QED. S~I QCD and b.tn, corrections only. as a fraction of 
the full decay width. Results are shown for tan (3 = 10 and tau (3 = 30. ( CPX scenario) 
Figure 7.5: The h1 _____, bb decay width iu the CPX scenario as a function of the charged 
Higgs mass. for various values of the phase of the triliuear coupling A 1 . The full decay widths 
(as described by equation (7.14)) an' shown with solid lines aud the decay width including 
Z-factors. QED. S11 QCD and b.m 0 corrections only are shown with dashed li1ws. 
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Figure 7.6 : The difference (b.fotllf'r<'w) hetweeu the full hu ___. T + T - decay widt h (frull) ami 
the decay ,,·idth iududing Z-factors aud QED corrections only. a:.; a fractiou of the full deca~· 
width. Results an' shown for tan (3 = 10 and tan i3 = 30. (CPX scenario) 
7.3 Calculation of the ha --+ r+r - decay width 
The calculation of the ho -. T + T- decaY width is similar to that of the ha ---. bb deca~· 
width. \Vith the simplification that no QCD correctious are required . \Ye calculatE' the 
full 1-loop geuuiue vertex correctious aud supplement these with propagator corrections 
(including 1-loop mixing with Goldstone aud Z bosom;) and QED corrections. As before . 
we ban,' included all complex phas<'s. 
7.3.1 Numerical Results 
Figur<' 7.6 compar<'s the"" ---+ T + T - decav width from the full caknlatiou \vith the r<'snlt 
obtain<'d if onl:v propagator aud QED corrections arc indud<'d . As before. we use the 
('Xample of the CPX sceuario. with tan (3 = 10 aud tau (3 = 30 and 100 GeV < !lfw- < 
350 G<'V. For tau (3 = 10. neglecting the extra <'lectrmvC'ak 1-loop vertex ('Orrections ami 
1-loop propagator mixing with C, Z bosons chauges the result b:v less than 4%. \\-h<'rC'as 
for tan /3 = 30, the result changes by less than 1.5(/t 
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7.4 Conclusioh 
\Ve have presented the full 1-loop electrowcak V<-~rtex corrections to the h, ----; f.f decay 
widt.h in the complex ~ISS1\I. indudiug full phase dependenc-P. Although we han• found 
that these corrections are stnall in the numerical examples \\"e han~ considered. these 
contrihntious will he incorporated in to the program FeynHiggs. \iVe have supplemented 
these ne'\>;' corrections with 1-loop QED. Sl\'1 QCD corrections. propagator corrections 
calculated using neutral Higgs self-energies from FeynRiggs and 1-loop propagator mix-
ing with unphysical Goldstone bosons a:nd Z bosons. 
\i\Te also included resnmmed SUSY QCD corrections with full phase dependence. \Ve 
note here that this method could also be used to preserve the phase dependence of 
the resl..niuned SUSY QCD contributions in Higgs radiation off b-q1..1arks, which is the 
dominant production mechanisi11 for supersymmetric Higgs bosons in hadron colliders 
at large values of tan/3 (see ~85] for a recent analysis in the reall\'lSSM) .. 
These ha ----; bb and ha ----; T+ ~- decay widths will be combined with the ha ----; 
hbhc dec~y ,-vidths as calculated in Chapter 6 and used in conjunction with the LEP 
topological cross-section limits in Chapter 9 in order to investigate the experimentally 
excluded regions of parameter space in the CPX scenario. 
Chapter 8 
Higgs branching ratios 
8.1 Introduction 
Accurate predictions for Higgs branching ratios are vital for Higgs phenomenology. In 
particular, they are frequently required as part of calculations of cross sections of collider 
processes involving the production and decay of an on-shell Higgs boson, which are oftei1 
performed using the narrow width approximation (this is described in more detail in 
Appendix B). In Chapter 9, \Ve will use Higgs branching ratios for the CPX scenario in 
conjunction with the LEP topological cross section limits. In order to understaJJd the 
resulting exclusions, it will be necessary to refer to the behaviour of the contributing 
branching ratios. 
We combine the ha - hbhc: decay widths calculated in Chapter 61 with the ha - bb 
and ha - T-T+ decay widths calculated in Chapter 7. As we have discussed, these decay 
widths include the full 1-loop genuine vertex corrections and are combined with prop-
agator corrections obtained using neutral Higgs self-energies from the ptogram Feyn-
Higgs [31, 56-58], which include the leading 2-loop contributions. The 1-loop propa"" 
gator mixing with Goldstone and Z bosons is also consistently incorporated. These 
results take into account the full phase dependence of the supersymmeti"ic paranle-
ters. For the h" - bb decay \vidth, the tlrn, corrections are resummed in a way that 
preserves the phase dependence. Vve take all other decay widths from the program 
FeynHiggs [31,56-58]. 
1 Note that, although we have calculated f(h3 -f h2 h 1) explicitly here, unless otherwise stated. \ve do 
not calculate it explicitly in the parameter scans in Chapter 9, as it will rarely be relevant. 
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Figure 8.1: Branching ratios of the Hghtest neutral Higgs boson in the CPX scenario. Top 
left: Br(hi ~ bb), top right: Br(hi ~ T+T-), lower center: sum of Br(hi ~ bb) and Br(hi ~ 
T+T-). 
8.2 Numerical results 
Figure 8.1 (a) and (b) show the hi -t bb and h1 -t T+T- branching ratios respectively, 
plotted on the Jlv1h 1 - tan {3 plane in the CPX scenario. As expected, the hi -t bb 
decay process is dominant, although the contribution from the hi -t T+T- decay is 
non-negligible. These are the significant decay modes for the lightest Higgs boson in 
the CPX scenario, as can be seen Figure 8.1 , which shows that the sum of these two 
branching ratios is close to one across the whole of the Mh 1 - tan {3 plane. Notice also 
that there are some points within the CPX parameter space that are shown here without 
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F igure 8. 2: Branching ratios of the second lightest neutral Higgs boson in the CPX scenario. 
Top left: Br(h2 ~ h1 hi) , top right: Br(h2 ~ bb). lower left: Br(h2 ~ T+T-). lower right: sum 
of Br(h2 ~ h1hl). Br(h2 ~ bb) and Br(h2 ~ T+T-) branching ratios 
a hnmching ratio value ami that the edge of t hP allowed parameter rcgwn 1s uneven. 
Thcsp arP points where either the mass calculation or the Z-factor cakulatio11 failed 
because the terms involving double derivatives of self-energies were non-negligible, as 
described in equation (4.26). Since this is only relevant for a ver~· small number of 
parameter points and conveys interesting information about the stability of the Higgs 
sector in these places. we leave these fPatures iu in tlw majority of our scans. 
Figure 8.2 illustrates the pronounced dependence of the h2 __. h1 h1 branching ratio 
on tan {3 and A/11 1 • Comparison with Figure 6.2 shows that this decay mode is significant 
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and often dominant in almost all of the regions where it is kinematically allowed. In 
this region, we can see that the characteristics of the h2 ___,. h1 h1 branching ratio are 
determined by the behaviour of the h2 ___,. h1 h1 decay widths, which were illustrated in 
Figure 6. 7. Note, in particular, the two narrow regions of very low h2 ___,. h1 h1 branching 
ratio, which occur at tan ,6 "' 4.3 and tan ,6 "' 31, where the h2 ___,. h1 h1 decay width 
tends to zero. Figure 8.2 also demonstrates that the behaviour of the h2 ___,. bb branching 
ratio is, to a very good approximation, determined entirely by the h2 ___,. h1 h1 decay 
width where it is allowed kinematically. The h2 ___,. T+T- branching ratio is small, but 
non-negligible in regions where the h2 ___,. h1 h1 decay width is suppressed. Figure 8.2 
also shows that the h2 ___,. bb, h2 ___,. h1h1 and h2 ___,. T+T- decay modes dominate the 
total h2 width across the majority of the CPX parameter space. 
Figure 8.3 shows the branching ratios for the h3 ___,. h1 h1 , h3 ___,. h2 h1 , h3 ___,. bb and 
h3 ___,. T+T- decay modes. Note that the Higgs cascade decays dominate in the majority 
of the region where they are kinematically allowed. The h3 ___,. h1 h1 branching ratio has 
a narrow region at tan ,6 "" 4.5 in which the h3 ___,. h1 h1 decay is kinematically allowed, 
but the decay width is suppressed, characteristically similar to the suppressed regions 
we observed in the h2 ___,. h1 h1 branching ratio. Once again, the behaviour of the h3 ___,. bb 
decay width is governed by the behaviour of the Higgs cascade decays where they are 
kinematically allowed. In particular, h3 can be relevant to the LEP exclusions in the 
region 10 .:S tan ,6 .:S 30, 1Yfh1 .:S 60 for variations on the CPX scenario. In this region 
of parameter space, the h3 ___,. h1h 1 decay width is crucially important to the h3 ___,. h 1h 1 
and h3 ___,. bb branching ratios. Figure 8.3 also confirms that, once again, the Higgs decay 
to tau-leptons is non-negligible in regions of parameter space where the Higgs cascade 
decay are suppressed. We can see that there is also a region tan ,6 .:S 5 at moderate to 
high values of lvh1 in which other decays begin to contribute significantly to the h3 total 
decay width, such as the h3 ___,. h1 Z decay mode. As mentioned previously, we take these 
decay widths from FeynHiggs. However, the majority of this region is already excluded 
by the LEP Higgs searches. 
8.3 Conclusion 
We have investigated the behaviour of ha ___,. hbhc, ha ___,. bb and ha ___,. T+T- branching 
ratios and confirmed that these decay modes are the most significant decay modes in 
the areas of parameter space which will be most relevant to the discussion of the LEP 
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Hip;g~ searche~ in the next chapter. In particular. in the regiou of parameter space 
111, 1 :S 60 Ge V. "·e have fouud that the domiwmt branchiug ratios me heavil~' depenclcut 
on the Higgs cascade' dC'c:ay widths. Tlwrefon· an HCTllrate determination of tlH'S(' deca~· 
wiclt hs. as performed in Chapter 6. will be crnc:iall~r important to t.hC' behaviour of th(' 
llllexd uckd rcgious iu this part of C'PX parameter space. 
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Figure 8.3: Branching ratios of the second lightest neutral Higgs boson in the CPX scenario. 
Clockwise from top left: Br(h3 ---+ h1hl), Br(h3 ---+ h2h1), Br(h3 ---+ bb) and Br(h3 ---+ r +r -) . 
·Sum· indicates the sum of Br(h3 --+ h1hi), Br(h3 --+ h2ht), Br(h3---+ bb) and Br(h3 --+ r +r-). 
Chapter 9 
Limits on the MSSM parameter 
space from the Higgs searches at 
LEP 
In this chapter, we will review the results from the Higgs searches at LEP, as presented 
by the LEP Higgs \\iorking Group and the LEP Collaborations. V/e will then discuss 
the way in which the topological cross~section limits can be used in conjunction with 
new Higgs sector theoretical results, in order to provide a new analysis of the available 
MSSM parameter space. Using this method, we will investigate the impact of our 
new genuine vertex corrections to the h2 --t h1 h1 decay on the LEP exclusions for 
the CPX scenario. We will also examine the effects of recent improvements in the 
program FeynHiggs [31, 56-58], which are not. yet publicly available. 'A'e will conclude 
with a preliminary comparison between our results and those obtained with the program 
CPsuperH [59]. 
9.1 Results as presented by the LEP Higgs Working 
Group and LEP Collaborations 
After the LEP programme finished in 2000, the final results from the four LEP collab-
orations (ALEPH [17, 110, 111], DELPHI [112, 113], L3 [114] and OPAL [115, 116]) were 
combined and examined for consistency with a background hypothesis and a signal plus 
background hypothesis in a coordinated effort between the LEP Higgs Working Group 
for Higgs Searches and the LEP collaborations. The results showed no significant excess 
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Figure 9.1: The most important Higgs production processes used in the LEP Higgs searches: 
Higgsstrahlung (left) and pair production (right). 
of events which would indicate the discovery of a Higgs. In the Standard Model, a lower 
bound on the Higgs mass of 114.4 GeV at the 95% confidence level was established [17] 
while restrictions were placed on the available parameter space of a variety of MSSM 
benchmark scenarios [24]. The results were also provided in the form of upper limits on 
cross-sections for a selection of topologies. 
In this section \Ve will describe these search topologies, paying particular attention to 
the e+e- - (ha)Z- (bb)Z channel, which has been particularly powerful for excluding 
large regions of Standard Model and MSSM parameter space. Vl/e will then describe the 
results of the dedicated CPX scenario analysis. 
9.1.1 Topological cross-section bounds 
In order to allow the LEP results to be applied to a wide variety of theoretical models, 
they have been made publicly available in the form of upper limits on cross-sections of the 
neutral Higgs search topologies [24]. In each topology considered here, the Higgs is pro-
duced either through Higgsstrahlung or pair production (Figure 9.1) and decays either 
to b-quarks, tau-leptons or via. the Higgs cascade decay. To a very good approximation, 
the kinematic distributions of these processes are independent of the CP properties of 
the Higgs bosons involved, as discussed in [24]. Therefore, the sarne topological hounds 
can be used for CP-even, CP~odd or mixed CP Higgs bosom;. 
The neutral Higgs search topologies are 
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2. e+e- ____.. (h")Z ____.. (T+T-)Z 
3. ('+ (:.- ____.. ( h(/ - hf>hh) z ____.. ( bbbb) z 
9. e+e--+ (ha____.. hbhf>)Z-+ (bb)(T+r-)Z 
10. e.+e- -+ (ha -+ bb)(h1, ____.. T+T-) 
11. (~+e--+ (ha-+ r+r-)(hb ____.. bb) 
Here, a and b label individual neutral Higgs bosons in a theory.. For example, in 
the ?viSSl'vl, a., b = 1, 2, 3. In topologies involving more than one Higgs, the masses are 
ordered such that l\!ha > .Mh,· 
Figure 9.2 shows the topological cross-section limits for the topolog~' e+e- .__. (ha)Z-+ 
(bb)Z, as published in [17, 24], as a function of the mass of the Higgs involved. This 
topology was the most important for the purposes of deriving the lower bound on the 
Standard Model Higgs mass [17]. 595 is the ratio of the maximum cross-section com-
patible with data at the 95% confidence level to the theoretical Standard Model Hig-
gsstrahlung cross-section e+e- .__. haZ (we will discuss this quantity in more detail in 
the next section). There is a good agreement between the observed limit (solid line) and 
the median expected limit based on Monte Carlo simulations with no signal (dashed 
line). The observed limit reaches more than one sigma above the expected result for 
Higgs masses of 89.6 GeV < AfH < 107 GeV and fluctuates downwards by more than 
one sigma at 1111-1 ,...., 65 GeV. Over extended searches, such as this, a local excess in 
one particular mass region should be interpreted \Vith care. The mass resolution for 
this process is typically 2- 3 GeV [17], giving parameter space 'bins' of approximately 
4-6 GeV. Therefore, in extended searches which cover a mass range of,...., 120 GeV, we 
would expect to find regions containing local excesses of 1 - 2 sigma [24]. 
However, the excess at 89.6 GeV < Afu < 107 GeV will turn out to have a large 
influence on our results. Vve will denote this region as the 'slight excess' region (to avoid 
confusion with the excess at 11-5 GeV which was observed by ALEPH [110]). 
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Figure 9.2: The topological cross-section limits for the topology e+e-----; (ha)Z ----; (bb)Z, as 
a function of the Higgs mass Mhn [1 7, 24] (labelled 'mHl ' ). Sg5 is the ratio of the maximum 
cross-section compatible with data at the 95% confidence level to the theoretical Standard 
model Higgsstrahlung cross-section e+ e- ----; haZ . The solid line is the observed limit, the 
dashed line is the median expected result (based on Monte Carlo simulations with no signal) 
and the green and yellow areas correspond to the 68% and 95% probability bands respectively. 
This figure has been reproduced from [24]. 
9.1.2 Results of the dedicated analysis in the CPX scenario 
The LEP Higgs Working Group and LEP collaborations also published combined analy-
ses [24] of MSSM benchmark scenarios [117, 118], including the CPX scenario [39]. Note 
that the definition of the CPX scenario used in [24, 39] differs slightly from the definition 
used in this thesis , as discussed in Section 2.8 . 
Figure 9.3 shows the regions of CPX parameter space which could be excluded by 
this analysis at 95% CL (light green) and 99.7% CL (dark green) . Also shown are the 
domains which were expected to be excluded at the 95% CL on the basis of Monte Carlo 
simulations with no signal (dotted lines). 
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Figure 9.3: LEP Exclusions in the dedicated aualysis of the CPX benchmark scenario of [24]. 
as a function of the mass of the lightest Higgs (labelled ·mH1 ·) and tan ;3. Domains excluded 
at 959i CL are light greeu: those excluded at 99.7% CL are dark green. The yellm~; region. 
which ha.':i been labelled 'theoretically iuaccessible·. is not part of the CPX parameter space. 
The dashed lines indicate the regions expected to be excluded at the 95% CL on the basis of 
~Ionte Carlo simulatious with no signal. This figurP has bPen r·pprod·uced fmm [24]. 
The dashed lines indicatc> the regions expected to be c>xcluded at the 95% CL on 
thr basis of \Ionte Carlo sinmlations v;ith no signal. There are three particularl)· large 
unexcluded regions: 
• (A) 60 GeV :S .Uh 1 and 3 :S tan (3 
• (B) 30 GeV :S .U, 1 :S 50 Gc>V and 3 :S tau /3 :S 10 
• (C) 0 GeV :S .HIJ 1 :S 10 GeV and 3 :S tan/3 :S 20 
For the purposes of the analysis in [2-1]. two different programs were used to calculate 
Higgs masses and branching ratios in the complex 1\ISS~l: FcynHiggs wrsiou 2.0 [58] 
and CPH [39]. which was predecessor of the program CPsuperH [59]. FcynHiggs uses 
a Feynman-diagrammatic approach and on-shell mass renonnalisation v.:hereas CPH 
is based on a renormalisation group improwd effective potential calculation and DR 
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Figure 9.4: LEP Exclusions in the dedicated aualysis of the CPX benchmark scenario of [2-1] 
using the program CPH [39] (left) and the program FeynHiggs [3 1,56- 58] version 2.0 (right). 
The results shown here were combined to get Figure 9.3. by deciding that a point in parameter 
space is excluded only if both the CPH aud FeynHiggs aualyses found it to be excluded. See 
caption to Figure 9.3 for the legend. This figure has been repmd·uced fmm [24]. 
renonnalisatiou. As discussed in Sect ion 3. 4. some care 1s necf'ssary when companng 
results from these codes. sincf' the~· use different rf'nonualisation schf'mes. Iu [24]. the 
relation 
XCPH 
I 8+ I [ 
!XFH 
.~fsusv (9.1) 
\Vas used [119] to conn'rt between different definitions for IA1 I, \\·ith Os = 0.108 and 
J;1 = IA1 I - 1-1 / tan (3 . This is analogous to the expression for on-shell to l\IS conversion 
in the real l\ISSM given by [60]1. 
xi\JS = xos +Os Jlf . [8 4X, - Xl - 3Xt l (m?)] 
1 1 371 s + !Ifs !11~ !Ifs og !If~. (9.2) 
For thf' analysis in [24], there was no convcrs1on betwf'<'n different definitions of 
arg( A1) or fl1st •sv ( = llh = I\ fi R) and Ab was set to be the same as A1. 
In additiou to the isstw of parameter conversion, the two codes also haw significant 
differences in the incorporated higher order corrections. Therefore, separate aualvscs 
1This expression was obtaiued using rng = 1Uspsy. J.1. ..,,11 =,\Is and the assumptions w 1j.\Is << 1 and 
rn 1 Xr/11I.~ << 1 [60] 
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were ])(-~rforl.ned using FeynHiggs and CPH. In order to combine these results to creatf' 
Figure 9.3 .. a point in parameter SJ)aCf' was said to be excluded if it was excluded b~· 
each program separately. This method is conservative~. in that it minimises the exclusion 
reg10:11. 
There was an additional complication. since FeynHiggs did not have a reliable calcu-
lation for the loop corrections to the triple Higgs couplings in the CP-violating :'viSSlVI. 
For the purposes of the 'FeynHiggs' analysis, this coupling was therefore obtained from 
CPH, and then combined with Higgs masses and other Higgs sector quantities as cal-
culated by FeynHiggs in the standard \Vay [24, 88]. This will be particularly relevant to 
the discussion of LEP exclusions in the region of CPX parameter space .Ah 1 ;::: 50 GeV, 
where the h2 --. h1 h1 decay width has a large influence on the h2 branching ratios (as 
we saw in Section 8). 
The results from the separate FeynHiggs and CPH analyses are shown in Figure 9.4, 
(with colours defined as for Figure 9.3). It is notable that both analyses have unexcluded 
regions of type B and C, altholigh the shapes of these regions vary. In particular, the 
FeynHigg/3 analysis has a larger unexcluded region of type B. The unexcluded regions 
of type A at 99.7 % CL are very similar in shape and size.. However. in the Feyn-
Higgs analysis, much of this region is excluded at 95% CL, whereas the CPH analysis 
has the m.ajority of this region unexcluded. Both analyses show unexduded regions at 
.T'v!h1 ~ 114.4 GeV, where the lightest Higgs boson is Standard Model-like. 
9.2 Using the LEP topological cross-section limits 
Topological cross-section limits are given by [24] in the form of scaling factors S9r~, defined 
as 
(9.3) 
where O"max is the largest cross-section compatible with the data at 95 % CL and O"ref is 
a reference cross-section for the Higgs production. 
For the Higgsstrahlung topologies, the reference cross-section O" ref is the Sl\/I cross-
section for the Higgs production 0" 8M(e+e~ --. H Z), for a SM-like Higgs of mass MH = 
]\;fha · 
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For the pair production topologies. the reference cross-section arf'f is the :;\.lSSl\1 
cross-section for the Higgs production e+e- ---+ h,J11J. when' the }.!SS~I suppression 
factor IYh~hhZ 12 has been set to 1. This suppression factor can he approximated by the 
normalised effPctive coupling of tlw Higgs bosons h" and h" to the Z boson sqnan'd. as 
defined iu equHtion (-1.51) (lwnce thP notation). \Vc' can also rdat(' the rf'ference cross-
section for pair production processes to the Standard l\lodel Higgsstrahlung production 
cross-section 
\ S~I( + - HZ) aref = /\a e. e ---+ . (9.4) 
:X is a kinematic factor which takes into account the different kinematic dependences of 
the Sl\1 Higgsstrahlung and the pair production process, i.e. 
:X >.~~~,,) (12111~/s + >-zH) />.~~' 
>.Ty - [1- (Af.r + Afy)2 /s) [1- (Af.r- Aly)2 /s], 
where His a S~I-like Higgs \vith mass AJH. 
(9.5) 
(9.6) 
In order to use the Sex, values, we need to compare them to the scaling factors Stheo, 
where 
s~.heo = a theo I a rer, (9.7) 
and atheo is the theoretically predicted cross-section. 
In the 1VISSM, it is convenient to calculate the Stheo values using the narrow width 
approximation (see Appendix B) and neglecting any production diagrams that do not 
appear in Figure 9.1. Vve approximate the ha-Z-Z and h0 -hb-Z vertices by the normalised 
effective couplings defined in equation (4.51), which take into account Higgs propagator 
corrections. 
For example. in this approxirnation, 
Stheo [(hi)Z---+ (bb)Z] 
Stheu [(h2---+ h1hi)Z---+ (bbbb)Z] 
Stheo [ e+ e- ---+ (hz ---+ h1 h1 )h1 ---+ (bbbb)bb] 
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Therefore. for each point in parameter space. \Ve fin:;t calculate an 5 11 "'0 value for ever~' 
combinatiou of neutral Higgs po~sihle in each search topolog~·. Siuce 1Yh~h,zl 2 :::: 0 awl. 
where two Higgs bosous are involved. we have specified the mass ordering .U,, > .1\I,,,. 
this results iu a total of 33 chanueb. 
I 1 l l l l l l . R Xl' CtP 1 5 15..,xj>f'ct•·cl 1 s·f'XJWCt .. cl n eac 1 c wnne . we t. 1en C<l en ate t 1e ratiO "· ., ' = theo !J5 , w lf're !i5 
is the mediau expf'cted 595 value. based on ~IontP Carlo sinmlations with no signal. The 
channel with the highest value of Rcxpecterl is the channel with the highest statistical 
sen~itivity. For this particular channel (and this channel only), we then calculate the 
ratio Roh~ = 5theo/ 59;s, where 59~s is based on the actual results observed at LEP. If 
R0"~ > 1, we say that this parameter point is excluded at 95% confidence level. 
This method has been suggested by [119] in order to ensure that we can correctly 
interpret exclusions obtained in this way as having a confidence level of 95%. If, for 
one parameter point, \Ve had made use of more than one observed limit, we would have 
increased the probability of a false exclusion above 5%. 
The tables of 595 values which we use in our analysis have been obtained from [120]. 
These are more detailed than those published in [24] and include the numerical values 
of 5~~pecteri. \Ve linearly interpolate between points in these tables. 
It should be noted that the dedicated analyses carried out in [24] for specific :vlSS?\1 
benchmark scenarios have a higher exclusion power than the method outlined above. 
This is particularly true near to borders between regions of parameter space where 
different channels are expected to have the highest statistical sensitivity. In addition, 
our analysis will not take into account the uncertainty in the Higgs mass, coupling and 
branching ratio calculations due to unknown higher order corrections. 
9.3 Using the LEP topological cross-section limits in 
conjunction with our Higgs sector results 
In this section, we will use the topological cross-section limits from LEP in conjunction 
with more recent results for the Higgs masses, couplings and branching ratios. In partic-
ular, we shall be using our full 1-loop diagrammatic calculation for the h; ---? h/1-k decay 
with full phase dependence as described in Chapter 6 and we will be using renormalised 
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neutral Higgs self-energies obtained from the current version of FeynHig_qs [31. .56 58] 
(which iuducles corrections at O(n.,o 1 ) with full phase depPndence). 
\\le calculate the Higgs masses aud couplings to gauge bosom; as described in Chap-
ter 1 and th(~ Higgs branching ratios as described in Chapt.N 6. Cnless otherwise stated. 
\n' will use the CPX sceuario. as definf'd iu Section 2.8. 
Using the Higgs masses. \\'e can investigate the regions in which the Higgsstrahlung 
topology e.+e.- ----> (ha)Z ----> (bb)Z might struggle to provide exclusions. Figure 9.5 
shows the regions l\fh 1 2:: 114.4 GeV (red) and l\fh2 2:: 114.4 GeV (cyan) within the 
CPX parameter space, as plotted on the _l\1h 1 - tan (J plane. We would not expect the 
Higgsstrahlung channel e+e- ----> (hJ)Z---.. (bb)Z or ~+e- ----> (h1 )Z---.. (bb)Z t.o he able 
to provide exclusions in these areas. respectively. 
In Figure 9.5. we can see that there is a sizable region in which 89.6 GeV < 1\fh~ < 
107 GeV (dark blue). Recall that, in this mass range, the observed limit was more than 
one sigma above the expected limit (based on no signal) in the e+e- ---.. (h2 )Z---.. (bb)Z 
channel. Note that this region covers the area in which the analysis of [24] found an 
unexcluded region of type B. 
Figure 9.6 illustrates the normalised squared effective Higgs couplings to gauge bosons 
jg~~zzl 2 in the CPX scenario. Recall that L::~=l jg~~zzl 2 """ 1. vVe can see that the 
h1-Z-Z coupling dominates around the edge of the available parameter space, the h:r 
Z-Z coupling dominates in a region 1\11!) < 60 GeV and 7 ;::: tan/3 ;::: 25 and the 
h2-Z-Z coupling dominates the region in between. ·we can immediately see that the 
Higgsstrahlung topology e+e- ----> (hu)Z ----> (bb)Z will be very effective at providing 
exclusions in regions where jg~~zzl 2 """ 1, for a= 1, 2. In these areas, we expect SM-like 
exclusions, following similar boundaries predicted to those in Figure 9.5, where the decay 
mode to b-quarks is dominant. However, over a large part of parameter space, jg~.~zzl 2 
and jgf:~zzl 2 are suppressed and other search topologies may have higher statistical 
sensitivities. Since jg~~lqzl 2 ""' jg~~zzl 2 • we can also predict that channels involving the 
pair production process e+ e- ----> h1 h2 may be useful in providing exclusions in the region 
where jgeff j2 is high. h~ZZ 
The h2 ----> h1 h1 branching ratio for the CPX parameter space which was presented 
in Figure 8.2 has been reproduced in Figure 9. 7 for ease of comparison. 
Figure 9.8 indicates which channel has the highest sensitivity and therefore which 
channel will be used to set an exclusion limit at each point in CPX parameter space. 
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Figure 9.5: Regions of CPX parameter space which could be especially challenging when 
attempting to use the topology e+e- ----+ (ha)Z----+ (bb)Z to provide exclusions. The red region 
indicates where Mh. > .l\.J81\!limit and the cyan region indicates where .1\I > .l\!81\I li mit . where 1- H h2 - H . 
M'jf1 limit = 114.4 Ge V. We abo indicate the 'slight excess' region 89.6 Ge V < M h 2 < 107 Ge V 
by dark blue. In this region, the observed Sg5 was more than one sigma above the expected 
Sgs, based on Monte Carlo results with no signal, as shown in Figure 9.2. The grey area is 
theoretically inaccessible. 
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Figure 9.6: The effective coupling of t he neut ral Higgs to two Z bosons l9h..~zzl 2 .lgh.~zzl 2 and l9h.~zzl 2 , which include the Higgs 
propagator corrections (see Section 4.6 for definit ions). 
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In most of the CPX param<'tf'r space. tlw channeb h1 Z----+ bbZ (•) and h2Z----+ bbZ (•) 
have the highest statistical seusitivit~'· Through comparison with Figure 9.6. we eau St'<> 
that this occurs in the areas wlwre h1 and h2 have significant couplings to Z bosom;. as 
expected. 
In the region of CPX parameter space with high values of 1Yh~zzl 2 ~ the channels with 
the highest statistical sensitivity are h2h1 ----+ bbbb (•) and h2 h1 ----+ h 1 h1 h1 ----+ bbbbbb ( ) . 
\vhich both involve g~~i:t~z~ as expected. The position of the boundary between these 
two regions is governed by the Higgs branching ratio h2 ----+ h1h1 . which. as we can see 
from Figure 9.7, is the dominant branching ratio in this part of parameter space but is 
decreasing as tan ,B incrcascs2 . V/c can see that the h}11 ----+ h1 h1 h1 ----+ bbbbbb ( ) region 
appears at a peak in this branching ratio at tan ,B "' 7, which is due to a peak in the 
h2 ----+ h1 h1 decay width as we saw in Figure 6. 7 in Chapter 6. 
There is a sizable region in Figure 9.8 at 15 GeV ;S Ah1 ;S 40 GeV , tan,B "" 6 
in which the channel h2Z ----+ h1h1 Z ----+ bbbbZ (0) has the highest statistical sensitivity. 
This is also due to the peak in the h2 ----+ h1 h1 decay width at moderate tan (3 (Figure 9. 7), 
combined with the fact that the coupling g~2zz is relatively unsuppressed in this area 
(Figure 9.6). 
In Figure 9.9, we have compared our new theoretical cross-section predictions for 
each parameter point in the CPX scenario with the observed topological cross-section 
limits obtained at LEP for the channel with the highest statistical sensitivity at that 
point. As expected, Jvl1q 2:. 114.4 GeV is not excluded. This unexcluded region extends 
to A1h1 "'85 GeV at tan,B"' 16, since, in this area, the second lightest Higgs is SM-like 
and therefore follows the contour plotted at J\.1h2 = 114.4 GeV in Figure 9.5. As before, 
we call this region 'unexcluded region A'. It has a narrow 'tail', which extends to lower 
tan (3, one side of which is bounded by the limit for a S::-..1-like .J\.1h2 and one side of which 
is bounded by the edge of the region where the channel h1 Z ----+ bbZ (•) has the highest 
statistical significance, as shown in Figure 9.8. 
Figure 9.9 also has an unexcluded region of type B at A1h1 "' 40 GeV and tan ,B"" 8, 
similar to that shown in Figure 9.3 (we leave a more detailed comparison between our new 
results and those shown in Figure 9.3 until Section 9.4). The h2 ----+ h1h1 branching ratio 
for the CPX parameter space which was presented iu Chapter 8 has been reproduced in 
Figure 9.7 for ease of comparison. We can see that the entire unexcluded region B in 
2For cosmetic reasons, in the high resolution scans of the CPX parameter space, such as Figure 9. 7. we 
plot all points, including those which were deemed to be less stable because of non-neglible second 
order terms iu the mass or Z-factor calculatiou. For this stability information. refer to Figure 8.2. 
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Figure 9.7: The h2 ___, h 1h1 branching ratio for the Ah 1- tan{3 plane of the CPX scenario (as 
seen in Figure 8.2) 
Figure 9.9 lies in an area where the h2 - h1 h1 branching ratio is sizable. We examine 
this unexduded region B in more detail in Figure 9.10, where we show an enlarged 
version of the relevant part of parameter space from Figure '9.8 and Figure 9.9. As 
we can see, the three thin extensions of the unexduded region aU he along boundaries 
between areas where different processes have the highest statistical significance. As we 
have discussed, we would expect our method of combining channels (which only makes 
use of one observed limit for each parameter point) to be less effective at such boundaries. 
Thus, a dedicated analysis which included the combination of different channels may well 
be able to exclude such areas. 
Figure 9.10 also shows that the bulk of the unexduded region B lies in an area in 
which the channel h2 Z - bbZ (• ) has the highest statis~ical sensitivity. The extent 
of the unexcluded region B on the higher tan {3 side is very sensitive to the h2 - bb 
branching ratio , which, as can be seen from Figure 9.7, is also heavily dependent on the 
h2 - h1 h1 branching ratio in this region of CPX parameter space. 
The extent of the unexcluded region B towards lower values of Ah 1 is determined by 
the edge of the region in which the channel h2 Z - bbZ (• ) has the highest statistical 
sensitivity. This boundary is also very sensitive to the h2 - h1 h1 branching ratio, which 
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Figure 9.8: Coverage of the LEP Higgs searches in the !IJ1lJ - tan (3 plane of the CPX scenario, 
showing the channels that are predicted to have the highest statistical sensitivity for setting an 
exclusion limit. The colour codiugs are: red = h 1 Z----+ bbZ (. ). blue= h2 Z----+ bbZ (• ), white 
=h2Z----+h1h1Z----+bbbbZ(O).cyan=h2h1 ----+bbbb( • ),yellow=h2h 1 ----+h 1h1h1 ----+bbbbbb( ), 
green = h3h 1 ----+ bbbb (• ), purple = other channels (• ). 
has a large influence on the theoretical predictions 5~geo of the relevant channels h2 Z ---+ 
bbZ(• ). h2 h1---+ bbbb( . ). h2 h1---+ h1h1h1---+ bbbbbb( ) and h2Z---+ h1h1Z---+ bbbbZ(O). 
Comparison of Figure 9.9 with Figure 9.5 also shows that the unexcluded region B 
occurs in the regim1 affected by the ·slight excess· observed at LEP for the hu ---+ bb 
topology. It is interesting to investigate the effect of the 'slight excess' on the extent 
of the unexcluded rrgion B. Figure 9.11 shows what the exclusion would have been in 
the hypothetical situatiou in which the observed 595 value was exactly the same as the 
expected 595 value (left) or exactly la above the predicted value (centre). For the case in 
which we set the 'observed' 895 value to be exactly the same as the expected 595 value. 
we see that the entire CPX parameter space is excluded. apart from thin unexcluded 
regions along boundary lines and apart from the region Afh 1 2:, 114.4 GeV (the limit for 
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Figure 9.9: Coverage of the LEP Higgs searches in the !lh 1 - tan ,6 plane of the CPX scenario, 
showing the parameter regions excluded at the 95% C.L. by the topological cross-section limits 
obtained at LEP. The colour codings are: green = LEP excluded, white= LEP allowed. 
a S::\,1-like Higgs). For the case in which we set the ·observed' S95 value to lO" above the 
expected S95 value. we see that unexcluded regions of type A and B are both present, 
although both are smaller than the unexduded regions in Figure 9.9. 'Ne conclude that 
the presence of the ·slight excess· in the LEP results for the (ha)Z----> (bb)Z topology is 
crucial to the existence of substantial unexcluded regions in the CPX scenario. \iVe also 
conclude that the extent of the unexcluded regions is very sensitive to the size of the 
excess. 
In order to further im·estigate the effects of our ne,,· genuine vertex corrections to the 
h2 ----> h1h1 decay. we now compare the LEP exclusion regions based on thP full result 
with the case where we have used the Yukawa approximation to calculate the genuine 
vertex corrections to the h2 ----> h 1 h1 decay. This approximation was investigated in 
Chapter 6. Recall that the Yukawa corrections comprised the leading genuine vertex 
corrections and that. in the region tan jJ ,....., 8. the h 2 ----> h 1 h 1 decay width calculated 
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Figure 9.10: (a) Channels with the higlwst statistical sensitivity for the CPX scenario. 
showing a section of Figure 9.8 in more detail. (b) LEP exclusion regions for the CPX scenario. 
showing a section of Figure 9.9 in more detail. Sec the captions of Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 
for the legend. 
using the Yukawa approximatiou for the vertex corrections was ,......, 25% lower than the 
full h2 ~ h1h1 deca~' width. Figure 9.12 illustrates the effect of using this approximation 
on the determination of '"'hich channel has the highest statistical sensitivity (left) and 
the effect on the exclusions (right) in the r<'gion of the CPX parameter space coutaining 
the uncxcluded region of type B. The boundary between channels related to lgf:~zzl 2 
(i.e. h2 Z ~ h1h1Z ~ bbbbZ (D) and h2 Z --+ bbZ (• )) and those related to l.9i:~1ljzl 2 
(i.e. h2h1 ~ bbbb(• ) and h2h1 ~ h1h1h1 ~ bbbbbb( )) are in approximately the 
same position as in Figure 9.10. However. the boundaries between channels directly 
involving the h2 ~ h 1 h1 decay and those that do not involve this decay have shifted. 
In particular, the region where the channel h.2 Z ~ h1 h1 Z ~ bbbbZ (D) has the highest 
statistical sensitivity has beeu substantially reduced. This has a considerable impact 
on tlw shape of tlw uuexcluded region B in Figure 9.12 as compared to Figure 9.10. 
\Ve conclude that iucluding the full genuine vertex corrections to the h 2 ~ h1h1 decay. 
rather than just the leading vertex corrections. is vital in order to accurately determine 
the shape of the unexcluded region B. However. we note that the calculation which used 
the Yukawa vertex corrections was able to confirm the existence of the excluded region 
B and give an approximate idea of its position iu the l\1, 1-tan (3 plane of CPX parameter 
space. Therefore, it could be a useful approximation in situations where the inclusion 
of the full vertex corrections is impractical. 
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It is interesting to consider the effect of the mass of the top quark. Since the leading 
corrections to the h2 ......,. h 1 h1 vertex are Yukawa corrections proj)ortional to ·tn~; or n1.j, 
we would expect the uuexclucled region B to exhibit a strong dependence on '1/1.1 .• Thr 
n<•utral Higgs masses are also very sensitiv(' to 111 1• since they also depend on Yukawa 
corrections (as den1onstrated in Chapter -1). \Vc consider ·tn1. = 170.9 G<'V. which was 
the world average [121] at the time we first published these results in [122], and rn1 = 
17 4.3 Ge V, which was the central value used in the LEP Higgs \\larking Group and LEP 
collaborations' dedicated analysis of the CPX scenario [24].=~ Figure 9.13 contains plots of 
the h2 ......,. h 1h1 branching ratio (left), the regions excluded by the LEP topological cross-
section limits ( center) and the channels w~th the highest statistical sensitivity (right) for 
m 1. = 170.9 GeV (top) and m 1 = 174.3 GeV (bottom). 
It is immediately apparent that the size of the unexcluded region A dramatically 
increases as 1n1. increases, 'vhich is due to the effect of 1nt on the neutral Higgs self-
energies. We can also see that the area in which h2Z ......,. h1 h1 Z ......,. bbbbZ (D) has the 
highest statisticai sensitivity increases as rnt increases, as we would expeet, since the 
Yukawa corrections to the h2 ......,. h1 h1 vertex are proportional to m~ or mt. The increase 
in the h2 ......,. h1 h1 vertex corrections (and therefore the decrease in the h2 ......,. bb branching 
ratio) has resulted in a iarger unexduded region B. 
The variation of arg A 1. also has a very interesting impact on the unexcluded regions. 
\i\le saw in Figure 6.11 (a) that varying argAt by 10% has a dramatic effect on the 
h2 ......,. h1h1 decay width, through changing the magnitude and position of the peak 
at moderate tan 8 and changing the position of the minimum of Br(h2 -+ h1 h1 ). In 
Figure 9.14, which uses argA1. = 0.9 x n/2 GeV and argA1 = 1.1 x 7t/2 GeV, we can 
see these effects reflected in the h2 ......,. h1 h1 branching ratio. In particular, we see that 
the thin horizontal minimum in Br( h2 ......,. h1 hi) shifts to higher tan ,8 as arg A1 increases. 
We can also see a change in the shape of the region in which the h2 ......,. h1 hi decay is 
kinematically allowed and a reduction of the size of CPX parameter space as plotted on 
the A1h1 - tan (3 plane. 
As \VC would expect, this affects the balance of processes with the highest statisti-
cal sensitivity. The boundary between processes involving jg~~zzl 2 and those involving 
jgh~h 1 z 12 also shifts to higher taH ,8. As a result, the unexcluded region B occurs at 
higher tan (3 as arg A1 increases and its shape changes significantly. The unexcluded 
region A increases in size as arg At increases. At arg At = 0.9 x 11/2, this region is 
=~we note here that a new preliminary world average top quark mass of m 1 = 172.4 ± 1.2 GeV has 
recently become available [123] 
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Figure 9.12: Channels with th<' highest statistical sensitivity (a) and LEP exclusion regions 
(h) for th<' CPX scenario at low values of AI, 1 and moderate values of tan (J. The vertex 
corrections to the 1! 2 ----> h 1 h 1 branchiug ratio have been calculated using the Ynka\~.ra approxi-
mation awl combined with the full propagator corrections. Sec the captions of FigurP 9.8 and 
Figure 9.9 for tlw legend. 
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Figure 9.13: h2 """"""7 h1h1 branching ratio, LEP exclusions and channels with the highest statistical sensitivity plotted on the Mh 1 -tan /3 
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bisected by a thin vertical excluded region, due to the fact that the process \Vith the 
highest statistical sem;itivit.y in this part. of parameter spa('(-~ is h 1 Z _____, bbZ (•) rather 
than h2 Z _____, bbZ(.). Fur the case with arg.41 = 1.1 x 7i/2. the unexdncled regiou A 
also ext.euds to significant!~' lower ndnes of tau /3. 
Figure 9.15 illnstrat<•s the snhstautial effect that varying JA,J by 10<;{, has on the LEP 
exclusions in the CPX parameter space. Recall that Figure 6.11 (b) demonstrated that 
increasing lA I increased the size of the peak in the h 2 _____, h.1h1 decay width at moderate 
tan /3 and shifted the position of the minimum and the peak to higher valnes of tan /3. It 
also significantly changed the gradient of the h2 _____, h1 h1 decay width above tan (3 ""' 7. 
vVe see these effects reflected in the h2 _____, h 1 h1 branching ratio in Figure 9.15. \Ve ab;o 
see a significant increase in the area of parameter space in which the h2 _____, h1 h1 decay 
is kinematically allowed. At IAI = 0.9 x 900 GeV, the unexcluded region B has almost 
disappeared and the unexcluded region A has also reduced in size. 
For the case in which IAtl = 1.1 x 900 GeV, the plot illustrating the channels with 
the highest statistical sensitivity in Figure 9.15 is dramatically different from those we 
have seen so far. This is partly because Jg~~h2 zl 2 is reduced, \vhich drastically reduces 
the area where h2h1 _____, bbbb (•) has the highest statistical sensitivity. The area where 
the chanuel h2h1 _____, h1h1h1 _____, bbbbbb (•) has the highest statistical sensitivity occurs at 
higher tan /3 than previously and is now unexcluded. Also, the suppression of Jg~~h2 z J 2 
also means that the channel h3 h1 _____, bbbb has the highest statistical sensitivity over a 
much larger region than we have seen in our previous examples, and this region can 
only be partially excluded by this LEP limit. Therefore, the excluded LEP regions are 
dramatically different for the CPX scenario with JA,J = 1.1 x 900 GeV. It is worth 
noting, however, that this value of JA,J tends towards an unstable region of parameter 
space. 
The gluino mass parameter 1113 does not feature in the 1-ioop corrections to the 
h2 _____, h1 h1 decay or the 1-loop corrections to the Higgs masses. However. the Higgs 
self-energies from FeynHiggs depend on 11!3 through the On8 n 1 corrections and the /:j.rn,b 
corrections. Therefore, it is interesting to see if varying this parameter has a significant 
effect on the LEP exclusions. 
In Figure 9.16, \Ve vary arg A/3 by 20%. vVe can see that this has a dramatic effect 
on the shape of the CPX parameter space, as plotted on the _1\1 h 1 - tan f3 plane. If 
argl'V/3 = 0.8 x 1r /2, the parameter space is stretched to higher tan (3 values, whereas, if 
arg1Ha = 1.2 x 7i /2, the CPX parameter space does not extend above tan (3""' 14. Since 
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there is such a pronounced dPpendeuce on tan {3. we conclude that this behaviour is a 
result of the 6.m1, corrections. which are enhanced at large tan 13. At arg.ll/3 = 0.8 x 1r /2. 
the area of tlw mwxclnded region A increases considerably. such that it extrnds to 
llh1 "' 50 Ge V. The size of the unexduded region B abo incr<'aS(~S slightly. 
Figure 9.17 illustrates the effect of increasing and decrC'asiug lflf;~l b~' 20%. This has 
negligiblP effect on the size of the CPX parameter space. as plottPd on the 11/11] - tan {3 
plane, and very little effect on the distribution of channels with the highest statistical 
sensitivity. Therefore. the shape and position of the unexcluded region B shows little 
variation. However, the size of unexcluded region A decreases as IA13 I increases. due to 
differences in Ah2 in this part of the plots. 
It is also interesting to consider the effect of varying the Higgsino mass parameter 
f-L· For example, it has been suggested that a scenario similar to the CPX but with a 
lower value of f..L would be easier to reconcile with the relic abundance [101]. Recall from 
Figure 6.12 (a) that the effect of var~ring J.L by 10% was similar to the effect of varying 
IA11 by 10% in Figure 6.11 (b). Therefore, the branching ratios shown in Figure 9.18 are 
qualitatively very similar to those in Figure 9.15. As f..L increases, l9i:~zzl 2 is enhanced 
at the expense of 1.9h~h 1 zl 2 and this determines the relative sizes of the regions involving 
these couplings. The plot with J.L = 1.1 x 2000 GeV in Figure 9.18 has a large region in 
which the channel h2Z _,. h1h1 Z - bbbbZ (D) has the highest statistical sensitivity. The 
size of the unexcluded regions of type B increase substantially as J.L increases and largel:v 
consist of areas in which the channels h2 Z _,. h1h1Z _,. bbbbZ (D), h2h1 _,. h1h1 h1 _,. 
bbbbbb ( ) and h3 h1 _,. bbbb (•) have the highest statistical sensitivity. In contrast to 
Figure 9.15, the size of unexcluded region A remains relatively unchanged as f..L increases. 
Similarly, the effect of varying the soft-breaking term Msusv by 10%, as shown in 
Figure 9.19, can be explained by an enhancement of l9h~zzl 2 at the expense of l9h~h 1 zl 2 
and a suppression of Br(h2 - bb) as !11susv decreases (c.f. Figure 6.12 (b)). Again, the 
size of the CPX parameter space in the !11,. 1 - tan {3 plane also changes - it decreases 
as Afsusv decreases. ~ote that we incorporated our full calculation of the h3 -t h2h1 
decay width into the parameter scan for !11susv = 0.9 x 500 GeV, since we could not tell 
a priori that it would not be relevant. However, the difference this made was negligible. 
As we saw in Figure 6.4, above fl.1u+ "' 260 GeV the decay h2 _,. h1 h1 is allowed 
throughout the CPX parameter space. Figure 9.20 shows the h2 _,. h1h1 branching 
ratio in this region, LEP exclusions and channels with the highest statistical sensitiv-
ity. It illustrates that over a significant region of parameter space, at low tan {3 and 
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111 H~ ,2: 250 Ge V. the h2 __.., h1 h1 branching ratio is ::;izahle. This reduces the h2 __.., bb 
branching ratio. which could have had implications for the LEP coverage. since ex-
clusions in this region reli<>s on the cross-section limits for the topology h" Z __.., bbZ. 
However. we can see that. despit(• the lower Br(h 2 - bb). LEP can still exclude this 
r<'gion. This is because tlu:•re is no suppression of l.9/;f
1
rzzl 2 . 
9.4 Results using a preliminary new version of the 
program FeynHiggs (FH 2.6.5beta) 
\Ve also investigate the LEP exclusions using a preliminary new version of FeynHiggs, 
FH2.6.5beta [124], which has not yet been made publicly available. This version has 
two main improvements compared to the current version under public release, FH2.6.4. 
which we have used in this thesis up to this point. 
Recall from Section 4.3.6 that FeynHiggs allows the user to specify the 2-loop correc-
tions included in the calculation of the neutral Higgs self-energies via the ftag tlCplxApprox. 
If tlCplxApprox=1, the 2-loop contributions at O(asat), which have full phase depen-
dence, are included [55]. If tlCplxApprox=2, additional 2-loop corrections are also in-
cluded. However, since these additional corrections were calculated for the real .:\1SSivi, 
they use only the real parts of complex parameters as input. Since we carry out much of 
our analysis in the CPX scenario, where the trilinear couplings and the gluino mass pa-
rameter are entirely imaginary, we made the decision to use the setting tlCplxApprox=l. 
Recall also from Section 5.3.3 that FeynHiggs recommends the option which uses an 
effective value of m0 in the 1-loop contributions to the self-energies in order to absorb 
flrnb corrections. For the option tlCplxApprox=2, the renonnalisation is chosen such 
that the majority of the corrections at O(a5 0:0) and O(abat) can be absorbed into rn0 
in this way [75]. 
In the new FeynHiggs version FH2.6.5beta, the treatment of mb for the option 
tlCplxApprox=1, has been significantly improved to use the complex flmb everywhere. 
while in the previous version the effective bottom mass obtained from the corrections 
valid for the MSSM with real parameters had been used [88]. This means that an ef-
fective b-quark mass of m'bff = n"Lb(rnb)/11 + flmbl is now used, and no contributions 
involving the approximation At = ReAt, 1113 = Rel\.13 are included. In addition, in 
FH2.6.5beta. flmb is calculated using a_.(Jm"h
1 
mb
2 
), rather than as(mt) as in FH2.6.4. 
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Figure 9.21: Lightest Higgs mass as calculated by FeynHiggs [31, 56- 58] version 2.6.4 or 
2.6.5beta, as a function of tan ,B. (a) 'tlCplxApprox' is a input flag for the 2-loop contributions 
in FeynHiggs (see t ext for description). All lines include resummation of corrections to mb, 
apart from the option 'no flmb resum' (this option was calculated using FH2.6.5beta with the 
flag tlCplxApprox=l). (b) Only 1-loop contributions and flmb resummation is induded. 
]:n Figure 9.21 (a), we compare the lightest Higgs mass , as calcu~ated using tlCplxApprox=l 
and tlCplxApprox=2, using versions FH2.6.4 and FH2.6.5beta, as a function of tan {3 , 
using an effective mb in the l-~oop calculation. We can see that this leads to a substan-
tial difference between the results of FH2.6.4 and FH2.6.5beta for tlCplxApprox=l. 
Figure 9.21 (a) also includes the results from FH2.6.5beta for tlCplxApprox=1 and no 
Llrnb correction in order to further emphasise that this category of correction can have 
a high numerical impact in the CPX scenario. Figure 9.21 (b) compares the results of 
versions FH2.6.4 and FH2.6.5beta for the lightest Higgs mass at 1-loop level with the 
addition of !lrnb resummation. in order to show that the effect of altering the scale of 
0: 8 in the !lrnb correction is relatively minor. 
Figure 9.22 has been calculated using neutral Higgs self-energies from FeynHiggs 
version FH2.6.5beta , using the CPX scenario with 1nt = 172.6 GeV (top) and m1. = 
17 4.3 Ge V (bottom) . Comparison with Figure 9. 7 and Figure 9 .1.3 shows that the effect 
of using FH2.6.5beta on the CPX parameter space on the Ah1 - tan (3 plane is to stretch 
it to higher values of tan {3. This has dramatically increased the unexcluded region A, 
in comparison to Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.13. The unexcluded region B is in a similar 
position in parameter space and extends to slightly higher values of .Mh1 • It increases as 
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m1 iucreases. as we observed ''"ith FeynHiggs version FH2.6..1. Therefore, the appearance 
of the uucxcluded region B is robust with respect to the variations in FeynHiggs. 
In the rest of this chapter. unless otherwise stated, we will use FeynHiggs version 
FH2.G .. 5hcta. 
9. 5 Using parameters defined in a different 
renormalisation scheme 
As described in Section 2.8, our usual definition of the CPX scenario defines the pa-
rameters according to the on-shell renormalisation scheme. In this section, however, 
we investigate the impact of using APR = 1000 GeV and llfi·DR = Af
1
:.DR = 500 GeV 
·R 
in conjunction with the parameter conversion described in Section 3.4 in order to find 
1 f Aon-shell ]lf2.on-shell ~f2.on-shell h" h h · · F va ues o 1 · , L , 11 iR • w 1c we t en use as mput m our eynman-
diagrammatic calculation. 
Figure 9.23 illustrates the effect which changing these parameters has on the h. 2 -
h1h1 branching ratio. the LEP exclusions and the channels with the highest statistical 
sensitivity. Comparison with Figure 9.22 shows that the unexcluded region B has greatly 
increased in size and extends to higher tan ,8, such that it joins the unexcluded region 
A. This is due to the fact that, even after the shifts, the values of IAtl used as input in 
Figure 9.23 are higher than those used in Figure 9.22. (Recall that we saw in Figure 9.15 
that larger values of IAtl resulted in plots with a larger unexcluded region) 
However, if we would like to see the effect of the new h2 - h1 h1 vertex corrections 
and the effect of improvements in FeynHiggs (such as the phase dependence of the 
Higgs self-energies at O(asat)), it is instructive to do an analysis using exactly the 
same parameter conversion as [24], which is given in equation (9.1). The results from 
using this parameter conversion in conjunction with the new Higgs sector results are 
shown in Figure 9.24 for rnt = 172.6 GeV (upper) and mt = 174.3 GeV (lower). We 
compare the plots for rnt = 174.3 GeV in Figure 9.24 to the FeynHiggs analysis in 
Figure 9.4 (b). We can see that the unexcluded region B has decreased in size slightly 
and occurs at marginally higher values of tan /3. The unexcluded region A has increased 
in size substantially, although some of the lower values of tan /3, which were previously 
unexcluded, are excluded in the new analysis. 
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9.6 Using CPsuperH with the topological 
cross-section bounds 
\i\ip '''ould expect our analysis to provide less t•xclusion than a dedicatt'd CPX anab·sis 
of the type used in [24], since. as we have discussed, we eau only use one observed 
topological cross-section limit for each point in parameter space. 
We can investigate this effect further by applying the topological cross-section limits 
to Higgs masses, couplings and branching ratios as calculated with CPs1.tperH [59]. which 
we show in Figure 9.25. As input, we use the CPX scenario with APR = 1000 GeV and 
l\1i'DR = Atf~DR = 500 GeV. \V'e use values for the on-shell top mass of rn1. = 172.6 GeV 
(top) and rn1 = 174.3 GeV (bottom). 
\\le compare the result for m1 = 174.3 GeV with the CPH analysis in Figure 9.4. The 
excluded regions A and B appear in similar areas of parameter space, although the shape 
of the unexcluded region B differs. It should be noted that we are comparing the results 
from two different codes and therefore would expect some differences, although, since 
CPH is an earlier version of CPsuperH, we would expect these differences to he relatively 
minor. \V'e therefore concur with the results from previous investigations [119], which 
concluded that using the topological cross-section hounds is a useful way to confirm 
the existence and approximate positions of unexcluded regions. However, in situations 
where the shape of these regions is important, a dedicated analysis may be required. 
It is also interesting to see that, for both values of m1 shown in Figure 9.25, there 
is a large region Ah1 ;2: 70 Ge V and tan ,B ;2: 10 Ge V in which the channel h1 Z -+ 
bbZ (•) has the highest statistical sensitivity. This did not appear in any of the plots 
in the previous section and is due to higher values of !11h2 at these particular Af1q, tan ,B 
coordinates. 
9. 7 Combining the results 
Figure 9.26 illustrates the resulting excluded regions if Figure 9.23 and Figure 9.25 are 
combined such that a point in the CPX parameter space is only excluded in Figure 9.26 
if it is excluded in both Figure 9.23 and Figure 9.25, in analogy to the method used 
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m1 = ~ 72 . 6 GeV m1 = 174.3' GeV 
Figure 91.'26'~ 1 EP ~dusi!ons plotted on the JI,Jh1 - tan ,8 plane, for the CPX scenario. We 
1u..ave 1cembined the results from Hgue 9.'23: r{ whicfu. used FeynHi:ggs 1!3'1, 56,-58] version 2:6. 5>beta 
witl1 a DR to on,..shell conversion) an:d Figure 9,.25 (whi:ch used CP.superHJI such t hat a pointi 
in parameter space ts only excluded if both of these anaiyses found it to be excluded . Green 
ar,eas indicate exc!luded Fegions, white regions indicate unexehtd'ed r.egions. 
to combil11:e resl!llts from FeynHiggs and CPH in [2:4] . It is interesting to see t}]at tl1e 
unexduded regions i11crease substantially ·oompared t o Fig'llre 9.3. 
However , these res'l!l1ts should be treat·ed with caution. A th 0rough COliD.JF>arison bee.. 
tween res~~ts obtained using Fey,nHiggs anrd GPsuperrH would requim a detailed .knowl-
edge of both FeynHiggs a~1<d CPsuperrH and take irnto .acco1l!lnt d ifferences iJa higher order 
contributions and parameter ,@tefin irtions. This. is beyond th.e scope of tlrne taes~s. [t is 
a[so illotaible that the results: using. d1e api{)rroDdmate parameter convell'siicm given by equa-
tion (9:.l} (f igure 9.24)1 aifi'.e more similar to the CPsupe.rH resu]ts {Figure 91.25) than the 
res11lts from l!IDS~ng t!J0.,e lE'()re rigorous DR to on-sifu.eU oon veFsion derived iin Sect ion ·3.4 
i(FIDgure 9.23) .. 
9 .. 8 Conclusion 
The topologiea~ cross-sect[,on limits provided by [24]1 can be used t-o cak~late regions, 
of parameter space which hav:e been exchtded by LEP focr models and scenarios that 
diffeli fwm those invest]gat€d in dedica1Led ana}yses 1[24] . \"'Ve h!ave used these Hmiits to 
investigate the impact that Olll" new branching ratio results have on t.he iLEP ,e:Jecillusions 
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m tlw CPX scenario. Vle havf' found that nnexdud0d regwns remain and we have 
inve::;tigated the dependence of these regions on various ::\ISS::\I parameters. \Ye haw 
discussed the impact of a 11<'\\" version of the program FeynHigg.~.;. which has not ~~et be<-'n 
mad<' publicly a.vailabl<'. In order to c-ompar<' to the wsnlts of t.lw dedicated analysis 
of t lH' CPX sc·<'nario in [2·1]. Wt-' performed an ou-shell to DR parameter com-c·rsion. 
using the 'fun· conversion outlined in Section 3.4 and the conversion originall~' used 
in [2,1]. \iVe have performed a preliminary combination of the results using the 'full" 
conversion and the results from the program CPsuperH. and the resultant plots show 
enlarged unexcluded regions in comparison to [24]. Vve have discussed the limitations of 
this comparison. which stem particularly from difficulties in performing the conversion 
between parameters used in CPsuperH and those used in FeynHiggs. 
Chapter 10 
The program HiggsBounds: 
Comparing theoretical predictions 
with limits from Higgs searches at 
LEP and the Tevatron 
In order to perform the analysis in the previous chapter, we implemented the ex-
pected and experimentally measured topological cross-section limits from the LEP Higgs 
searches [24) into the fortran program HiggsBounds [29]1. This program takes theoretical 
Higgs sector predictions as input. determines which channel has the highest exclusion 
power at each parameter point and then compares the theoretical prediction in that 
channel with the experimentally measured limit. 
\Ve have extended HiggsBounds to be applicable to models with an arbitrary number 
of neutral Higgs bosons and we are including the new results from the Higgs searches at 
the Tevatron collider as they are released. \Ve currently have an online version of the 
program available at the address 
http://www.ippp.dur.ac.uk/HiggsBounds 
and we '"ill shortly be releasing a downloadable version of the code. 
In this chapter. we discuss the additional features which we implemented in order to 
take advantage of the limits provided hy the Tevatron experiments. \Ve will then discuss 
a numerical example. using one of the MSS~vi benchmark scenarios. 
1 For other applications of preliminary versions of HiggsBounds. see [125.126]. 
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and the total S:\1 Higgs dec-ay width. as provided b~r t lw program HDecay [108]. Hig-
gsBonnd::; also containl:i functionH fitted to thf' S~I Higgs hadronic production r.ross-
S<•ctions:~ 
• associated produet.iou pj} ~ qq--. HfV± awl pp--. qq--. H Z 
• gluon fusion pp -t gg --. H 
• vector hoson fusion pp -t qij- qijH 
• b-quark fusion pp - bb - H 
Higg.'iBrmnds also requires Sl\1 Higgs hadronic cross-sections4 for 
• pp- (blb)g- H(blb) 
without cuts and with cuts which mimic those used in the analysis [141]. 
In addition, HiggsBounds contains internal functions which are fitted to the SM 
ratios5 
• R~'~,~ = cr8 ~1 (pj5 -t qj(ji -t HrV+)Ia8~'1 (pj5 -t HW±) 
• R~~·- = a8~ 1 (pj5 -t qiQ.} -t HlF-)Ia8~1 (pp -t HHi±) 
• R~~ = O's~·J (pp - qiQi - H Z) I a5~'l (pp - H Z) 
• Rfl = O'S"I (pp - gg - H) I O'S?\1 (pp - H) 
• R~ = 0'5M(pp- bb- H)la8M(pp- H) 
where qi, qi denote the allowed combinations of quarks u, d, s, c, b. 
These internal functions are used in conjunction with Higgs sector input from the 
user. This input will contain the Higgs masses and some combination of normalised 
effecti,-e Higgs couplings squared. Higgs branching ratios" normalised hadronic Higgs 
production cross-sections and normalised partonic Higgs production cross-sections (see 
HiggsBonnds documentation for allowed combinations). \iVe use :normalised' here to 
denote division by the equivalent SM result. The multiple input options are designed 
to allow the program to he applied to a wide variety of models while still maintain-
ing convenient input modes for the most frequently used applications. However, note 
3 0btained from the TeV 4LHC Higgs Working Group compilation, maintained by F. ~laltoni. at 
http://maltoni.home.cern.ch/maltoni/TeV4LHC/ 
4We use calculations by 0. Brein. which are in agreement. with [148, 149] 
5 See previous footnote. 
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that Nigg.-;Bounds cfln only IH' used if the narrow \vidth approximation is applicable to 
the Higgs production and deca~r procel:is (see Appendix B) and the model under study 
predicts Sl\-1-likc rates for the background processes. 
Limits which lun·e \wen obtained I>~· combining different search channels under the 
assumption of S::\-1-like Higgs are only applied to a particular parameter point if all the 
relevant production cross-~ections and branching ratios for that point are related to the 
Sl\1 predictions by the same factor. However, \Ve treat combined DO and CDF limits on 
a Sivi-like Higgs [146, 147] as single pp---. ha ---. lV-H'+ channels above Ahn = 150 GeV, 
since, to a good approximation, this is the only process which contributes to the limit 
in this mass range. 
If two Higgs particles are nearly degenerate, we add up their cross-sections in each 
relevant Tevatwn channel. By default. we combine the theoretical prediction for two 
channels of the same type if the Higgs masses have a mass difference of less than flrn H = 
10 GeV (although this quantity can be varied). This is particularly relevant for obtaining 
exclusions in the MSS::\1 parameter space at large tan /3. 
We combine the LEP and Tevatron limits by searching for the LEP or Tevat.ron 
channel which is predicted to have the highest statistical sensitivity. The theoretical 
prediction is then compared to the experimentally measured c:ross-section limit for this 
channel only: as before. In this way we maintain the correct statistical interpretation of 
the limits at the 95% CL. At present, HiggsBonnds considers (nH x 2 + nJ1 x 9) LEP 
channels (although not all of these channels will be kinematically allowed) and ( n 11 x 23) 
Tevatron channels, where nu is the munher of neutral Higgs bosons in the model under 
study. 
10.2 Numerical results 
In this section, we demonstrate the use of HiggsBo'Unds in conjunction with theoretical 
Higgs sector predictions from the program FeynHiggs [31, 56-58] (version FH2.6.4). 
We use the option in which the user provides the Higgs masses, branching ratios 
and normalised effective couplings squared as input. We perform the calculation in the 
m~mx+ benchmark scenario [117], which we define as 
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m~ax+ benchmark scenario 
_Uses}· = 1000 GeV. 1-1 = 200 GeV .. U 1 = !1/2 = 200 GeV. "'h = 800 GeV 
X1 = 21Hsl'SY· At= X,+ 1-1/tan,B, m,= 172.6 GeV 
HiggsBounds uses the normalised effective couplings squared to find Higgs hadronic 
production cross-sections via the relations: 
a(pp ~ hu) 
a(ha via VBF) 
- a8M(pp ~ HH1±)jgh~wwl 2 ( R~~,. .... + R~Jn,..,. + R~'n:- + R~n·-) 
- a8"!\1(pp ~ HlF±)jgh~n;n:l 2 , (10.1) 
asM (pp- ~ H Z) jgetr 12 (Rwu + RdJ + Rcc + R"·s + Rb"h ) 
- ~zz ~Z HZ HZ BZ HZ 
a8M(pp ~ HZ)jgh~zzl 2 , (10.2) 
- a
5M(pp ~H) (igh~ggl 2 RJ.r + jgh~hbi 2 R~), (10.3) 
- a8M(ha via VBF)jgh~w11.-j 2 , (10.4) 
a(pp ~ ha(b/b)) - a8~1 (pp ~ H(bjb))jgh~bbl 2 -
awithcuts(PP ~ hu(b/b)) - a;~hcuts(PP ~ H(b/b))jgh~bbl 2 -
(10.5) 
(10.6) 
Figure 10.1 (a) illustrates the processes with the highest statistical sensitivity in 
the m~1ax+ benchmark scenario. There is a significant region where the LEP process 
e+e- ~ h0 Z ~ bbZ (•) has the highest statistical sensitivity at low-to-moderate values 
of tan,B and a narrow region at AlA- 90 GeV where the LEP process e+e- ~ hahh-+ 
bbbb (•) has the highest statistical sensitivity. However, at high values of tan ,8, the 
plot is dominated by the Tevatron process pp -+ ha ~ T+T-( ) [104, 105]. Above 
MA = 140 GeV, there is a large region in which the process pp ~ hu ~ w+Hr- (D) 
has the highest statistical sensitivity at moderate tan (3. The process pp ~ ha V ~ 
bbV with missing Er (•) features in a thin region at tan (3 ,.._, 7, l\fA > 130 GeV. 
The regions of m~~ax+ parameter space which can be excluded by current limits from 
Higgs searches at LEP and the Tevatron are shown in Figure 10.1 (b). Much of the 
area below A1A ,....., 90 GeV and the area below tan (3 ,...._ 5- 10 can be excluded by LEP 
results. There is also a substantial excluded region due to Tevatron limits on the process 
pp ~ ha ~ T+ T- ( ) at large tan (3, which extends to tan ,B ,...., 40 at J'vf A = 140 Ge V. In 
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Figure 10.1.: Processes with the highest statistica~ sensitivity and regions exduded at 95% 
CL in the m~ax+ benchmark scenario by the program HiggsBounds [29]. H the separation 
in Higgs masses is less than !:l.MH = 10 GeV, the Tevatron cross-sections involving these 
Hiiggs bosons are added. (a) The colour codings are: red = e+e- -+ h0 Z -+ bbZ C• ), blue= 
e+e- -+ hahb-+ bbbb (• ), green= pp-+ ha V-+ bbV with missing ET (• ), white= pp-+ ha-+ 
w+w-{D), yellow= pp-+ ha -+ 7"+r- { } (b)green =excluded, white= unexduded 
this part of parameter space, at least two neutral Higgs bosons have a mass difference 
A.mH < 10 GeV and therefore the theoretical predictions for these cross-sections are 
combined. 
Figure 10.2 demonstrates the excluded regions in the m~ax+ benchmark scenario for 
the case where Tevatron cross-sections are not combined for similar masses. As we would 
expect, the excluded region has reduced in size significantly. 
10.3 c~onclusion 
We have described a new program HiggsBounds, which uses cross-section limits from 
Higgs searches at both LEP and the Tevatron to determine which regions of parameter 
space of a model with an arbitrary number of neutral Higgs bosons have already been 
excluded at the 95% CL. As input, it requires theoretical predictions for the Hi:ggs 
sector. We have demonstrated some of the key features of HiggsBounds using the m~ax+ 
benchmark scenario and illustrated how a combination of LEP and Tevatron results can 
be used to place substantial constraints on the available parameter space in this scenario. 
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Figure 10.2: Regions of the m~•ax+ benchmark scenario which are excluded at 95 % CL by 
the program HiggsBounds [29] Cross-sections in channels with similar values of the Higgs mass 
are not combined. (green = excluded, white = unexcluded) 
Ou.r code provides a quick and convenient way for phenomenologists and model-builders 
to check whether a particular model or scenario h:as aheady been exduded by the Higgs 
searches. 
An online version of HiggsBounds has been made publicly available and a download-
able version will be released shortly. We intend to update the program frequently in 
order ~o ensure that it continues to use tl1e most up-to-date Tevatron limits. 
The authors of the publicly available programs FeynHiggs [31, 56- 58] and DarkSUSY 
[150] (which performs calculations of relic density and various signals for direct and 
indirect searches, especially for supersymmetric dark matter) have expressed an interest 
in using HiggsBounds in conjunction with their respective programs. We will a[so provide 
an interface to t he eode CPsuperH [59]. 
HiggsBounds wili be extended to include limits from Higgs searches at the LHC as 
tltey become availab~e. 
Chapter 11 
Conclusion 
·'Theory is a. good thing but a. good experiment lasts forever. ,. 
-- Peter Leonidovich Kapitsa 1894-1984 
The two theories of Supersymmetry and the Higgs mechanism have widespread pop-
ularity throughout the particle physics community. So far, these theories have not been 
confirmed by experiment. but neither has it been possible to rule them out. Over the 
next few decades, we will he able to rigorously test these models at the Large Hadron 
Collider and the International Linear Collider. This thesis deals with some of the phe-
nomenological issues associated with investigating an example involving aspects of both 
theories - the Higgs sector of the complex ~1inimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. 
After discussing the composition and renormalisation of the complex MSSM, we de-
rived the counter-terms necessary for the calculations in this thesis. V\Te then reviewed 
the status of the Higgs mass predictions and repeated the calculation of the neutral 
Higgs self-energies at 1-loop order for the complex MSS~1. We have derived a way to in-
corporate these self-energies into propagator corrections to processes with external Higgs 
bosons, which is an extension of previously published results for the real MSS:tVI. We have 
developed a method which allows the inclusion of Higgs mixing with Goldstone bosons 
and Z bosons into processes involving an external Higgs bosons, without inadvertently 
introducing a gauge parameter dependence at the 1-loop level. 
We have discussed some of the issues surrounding Standard Model and SUSY QCD 
contributions to processes and explicitly checked that the way in which the resummation 
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of the SGSY QCD corrections 1s performed 1s full~· consistPnt with the inclusion of 
complex phases. 
\Ve have calculated the full1-loop vertex corrections within the Fe~rtuua.n-diagrammat.ic 
approach for the process hu ---1 h1)1, .. taking into account the d<~pc·ndeuc-e on all C"omplex 
phases of tlw supersymmetric parametc•rs and tlw full momentlun dependence. These 
results "·illlw included iu the publicly an1ilable program Fey'IIHigg,c; [3L 56 ·58]. \Ve have 
included the full propagator corrections, using neutral Higgs self-energies as provided 
by FeynHiggs, and we have consistently included 1-loop mixing with the Z boson and 
the unphysical Goldstone-boson degree of freedom. Our results are currently the most 
precise predictions for the ha ---1 hbhc decay width. 
Vve have found that the genuine vertex corrections to the triple Higgs vertex are 
numerically very important. Their inclusion changes the predictions for the decay widths 
drastically as compared to an approximation based solely on propagator-ty-pe corrections. 
Using the leading Yukawa contributions yields a prediction for the decay width which 
is closer to the full result, but we still find deviations of "" 27% in the example of the 
CPX parameter space at tan (3"" 8, Afh 1 ""30 GeV. 
\Ve have also presented two effective coupling approximations in the complex ~1SSM. 
The Yukawa approximation includes all leading corrections and can be expressed in a 
very compact form, thus providing a convenient way to go beyond the tree level vertex 
contributions. The effective coupling created from the full fermion/sfermion vertex cor-
rections at zero incoming momentum is a more sophisticated effective coupling approx-
imation. These effective couplings can be used for determining accurate cross-sections 
for processes such as e+ e- ---1 h1 Z ---1 h1 h1 Z at the ILC, which provide a way to di-
rectly access the Higgs self-couplings and thus investigate a crucial element of the Higgs 
mechanism. 
We also have presented the full1-loop electroweak vertex corrections to the ha ---1 .f J 
decay width in the complex MSSM. including full phase dependence, a result which has 
not been previously available in the literature. These contributions will be incorporated 
into the program FeynHiggs. We have supplemented these new corrections with 1-loop 
QED and SM QCD corrections, resununed S'C'SY QCD contributions, propagator correc-
tions calculated using neutral Higgs self-energies from FeynHiggs, and 1-loop propagator 
mixing with Goldstone bosons and Z bosons. 
Using these decay widths in conjunction with the topological cross section limits 
from the LEP Higgs searches, we were able to investigate the effect of the new vertex 
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cout.rilmtion:; on the exclusions in the CPX benchmark scenario. Of particular interest 
was the region 30 GeV ;S /'./111 ;S 50 GeV. 3 ;S tau (J ;S 10. \vhich previous analyses 
had not been able to exclude. despite tlw relativel)· lov,· values of 11h 1 involved. Since 
the-' coupling of the lightest Higgs to the Z bosom; is snppressed in mnch of this region. 
processes involving the second heaviest Higgs or the hcavim;t Higgs <H<' important. Across 
tlw majorit:v of this region. the h2 ~ h1h1 decay is doiuinant and therefore a precise 
theor:v prediction for this decay v.,idth is crucial for confirming the existence of the 
unexcluded area and mapping out its extent. 
\\ie have also investigated the dependence of these regions on various ~,[SSM param-
eters and investigated the impact of a new version of the program FeynHiggs. which 
has not yet been made publicly available. \\Te performed on-shell to DR parameter con-
versions in order to carry out a preliminary comparison with exclusions obtained using 
the publicly available program CPsuperH [59]. Although both analyses confirmed the 
existence of unexcluded regions in similar parts of CPX parameter space, the extent of 
these regions varied. The unexcluded parameter region with a very light Higgs bosons 
will he difficult to cover with the Higgs ·semches at the LHC [89, 151, 152] (see also [153] 
for a recent study) but can be thoroughly investigated at the ILC [90]. 
In order to facilitate the use of LEP results in conjunction with new Higgs sector 
results, we created a new fortran program, HiggsBounds [29]. Vve have extended it to 
apply to models containing an arbitrary number of neutral.Higgs bosons and we have 
incorporated the preliminary results from the Tevatron Higgs searches. This program 
allows the easy comparison of models outside the usual benchmark scenarios with current 
Higgs search data. We will continue to update HiggsBonnds to include the most recent 
Tevatron results and we will include limits from the LHC as they become available. 
·.: 
Appendix A 
Scalar Integrals 
Although \Ve will use the program Loop Tools [45] in general to perform the loop integrals, 
some situations will require explicit expressions in special limits. such as the case where 
the external momenta. is put to zero. Also~ simplified expressions for the loop integrals 
can be very useful when manipulating algebraic expressions obtained from Feynman-
diagrammatic calculations or isolating leading terms, such as when investigating the 
structure of tl.rnb. 
If the external momenta are put to zero, scalar integrals can be decomposed into A0 
integrals. The solution to A0 is found (using the procedure outlined in detail in [46]) to 
be 
(A.l) 
where tl. = 4~0 = ~lE +log( 47r). ~lE = 0.57721... is the Euler-~·fascheroni constant and 
f(.T) is the gamma function. 
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\\·~e willrPquir(' the 2-poiut. 3-point. 4-point and 5-point integrals. which ar<' defined 
as 
Bo(O. m~. mi) (A.2) 
(') )4-D ;· 1 -111~- ID 
= ' 2 ( (j( 2 2 ' )( 2 2 ') /Ti q - IIIo + I f. q - 111 1 + I f. 
2 2 . 2 G0 (0. 0. 0, m 0 , m 1 . m 2 ) (A.3) 
= ~ ;·dD 1 
i7r2. · q (q2 - m6 + 'if.)(q2- 1n? + iE)(q2 - m~+ 'if) 
Do(O. 0, 0, 0, rn6, mi, m.~, m~) (A.4) 
- 1 ldD 1 
- irr2 . q (q2 - m6 + ·iE)(q2 - mi + iE)(q2 - rn~ + iE)(q2 - m~+ 'if) 
E0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, m6, mi, m~, m~, m~) (A.5) 
- 1 jdo 1 
- irr2 q (q2 - m5 + ic)(q2 - 1n? + if.)(q2 - m~+ iE)(q2- m~+ iE)(q2 - m~+ i~:) 
where the momenta of the external particles are zero and m0 . m 1 , m.2 , m.;~, m.4 are masses 
of internal particles. l\Jote that since all the momenta are the same, the order of the 
masses is irrelevant. Explicit solutions for the 2-point and 3-point functions for the case 
with general momenta dependence can be found in [46]. 
For the case where all the internal particles have the same mass. we use partial 
differentiation in order to arrive at the expressions 
Bo (0. a, a) 8Ao(a) = Ao(a) _ 1 (A.6) - a a a 
Go(O,O,O,a,a,a) ~ 8
2 Ao(a) -1 (A.7) - -2 8a2 2a. 
Do (0, 0, 0, 0, a. a, a, a) 1 ff3 A0 ( a) 1 (A.8) - 8a3 - 6a2 6 
Eo(O,O,O.O.O,a.a,a.a,a) 1 fJ4 A0 (a) 1 (A.9) =--
24 ()a4 48a3 
\Ve can find the other B0 • G0 , Do integrals by using partial fraction decomposition 
into integrals of type A0 , B0 (0, a, a), G0 (0, 0, 0, a, a, a). For the 2-point function, this 
gives 
Bo (0, a, b) 1 
- a _ b ( Ao (a) - Ao (b)) (A.10) 
Scalar Integrals 
For the 3-point function, \VC' find 
Go (0, 0. 0. a. a, b) 1 bAo(a)- aAo(b) = -- - __ ...;...._ _ _ 
Cu (0. 0. 0. a. b. c) -
b-a a(b-a)2 
(b- c)A0 (a) + (c-- o)A0 (b) + (o- b)A0 (c) 
(a- b)(o- c)(b- c) 
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(A.ll) 
(A.l2) 
These 3-point expressions are particularl~r important for our purposes as this limit is 
not covered by Loop Tools [45] and they will be required in order t.o get numerical results 
when calculating momentum independent approximations to the triple Higgs vertex. 
They will also be used to simplify the algebraic expressions for the Higgs self-energies in 
the Yukawa approximation and the triple Higgs vertex in the Yukawa approximation. 
This method can be easily extended to calculate all the D0 . Eo integrals at zero 
incoming momeuta.. However. for the purposes of this thesis. we will only require 
Do (0, 0. 0, 0, a. a, a, b) 
a2 - 2AO(b)a- b2 + 2bAO(a) 
- 2a(a- b)3 
Eo (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a, a, a, b, b) 
b ( -5a2 + 4ba + b2) - 2b(a + 2b)AO(a) + 2a(a + 2b)AO(b) 
2a(a- b) 4 b 
(A.l3) 
(A.14) 
as these will be used when simplifying the algebraic expressions for the triple Higgs 
vertex in the Yukawa approximation. 
\f\Te will also use 
B0 (a, 0, a) - B0 (0, a, a)+ 2 
-AO(a) 
B1 (a,O,a) - 2a 
where B1 is defined through 
(A.l5) 
(A.16) 
(A.18) 
These were found using the procedure outlined in [46]. They will be used to calculate 
diagrams involving gluons in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.4. 
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Other ('Xpre::;::;iont~ for tcnt~or iut<~grals which \:vere used \vlwu, for <-'xample. checking 
t:ela.tion::; between E 1,;c, Eh;Z: eau be fonwl in [46] and in the l\lathematica file btensor.111. 
which is supplied with the program FonnCa.lc [~13, 4.5]. 
Appendix B 
Narrow-width approximation 
The narrow wiclth approximation is commonly used to separate a process involving an 
internal propagator with a pole at q2 = A£2 - iAif into two parts- -one involving the 
production of the internal particle and one involving its cleca~'· These parts can then be 
calculated independently. 
The approximatiou requires that r « Af, that the centre-of-mass energy s of the 
full process is above the ou-shcll threshold for all particles involved in the 'production' 
part of the process and that the mass of the internal particle is sufficiently above the 
sum of the mass of its decay products. There should be no significant interference with 
non-resonant processes (as discussed in [154, 155]). 
In these circumstances and using an arbitrary scalar process involving an internal 
propagator as an example, the cross section for the full process a can be written as [156] 
where ap(q2) refers to the part of the process which produces the internal particle at 
momentum q2 and ad(q2 ) refers to the part of the process in which the internal particle 
at momentum q2 decays i.e. ad(q2) is the off-shell decay width. The Breit-\Vigner shape. 
(q2 -M2)\+(Mr) 2 is the modulus squared of the internal propagator. For the narrow width 
approximation to hold, q;;in should be less than the centre-of-mass energy that would 
be required to produce all the final state particles on-shell qf.thresholrl minus a few decay 
widths and q~•ax should be greater than the actual centre-of-mass energy of the process 
plus a few decay widths. 
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As r- 0. 
1 1T - •) ·")) 
-o(cr- .:.H-
IHf 
(B.2) 
ThC'refore. in this limit. t hC' CJp anci CJ" can be calculated out ird~· on-shdl. i.(~. at 
q2 = .M2 . such that that thf' full cross section under thf' narrow-\Yidth approximation 
becomes 
(B.3) 
For example. an important process at LEP wru-; e+e- - H Z - bbZ. Under the 
narrow-width approximation. the full croos section could be approximated by 
(BA) 
which is much simpler to calculate than the full 2-to-3 process. 
If the conditions for the narrow w·idth approximation are not met. it may still be 
possible to find an approximation that avoids calculating the entire production and 
decay process simultaneously. Examples of finite-width approximations can be found 
in [155] and [51]. 
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